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Abstract
IV
Data in the form of counts or proportions arise in biology, biomedical, toxicology, 
epidemiology and other similar fields. These data often exhibit variation greater or 
smaller than predicted by a simple model, such as, a Poisson or a binomial model. 
Thus, in practice, a model having an over or under dispersion parameter might be 
necessary. This is an important parameter to estimate for making appropriate in­
ferences regarding the mean or the regression parameters in analyzing count data or 
binary data. Also, in some instances the dispersion parameter may be of interest in 
its own right.
Several parametric or semi-parametric methods have been developed to estimate 
the dispersion parameter in the analysis of binary data. In this thesis, I first con­
duct an extensive empirical investigation, by simulations, to study the properties, in 
terms of mean bias, standard deviation and mean square error, of twenty six different 
estimators of the dispersion parameter tha t exist in the literature. Of these twenty 
six estimators I recommend an estimator Q2 , based on optimal quadratic estimating 
equations for the mean and dispersion parameters. Further, I derive an expression 
for a bias-corrected maximum likelihood estimator (BCML) of this parameter using 
a beta-binomial model. A bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator of the dis­
persion parameter is also obtained for a regression situation. I then compare, by 
simulations, the BCML estimator, in terms of bias and efficiency, with the maximum 
likelihood (ML) estimator, a double extended quasi-likelihood (DEQL) estimator pro­
posed by Lee (2004) and the estimator Q2 . A toxicological data set from Paul (1982) 
and a medical data set from Otake and Prentice (1984) are analyzed. The simulation 
results and examples indicate that the BCML estimator performs well in terms of 
bias and efficiency in most instances.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
For count data we derive a first order BCML estimator using a two-parameter 
negative binomial model and a (DEQL) estimator for the dispersion parameter for 
data involving only the mean and the dispersion parameters. The bias corrected max­
imum likelihood estimator of the dispersion parameter is also derived for a negative 
binomial regression model. The BCML estimator, in case of a two-parameter model, 
is compared, in terms of bias and efficiency, with the ML estimator investigated by 
Piegorsch (1990), the moment and the maximum extended quasi-likelihood estima­
tors investigated by Clark and Perry (1989), and the DEQL estimator. The BCML 
estimator works best in term of bias and efficiency properties in most instances. The 
European red mites data with no covariate (Bliss and Fisher, 1953) and the Ames 
Salmonella assay data with one covariate (Margoline et al., 1981) are analyzed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Data in the form of counts or proportions arise in biology (Anscombe, 1949; Bliss 
and Fisher, 1953; Bliss and Owen, 1958; McCaughran and Arnold, 1976; Margolin, 
Kaplan and Zeiger, 1981; Ross and Preece, 1985), toxicology (Weil, 1970; Kleinman, 
1973; Williams, 1975; Paul, 1982), epidemiology (Manton, Woodbury, and Stallard
1981) and other similar fields (Crowder, 1978; Otake and Prentice, 1984; Donovan, 
Ridout, and James, 1994; Gibson and Austin, 1996). These data often display greater 
or smaller variability than what is predicted by a simple model such as a Poisson or 
a binomial model, although variation smaller than the Poisson or binomial variation 
occurs rarely. In such cases this over or under dispersion is referred to as extra-Poisson 
or extra-binomial variation.
In some binary data situations, where the experimental unit is a litter of animals, 
the variability of the data is more or less than the variance of a binomial distribution. 
This extra variability is known as the litter effect. This litter effect is also interpreted
1
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as ‘heritability of a dichotomous tra it’ (see Elston, 1977; Crowder, 1982) or intra- 
litter or intraelass correlation. Also, in some situations the intraclass correlation 
provides an index of disease aggregation (see Ridout, Demetrio, and Firth, 1999). In 
some count data situations, the variance of the data can exceed its mean and that 
violates the assumption of some forms of a simple model such as the Poisson model. 
In practice, this event of over or under dispersion in count data is quite common. 
For example, the count data for European red mites analyzed by Bliss and Fisher 
(1953) showed th a t the variance of these data exceeds the mean. In many instances, 
the intraclass correlation parameter or the dispersion parameter may be of interest in 
its own right. Estimation of this parameter is also important for making inferences 
regarding the mean or the regression parameter. In this thesis, I am concerned about 
the estimation of the intraclass correlation parameter or the dispersion parameter 
when data are in the form of proportions or counts.
The usual approach for the estimation of the intraclass correlation parameter or 
the dispersion parameter for data in the form of proportions is to use the maximum 
likelihood method based on some parametric models. A number of parametric mod­
els, such as, the beta-binomial model (Skellam, 1984), the correlated binomial model 
(Haseman and Kupper, 1978) and the additive and multiplicative binomial models 
(Altham, 1978) have been used for analyzing binary data with under or over disper­
sion. Of these, the correlated and the additive binomial models are identical and give 
a first order approximation of the beta-binomial model (Srivastava and Wu, 1993). 
The beta-binomial is a commonly used parametric model because it is easy to use,
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flexible and extends readily to more complex models with extraneous variance as a 
function of covariates (Chen and Kodell, 1989). This model has been employed in 
modeling consumer purchasing behaviour (Chatfield and Goodhart, 1970), in studies 
of dental caries in children (Weil, 1970), and in toxicological data (Williams, 1975). 
However, the beta-binomial model allows only positive correlation (or over disper­
sion) while the correlated and multiplicative binomial models allow the possibility of 
negative correlation (or under dispersion) as well. To overcome this drawback Pren­
tice (1986) introduced an extended beta-binomial model which allows both positive 
and negative correlation (or under and over dispersion). The extended beta-binomial 
(BB) model for analyzing binomial data with under and over dispersion has been 
widely used by many authors (Otake and Prentice, 1984; Prentice (1986); Paul and 
Islam, 1998).
An alternative approach for the estimation of the intraclass correlation parame­
ter or the dispersion parameter in proportion data is the use of methods based on 
semi-parametric models, the method of moments (Breslow, 1990; Kleinman, 1973; 
Srivastava and Wu, 1993), analysis of variance methods (Elston, 1977) and other di­
rect methods (Karlin, Cameron, and Williams, 1981), which can be robust against 
misspecification of the variance structure. Several semi-parametric models have been 
proposed that require the assumption of only the first two moments. These include 
models based on the Quasi-likelihood (McCullagh, 1983; Wedderburn 1974; Williams
1982), the extended quasi-likelihood (Nelder and Pregibon, 1987), the pseudo-likelihood 
(Davidian and Carrol, 1987), the double extended quasi-likelihood (Lee and Nelder,
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2001) and others based on optimal quadratic estimating equations (Crowder, 1987: 
Godambe and Thompson, 1989).
For the estimation of the intraclass correlation parameter in the analysis of binary 
data, several estimators based on the above methods have been studied by many 
authors (Crowder, 1985; Paul, 2001, Paul and Islam, 1998; Ridout, Demetrio and 
Firth, 1999). Paul and Islam (1998) considered seven estimators to study their prop­
erty in terms of bias and efficiency and recommended tha t the estimator based on 
the Gaussian likelihood has the best efficiency and bias property. By varying the 
coefficients of the optimal quadratic estimating equations Paul (2001) obtained five 
estimators of the intraclass correlation parameter and found th a t an estimator Q2, 
based on optimal quadratic estimating equations for the mean and the intraclass 
correlation parameter with the third and fourth cumulants of the beta-binomial dis­
tribution, is the best. Ridout et al. (1999) conducted a simulation study of twenty 
estimators which did not include some of estimators studied and recommended by 
Paul and Islam (1998) and Paul (2001) and found that seven estimators perform 
well. In this thesis, we do a comprehensive study, by simulations, of twenty six es­
timators which include all the estimators studied by Paul and Islam (1998), Paul 
(2001) and Ridout et al. (1999).
The maximum likelihood estimator of the intraclass correlation parameter based 
on a model is usually asymptotically consistent and efficient if the parametric model 
assumption is correct. For small sample size it is well known that this estimate may 
be biased. In practice this bias is usually ignored, the justification being tha t it
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is negligible compared with the standard errors. However, with small or moderate 
sample size, it is useful to have a rough idea of the size of the bias. For a likelihood 
involving only one parameter to be estimated, the n~l bias of the maximum likelihood 
estimate from a single random sample was first given by Bartlett (1953). Haldane 
and Smith (1956) gave similar order expressions for the first four cumulants of the 
maximum likelihood estimate. A lot of work concerning bias and accuracy of estimates 
has been carried out by Shenton and Bowman (1963, 1969, 1977). Cox and Snell 
(1968) developed a general formula for the n _1 biases of the maximum likelihood 
estimators of the parameters of any distribution. This method has been employed 
in computing biases of the maximum likelihood estimates in logistic discrimination 
problems (Anderson and Richardson, 1979; McLachlan, 1980), in the generalized log- 
gamma regression model (Young and Bakir, 1987), and in the generalized linear model 
(Cordeiro and McCullagh, 1991). In this thesis, following the general results of Cox 
and Snell (1968), we derive expressions for biases of the maximum likelihood estimates 
of the mean (regression) and the intraclass correlation parameters for data that are 
assumed to have come from a beta-binomial distribution. We then compare the bias 
corrected estimator with Q2 and the double extended quasi-likelihood estimators.
The usual approach for the estimation of the dispersion parameter for count data 
is to use the maximum likelihood method based on a negative binomial model. An 
alternative approach would be to use some semi-parametric methods, such as, the 
quasi-likelihood method or the extended quasi-likelihood method in which the as­
sumption of only the first two moments is necessary. Clark and Perry (1989) studied
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the method of moments (MM) estimator and the extended quasi-likelihood (EQL) 
estimator and found that the EQL estimator works best in terms of bias and ef­
ficiency except for small mean parameter values and small sample size. Piegorsch 
(1990) compared, by simulations, the maximum likelihood estimator, in terms of bias 
and efficiency, with the MM and EQL estimators and drew the same conclusion as 
Clark and Perry (1989). In this thesis, we derive a bias corrected maximum likelihood 
estimator and a double extended quasi-likelihood estimator (Lee and Nelder, 2001). 
We then compare these two estimators with the MM and EQL estimators in terms 
of bias and efficiency.
In Chapter 2, we discuss some preliminaries and review the estimation procedures 
for the generalized linear model and the hierarchical generalized linear model. We 
also review general results of Cox and Snell (1968) for the biases to the order n~l of 
the maximum likelihood (ML) estimators for the parameters of any distribution.
In Chapter 3, we conduct an extensive empirical investigation, through simula­
tions, to study the properties of different estimators of the dispersion parameter or 
the intraclass correlation parameter in the analysis of binary data. We study bias, 
standard deviation, mean square error and efficiency of different estimators of this 
parameter based on several parametric or semi-parametric methods. In this study we 
consider twenty six estimators of the intraclass correlation parameter based on the 
maximum extended beta-binomial likelihood, a combination of the quasi-likelihood 
estimating equation for the mean and the moment estimating equation for the intra­
class correlation (Breslow, 1990; Moore and Tsiatis, 1991), extended quasi-likelihood
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(Nelder and Pregibon, 1987), optimal quadratic estimating equations (Crowder, 1987; 
Godambe and Thompson, 1989) including the Gaussian likelihood (Whittle, 1961; 
Crowder, 1985) and the pseudo-likelihood (Davidian and Carrol, 1987), several mo­
ment methods (Kleinman 1973; Williams, 1982; Tamura and Young, 1987; Yamamoto 
and Yanagimoto, 1992; Srivastava and Wu, 1993), the analysis of variance method 
(Elston, 1977; Fleiss, 1981), direct probabilistic method (Fleiss and Cuzick, 1979; 
Mak, 1988) and direct computation method (Karlin, Cameron, and Williams, 1981). 
We also study the properties of these estimators when data come from different proba­
bility distributions such as the beta-binomial distribution, the probit normal binomial 
distribution and a mixture of two binomial distributions. We compare small sample 
efficiencies of the six different estimators of the intraclass correlation parameter, which 
have the least amount of bias, standard deviation and mean square error, relative to 
the maximum likelihood estimator using the extended beta-binomial model.
In Chapter 4, we derive a bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator (BCML) 
for the intraclass correlation parameter based on the extended beta-binomial model 
using the general results by Cox and Snell (1968). The bias corrected maximum 
likelihood estimator for the dispersion parameter is also extended to a regression 
situation. The performance of this estimator is then compared with two recently rec­
ommended estimators, a double extended quasi-likelihood estimator (DEQL) of Lee 
and Nelder (2001) and an estimator Q2 which is based on the optimal quadratic esti­
mating equations of Crowder (1987), through simulation, in terms of bias, efficiency 
and robustness for data distribution. A performance study of the BCML estimator
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for the dispersion parameter in a regression situation has been left for future study.
In Chapter 5, we derive a bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator, BCML 
and a double extended quasi-likelihood estimator, DEQL of the negative binomial 
dispersion parameter. The bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator for the neg­
ative binomial dispersion parameter is also extended to a regression situation. These 
estimators are then compared with a few other estimators tha t already exist in the 
literature, such as, a method of moments estimator, MM, and an extended quasi­
likelihood estimator, EQL, through an extensive simulation study, in terms of bias 
and efficiency. For a regression situation, the performance of the bias corrected max­
imum likelihood estimator for the negative binomial dispersion parameter has been 
left as a future topic.
Chapter 6  concludes the thesis with a summary of findings in the thesis and a 
discussion of some topics for future study.
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Some Prelim inaries and Review of Current 
Literature
2.1 Generalized Linear M odels
A generalized linear model (GLM) can be described as follows:
(i) Suppose we have a response variable Y  with mean fi for which the log-likelihood 
can be written in the form
/(y ; o) = {yd -  b(6)}/a(v) -  c(y, v),
for some known functions a(.),&(.) and c(.), where 6 is the canonical parameter and 
a(u) has the form v /m ,  where v is some dispersion parameter and m  is the prior 
weight. The mean and variance of the response Y  are given by
E(Y )  = fi = h'(9) and var(T) =  ub"{9) = uV(fi),
where V(.)  is a function of ji, which usually contains no unknown parameters.
9
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(ii) A set of covariates x\, X2 , ■ ■ ■, xp defines a linear predictor in the form
P
(iii) A monotonic differentiable link function relates the mean p of the datum Y  to
the linear predictor 77 as
where g(.) is a monotonic function known as the link function.
2 .1.1 Quasi-Likelihood
The quasi-(log)likelihood, henceforth written as quasi-likelihood, of Wedderburn (1974)
variable. The quasi-likelihood can then be used for the estimation of the mean or the 
regression parameters. Suppose we have independent observations 7/j (i — 1 ,n) 
with mean E (yd =  n  and var(yi) =  uV(n) ,  where V  is some known function, called 
the variance function, and u is some dispersion parameter. Then the quasi-likelihood 
of the data can be written as
is the deviance component of which measures the discrepancy between the obser­
vation and its expected value. For the binomial and the Poisson distributions, v — 1,
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while for the normal, gamma and the inverse Gaussian distributions v is usually an 
unknown parameter. Further, the variance function for the Poisson data V(m) = m, 
where E (yd = m  and for binomial data it is V(tc) =  n7r(l — i t ) ,  where E (yd =  nir. 
The quasi-likelihood Q has properties similar to those of the usual log-likelihoods.
2.1.2 Extended Quasi-Likelihood
The quasi-likelihood is suitable only for the estimation of the regression parameters 
and is not suitable for the estimation of over-dispersion parameter. To overcome 
this, Nelder and Pregibon (1987) and Godambe and Thompson (1989) proposed the 
extended quasi-likelihood by introducing a normalizing factor to the quasi-likelihood. 
This normalizing factor involves the over-dispersed parameter through the variance 
function. Using the normalizing factor the extended quasi-likelihood of the data can 
be written as
where di(y : y)  is the deviance function as defined above, v is the dispersion parameter 
and V{yi)  is the variance function applied to the observation y*. Note that the 
variance of datum y  can be expressed as a product of the two terms, the dispersion 
parameter v and the variance function V . For example, for over-dispersed binomial 
data var(yi) =  / ^ ( l  — 7r){l +  (n; — !)</>} =  ViV(iT), where ^  =  1 +  (rij — 1 )<p is 
the dispersion parameter specific to observation i and V(n)  =  n 7r(l — tt). For over­
dispersed Poisson data var(yd — m(l+cm) — u V (m), where v = 1 and V(m)  =  m (l+  
cm). Here we would like to distinguish the term v from <fi and c. In our application
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of over-dispersed binomial and over-dispersed Poisson models, <f> and c are dispersion 
parameters which take positive as well as negative values (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 
5). In situations where a full distributional assumption for the response variable is 
not available, the EQL methodology can be used to jointly estimate the mean and the 
dispersion parameters. Note tha t Q+, like Q, does not preassume a full distributional 
assumption but only the form of the first two moments. For the normal and the inverse 
Gaussian distributions, Q+ resembles a log-likelihood: For the Poisson, binomial and 
the negative binomial distributions, Q+ is an approximation to the respective log- 
likelihoods by replacing factorials by their usual Stirling’s approximations.
2.2 Hierarchical Generalized Linear M odels
Lee and Nelder (1996) introduced the hierarchical generalized linear model (HGLM) 
which is defined as follows.
Let y -  {yi,y2 , ■ ■ ■, yn)! be the response and u =  (u\, u^, ■ ■., un)' be some unob­
served random variable with E(yi\ui) =  (Mh and var(?/;|«i) =  rVo(fiQi), i —  1 , n ,  
where r  is some dispersion parameter and Vo(^oi) is some known function. Then
(i) the log-likelihood for y given u has the generalized linear model (GLM) form
l0(0{po),T] y\u) =  [{yrfiVo) -  K&(Vo) ) } / t  + k{yh r ) ] ,
where 6(pq) is the canonical parameter and r  is the dispersion parameter. The linear 
predictor rjq takes the form
Vo =  g(p o) =  Xf3 +  v,
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where /xo =  (yoi,Mo2 , ■ • ■ ,/xon)/, <?() is the link function, X  is the n  x p model matrix 
for fixed effects (3, and the random effects v =  (vi ,v2, . . . ,  u„)', where u; =  <?i(xx;), 
for some strictly monotonic function of iq. Note tha t the choice of the scale of Ui is 
important in which xx, is assumed to be linear in the linear predictor. For example, 
the distribution of y\u is Poisson with E(y\u) =  y 0. W ith the log-link we have 
rjo = log(fio) — X(3 + v, where v — log(u).
(ii) The random effects u, are independently distributed with dispersion parameter
v.
For inferences for the mean (regression) and dispersion parameters in the hierar­
chical models Lee and Nelder (1996) proposed to use the hierarchical (log)-likelihood 
(h-likelihood). The h-likelihood is the logarithm of the joint density function of y and 
u which is defined by
h  =  l0(f3,r]y\u) +  h{v]u),
where lo{(3, t ;  y\u) is the log-likelihood for y\u with parameters (3 and r  and li{v\u) 
is the log-likelihood for u with parameter v. Lee and Nelder (1996) suggested that 
in the construction of the h-likelihood, the choice of the scale of the random effects 
is important. So a scale change of the random effects v =  gi(u) should be such that 
the random effects u are assumed to occur linearly in the linear predictor and such 
change requires a Jacobian adjustment. Therefore, the h-likelihood becomes
h  =  Iq{(3, t ;  y\v) +  h{v, v),
where lo((3, r; y\v) =  lo(f3,T\y\gi(u)) is the log-likelihood for y\v, since v is a strictly
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monotonic function of u and l\{w, v) =  h(w, u) + ]T)ln(|dui/ch;;|) is the log-likelihood 
for v, with \dui/dvi\ being the Jacobian.
2.2.1 Double Extended Quasi-Likelihood
For hierarchical generalized linear models, Lee and Nelder (2001) showed that the ker­
nel of the conjugate log-likelihood h(u; v) can be written in the form of a generalized 
linear model as
M W  “  b(0(u))] ! v -
i
Thus, this can be viewed as the likelihood l\{u\ 6{uj)) of quasi-data ui with quasi-fixed 
parameters u and hence 6{u) has the purely formal relationship
E(ui) — u = b'(9(u)) and var(u)  =  vVi(u),
where Vi(u) =  b"(9(u)). However, the random effect u satisfies E(u) = u  and var(n) =  
<pVi(oj), for some ip, which is a function of v (Lee and Nelder, 2001). Thus, the 
hierarchical generalized linear models (HGLM) for an arbitrary variance function can 
be written in a form as follows:
(i) Yi\ui ~  GLM with E(Y;|rq) =  /i0i and var(Y|n;) =  rYo(^oi),
(ii) Ui ~  GLM with E («,) =  u  and var(/ui) =  ipVi(u>).
Lee and Nelder (2001) proposed the use of the double extended quasi-likelihood 
(DEQL) for the joint estimation of the mean and the dispersion parameters, which 
uses extended quasi-likelihoods (EQL) to approximate both lo(/3, t ; y\v) and h{v, v). 
Note tha t li{v\ v) can be expressed as li(u;9(u>)). The DEQL methodology requires
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an EQL for Yi\vi and an EQL for 0(u;). The DEQL then is obtained by combining 
these two EQLs as follows
D EQ  =  Q0[d(fi0),T-,y\v] + Q i [u]9(lu)\, (2.2.1)
where
Qo[9(^o),r-y\v] =  ~  ^ [ d o i / T  +  ln{2?rrV0{yi)}\ is the EQL for y\v
and
Qi[u\0{v)) =  Q i [u-,lo] +  E \n{\du/ dd{u})\) is the EQL for quasi-data 6(u>), 
with
Qx[u\ uj] = —̂  'sy ^ \ d u / v  +  \n{2irvV0(yi)}\ being the EQL for quasi-data a
Pyi y. —
dQi =  2  /  - d t  are the deviance components of y|u
and
r c o - t
in = 2 / . dt are the deviance components of u.
Jm mW
2.3 Bias to Order n  of the ML Estim ator
Cox and Snell (1968) derived general results for the biases to the order n _ 1  of the 
maximum likelihood (ML) estimators for the parameters of any distribution. They 
gave an expression for the bias of the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate for a single 
unknown parameter and then they extended it to the multi-parameter case. In what 
follows we explain the two cases: (i) a single parameter n~l bias of the ML estimator 
and (ii) multiparameter n~l bias of the ML estimator.
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2.3.1 A Single P aram ete r n 1 Bias of the ML Estimator
Suppose f(rji,9) is the probability density function of Yi, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n  with unknown 
parameter 9. Then the log-likelihood is
n
i~l
where k(9) — In /(?/,, 0). The maximum likelihood estimating equation for 9 is
I'(9) =  0,
where 9 is the maximum likelihood estimate of 9. Now, the first order Taylor series 
expansion of l'(9) at 9 = 9 becomes
l \9)  +  (9 -  9)1"{9) =  0.
By replacing —I"(9) with its expectation I  =  V*), Vt =  d2k(9)/d92, where I  is
the Fisher information in the sample, we obtain
9 - 9  = j ,  (2.3.1)
where U — P  = dk(9)/d9.  Note that var(0) =  P 1. Then, using the second
order Taylor series expansion of V{9) at 9 = 9 we obtain
I'(9) +  (9 -  9)1"(9) + \ { 9 -  9)2l'"(9) -  0. (2.3.2)
A
Now,
E(l’{9)) = 0, 
E{{9 -  9)l"(9)\ =  cov[(9 -  9), l"{9)} +  E{9 -  9)E(l"(9))
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and
E[{B -  = cov[(B -  8)2,r{B)} +  E{{8 -  By]E{l"\B)).
So, by taking expectation of equation (2.3.2) and using the above results, we obtain
E(9 -  B)E{l"{B)) +  cov[{8 -  B),l"{B)\ +  \ e [{8 -  B)2]E(l'"(B))
£
+  ^cov[{B -  B)2, l"\B)] = 0. (2.3.3)
Using equation (2.3.1), the second term of equation (2.3.3) can be simplified as
'U
cov[(B — 8),l"(B)\ =  cov
I ,V
1
j C O V E U" Y . V‘




where l"(B) = V  =  V* and J  =  YhE{UiVi).  Similarly, using equation (2.3.1), the 
final term in equation (2.3.3) can be expressed as
~U2










l ^ c o v W . W , ]
i
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where l"'{0)) = W  =  Y w u with Wt = 8%(0)/803 and L  =  Y i l E (u ?w i) ~  
E(U?)E(Wi)\. These terms I  and L  are of order n, since these refer to a total 
over the sample. Therefore, it shows that cov[(0 — 0)2,l'"{0)] is 0 (n _1).
Finally, based on the results above the equation (2.3.3) can be written as
- I E ( 0  - 0 )  + j  + \vax{0)K  +  0 (n _1) =  0,
1 £
where K  =  E(l"'(0)) — Y  E (Wi). Thus, the bias to order n~l of the ML estimator 
of 0 is
6(9) = B(9-«) = T ( i f  + 2J).
2.3.2 Multiparameter n~l Bias of the ML Estimator
Suppose f  [yi, 01,02,... ,0q) is the probability density function of a random variable 
Yi, i =  1 , . . . ,  n, with q unknown parameters 0i, 02, . .  ■, 0q■ Let 0' — (ffi, #2 , • ■ •, 0q)- 
For r, t, u =  1 , . . . ,  q, define
I r t  =
J r tu  =  e ( ± W 1
(0r t  I ?
(0
rtu
\ i = 1
and
K r , tu  =  e I ^ u Y v V ) ,
\  i ~  1
where
!/<*> =  I? - , VCi‘) =  ^ L  and w<£ ^
<90r ’ rt 80r80t rtu 80r80td0u
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with k =  In /(y ,; 9i ,0%, ■ ■ ■, 9q). Similar to the equation (2.3.1), the standard first-
order expressions of the maximum likelihood estimating equations for 9r, r =  1, . . . ,  q,
become
n
§r - e r = J 2 M r*Us \  (2.3.4)
»=i
where M rs is the (r, s)th  term of the inverse of the q x q  information matrix I  =  (Irs) 
and the summation convention is applied to multiple suffices referring to parameter 
components.
Further, the estimating equations for 9S, s =  1 , . . . ,  q, analogous to (2.3.2), are
n r  1
E  u r ] +  0 s - es)v^  + - 0 t - et)(6u- eu)wrwrtu 0. (2.3.5)
Now, using (2.3.4) and taking expectations on (2.3.5), we obtain a set of simultaneous 
linear equations as
E(9S -  Bs)Irs =  ^ M tu(Jrtu +  2K tiru), for s = 1 , . . . ,  q.
Finally, the biases to order r T 1 of the maximum likelihood estimates of 9S, s — 1 , . . . ,  p
are
1 v v p
hs(8 1 ,02, . . . , 9 P) = E(8S - 0 s )  = - J 2 J 2 J 2  M S r M t u ( J r t u  +  2  Kt,ru). (2.3.6)
r = 1 t —1 u = l
2.4 Relative Efficiency of the Estim ator
The efficiency of an estimator is the degree to which the estimator is stable from 
sample to sample. That is, the less subject to sampling fluctuation an estimator is,
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the more efficient it is. The efficiency of an estimator is measured relative to the 
efficiency of other estimator and is therefore often called the relative efficiency. If an 
estimator Ti has a smaller mean square error (MSE) than an estimator T2, then the 
estimator Tx is more efficient than the estimator T2. The efficiency of an estimator 
can also be thought of as the precision of the estimator. In what follows we explain 
how we can quantify it in our results.
Let Tx and T2 be two estimators for a parameter 6. Suppose the mean square 
errors of the estimators Tx and T2 are, respectively, given by
1 k




M S £(T x) =  i ] T ( t 2i - 0 ) 2,
i= 1
where tu and t2i are the values of the estimators Ti and T2 for the zth sample (i 
1 , . . . ,  k). Then, the relative efficiency of Tx, compared with that of T2, is
M S E ( T 2)
( ^  M S E ( T i )
=  E t x f a  -  ^ ) 2 
E U t u - o ) 2 '
Note that Tx is more efficient than T2 if RE{T\) > 1.
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Estim ation of the Intraclass Correlation Parameter 
in the Analysis of Binary D ata
3.1 Introduction
Data in the form of proportions arise in toxicology (Weil, 1970; Kleinman, 1973; 
Williams, 1975; Paul, 1982) and other similar fields (Crowder, 1978; Otake and Pren­
tice, 1984; Donovan, Ridout, and James, 1994; Gibson and Austin, 1996). These pro­
portions often exhibit variation greater than predicted by a simple binomial model. In 
studies where the experimental unit is a litter of animals, it has been observed (Weil, 
1970) that an inherent characteristic of data from these types of studies is the ‘litter 
effect’, i.e., there is a tendency of littermates to respond more alike than animals 
from different litters. This litter effect is also known as the intra-litter correlation or 
intra-class correlation. It is an important parameter to estimate as in some binary- 
data situations it is interpreted as ‘heritability of a dichotomous tra it’ (see Elston,
21
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1977; Crowder, 1982). Also, in some situations the intraclass correlation provides 
an index of disease aggregation (see Ridout, Demetrio, and Firth, 1999). There has 
been considerable interest in recent literature in studying the properties of different 
estimators of the intraclass correlation parameter, see, for example, Crowder (1985), 
Paul and Islam (1998), Ridout et al. (1999) and Paul (2001).
The usual procedure is to estimate the intraclass correlation parameter by the 
maximum likelihood method based on a parametric model, such as, the beta-binomial 
(Skellam, 1948; Williams, 1975) or the extended beta-binomial model of Prentice
(1986) which allows over as well as under dispersion; the correlated binomial model 
(Haseman and Kupper, 1978) and the additive and the multiplicative models (Al- 
tham, 1978). Of these, the correlated and the additive binomial models are identical. 
The superiority of the beta-binomial model for the analysis of proportions has been 
shown by many authors (Paul, 1982; Pack, 1986). This is one of the reasons why 
subsequent studies used only the beta-binomial or the extended beta-binomial model 
to estimate the intraclass correlation parameter. However, an estimator based on a 
parametric model may produce inefficient or biased estimators when the parametric 
model does not fit the data well. So, other estimators, which can be more robust, 
such as moment estimators (Klienman, 1973), analysis of variance type estimators 
(Elston, 1977), quasi-likelihood estimators (Breslow, 1990; Moore and Tsiatis, 1991), 
extended quasi-likelihood estimators (Nelder and Pregibon, 1987), the Gaussian like­
lihood estimators (Whittle, 1961; Crowder, 1985), estimators based on the pseudo­
likelihood estimating equations of Davidian and Carroll (1987) and estimators based
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on quadratic estimating functions of Crowder (1987) and Godambe and Thompson 
(1989) have been considered.
Paul and Islam (1998) compared seven estimators, in terms of bias and small 
and large sample efficiency, of the intraclass correlation. Their study and a similar 
study by Crowder (1985) showed that the Gaussian likelihood estimator had the 
best efficiency and bias property. Paul (2001) considered estimating the intraclass 
correlation parameter by the quadratic estimating equations (QEE’s) of Crowder
(1987) and Godambe and Thompson (1989). By varying the coefficients of the QEE’s 
he obtained five sets of estimating equations. By a large sample asymptotic efficiency 
comparison Paul (2001) found th a t the estimator of the intraclass correlation based on 
the optimal quadratic estimating equations for the mean and the intraclass correlation 
parameter with the third and fourth cumulants of the beta-binomial distribution is 
the best. Ridout et al. (1999) provided an excellent review of earlier work on the 
estimation of the intraclass correlation and conducted a simulation study to compare 
bias, standard deviation, mean square error and efficiency properties of 2 0  estimators. 
Their study concluded that seven estimators (details can be found in their paper) 
perform well. Note that the 20 estimators studied by Ridout et al. (1999) did not 
include some of the estimators studied and recommended by Paul and Islam (1998) 
and Paul (2001).
In this chapter, we conduct an extensive empirical investigation, through simula­
tions, to study bias, standard deviation, mean square error and efficiency of twenty-six 
estimators, which include all the estimators studied by Paul and Islam (1998), Paul
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(2001) and Ridout et al. (1999). Our main interest is to study the properties of these 
estimators when data come from different probability distributions, and for smaller 
values of the intraclass correlation <f>, mainly for (j) < 0.5, because in practical data 
analysis estimate of (f) is small. See, for example, Williams (1975), Crowder (1978), 
Paul (1982), Paul and Islam (1995) and other similar references involving toxicolog- 
ical data and data in similar fields. The twenty six estimators are briefly reviewed 
in Section 3.2. The simulation design is described in Section 3.3. The results of the 
simulations and their analyses are also presented in this section.
3.2 Estim ation of the Intraclass Correlation
3.2.1 The Maximum Extended Beta-Binomial Likelihood 
Estimator
We assume that Yi\pi ~  binomial (n^p*), for i =  1, ...,m . We assume further that the 
binomial probability p  is distributed as a beta (a, (5) distribution with a  > 0  and 
/3 > 0. Thus
and
f(Pi) B (a,P)
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where 0 <  p i <  1, a  >  0, j3 > 0 and B(a, b) =  r(«)r(/?)/r(o:-l-/3). Then, the resulting 
mixed distribution is the Beta-binomial BB(a,(8 ) having probability mass function
P r { y M  =
for yi =  0 ,1 , 2 , ,  rii. We define tt = and S =  where 8 is the dispersion 
parameter. The Beta-binomial B B ( tt, 5) probability mass function is given by
f(yi\rr,8) = Pr(yi,ir,5\ni)
Ui B ( f  + yi ,ni + - fZ  - y i )
y<J
for yi = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,  rii, with 0 < 7r <  1 and 5 > 0. Further, we define 4> — 8/(1 +  8), 
where cj> is the intraclass correlation. The extended Beta-binomial BB(n,(j)) proba­
bility mass function is given by
f ( v M A )  =  Pr(yi\ 7T, (f>\rn) (3.2.1)
/  Uj \  n g t a  -  (t>)'K+ -  * x i  -</>)+w
n ? C o i ( i -<!>)+j <p]
for y i  =  0 , 1, 2, . . .  ,T i i , with m a x ( ^ j )  <  cf> <  1 (Prentice, 1986). Prentice calls 
this the extended beta-binomial model. The mean and variance of the extended 
beta-binomial variate Yi are njir and n ^ l  — 7r){l +  (rii — Since 4> can take a
positive as well as a negative value it is called a dispersion parameter, rather than an 
over-dispersion parameter, and with this range of <f>, f(y\n ,  4>) is a valid probability 
function. Obviously, when cf> —» 0, the BB(n, (f>) becomes Binomial(7r). The log-
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likelihood, apart from a constant, can be written as
' = E
i—1
V i- 1 yi r
-  cp)7T + j<p} +  ln{( l  -  tt)(1 -  (f)) + jcj)}
.3=0 j = 0
n , —1
- £ { ( i - * ) + * }
J= 0
(3.2.2)
Maximum likelihood estimators fr^z and 4>ml of t x and (f> are obtained by solving 
the estimating equations
dl m Vi—I= B E 1 -dlT I 1 “  ^  7 ^  (I -  </>)(! -  Tti) + rcf>
ni—yi—l
-  E 1 - :} =  0
and
07 T f l  V i  I  T l i  V i  1 v Tli 1 -jol %—\ —7Tj +  r ( —( l “ 7r;j +  r v-^ r —1= D E + E£</> ( 1  -  0 ) ^  +  r</> ' ^  ( 1  -</>)(! - 7rO +  r^  ^  ( 1  -</>) +  r</>- E ttv: } = o
simultaneously.
3.2.2 The Quasi-Likelihood Estimator
The quasi-likelihood (Wedderburn, 1974) is based on knowledge of the form of first 
two moments of the random variable Zi =  Yi/rii, which coincides with those based 
on the extended beta-binomial model. The quasi-likelihood with the above mean and 
variance is given by Q =  Qizi> T  where
=  r  it .
K ’ J Zi K1 -  t ) { l  + (m -  !)</>}f  Z i
Then, given xf>, the unbiased estimating equation for t x is
_______(zj -  Tx)rii_______
D tX 7 t ( 1  — Tx){l +  (jli — 1 )<f>}</.<*,« = g - E  =  <3-2-3>
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No such estimating equation exists for <f>. However, following Breslow (1984, 1990) 
and Moore and Tsiatis (1991) we obtain an unbiased estimating equation for tfi
The estimator of <j>, obtained by solving equations (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) simultaneously 
is the quasi-likelihood estimator. By solving equation (3.2.3) we obtain
m m
By putting this in equation (3.2.4) we need to solve only one equation for (j). Denote 
the estimator by
3.2.3 The Extended Quasi-Likelihood Estimator
Nelder and Pregibon (1987) extended the quasi-likelihood methodology to facilitate 
estimation of dispersion parameters. Following them, the extended quasi-likelihood 
unbiased estimating equations for ir and <j> are
TT ( -  -  HQl  -  V '  ~  _  n
dTT ^  7r(l -  7T){1 +  (m - 1 ) 0 }
and
where
D i(z i  -  7T) =  2 [yilog  0 )  +  {rii ~  Vi)log
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is the binomial deviance function. Solution of the above equations simultaneously 
provides maximum extended quasi-likelihood estimator 4>*Eq L (for details see Paul 
and Islam, 1998; Ridout et ah, 1999). Ridout et al. (1999) also studied a modified 
extended quasi-likelihood estimator in which they use mDi(zi  — ir)/(m — 1 ) instead 
of Di(zi — 7r) in U^tt,  0). We denote this estimator by <Pe q l -
3.2.4 Estimators Using Quadratic Estimating Equations
Following Crowder (1987), Paul (2001) obtained a set of unbiased estimating equa­
tions for the regression and the dispersion parameters. For the parameters -it and <f> 
these have the general form
m




U<t>(7T, 4>) =  ~  7r) +  hi4>{Ci -  k )2 -  crfx}] = 0, (3.2.7)
i= l
where a^ , 6^ , a^ , and var are specified non-stochastic functions of
A= ( 7 r,<f>). It is easily seen that the Gaussian likelihood estimating equations (see 
Paul and Islam, 1998; Paul, 2001, see also in Appendix E) are obtained for 
_  1 , nh  1 -  2 tr) 2
&iTT — O i"a l  2 (1 - ^ ( 1 -«■)»’
1 — 27r)
— ( 1  — 27r)rq 
2 ( 1  — </>)%(! — 7r)
biir —
î<j>
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and
_  rii{ 1 +  (rtj -  1)4>2}
~~ 2 ( 1  — (f>)2 { l  +  (ni — l ) ( p } a f x
in equations (3.2.6) and (3.2.7). Denote the estimator of <j) obtained by solving the
above estimating equations by 4>gl-
In (3.2.6) and (3.2.7), for
ain = ^-/
h fc  — 0 ,
&i(j> — 0
and
h -  ( n * ~  ! )
{! +  ( „ , - 1 ) ^ ’
the unbiased estimating equations studied by Paul and Islam (1998) and Paul (2001) 
are obtained. These estimating equations are the same as those obtained by com­
bining the quasi-likelihood estimating equation for the parameter ir and the optimal 
quadratic estimating equation for the parameter 4> given below after setting 7 1  and 
7 2  to zero. Denote the estimator of <fi obtained by solving these estimating equations
by $Qi ■
By setting the non-stochastic functions ai7r, biv, a^ ,  of (3.2.6) and (3.2.7) as
- ( 7 2 u  +  2) +  7 iq ( l  -  2 T t ) a x / T r { l  -  tt) 
ffu 7 a
7 i a  -  ( 1  -  27r)crA/ 7r( l  -  t t )
*1x1iA
7 ia 7 r( l  -  n)(n i  -  l ) / n iojx'Yi\
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and
bit =  7r(l -  ir)(ni -  l)/n;crfA7u,
where j a  =  7 2 a  +  2  — 7 ^ ,  the optimal quadratic estimating equations for tv and </>
are obtained (see Crowder, 1987). Note th a t j n  and 7 2 * are skewness and kurtosis of 
2 *. However, the forms of j u  and 7 2 i are not known. If we set these to zero we obtain 
the QEE’s discussed above. In absence of any knowledge about the skewness and 
kurtosis, Paul (2001) suggested taking these based on the second, third and fourth 
moments of the beta-binomial distribution
H2i =  tt(1  -  7r){ 1 +  (rii -  l )4>} jnh
M3i =  ir2i ( l - 2 7 r ) { l  + ( 2 n i - l ) < f ) } / n i ( l  +(p)
and
li2i{l  +  ( 2 Hi -  ! )< /> } { !  +  ( 3 rii -  l)(f>}{! -  3 7 r ( l  -  7 r)}
l̂ 4i =
( 1  +  4>){l +  2  4>)nj 
H2i(rii -  1 ) ( 1  -  4>){<t> +  3n^2i}
(l +  0 )( l +  2 0 )n?
Denote the estimator of 4> obtained by solving these optimal quadratic estimating 
equations by <f)Q2 (this is cf>M2 of Paul, 2001).
A further set of estimating equations for 7r and <fi is obtained by setting
kpj =  0 ,
rii{ 1 +  (rii -  l)cf>2}
“  2(1 -  «={1 +  (ns -  m o - l
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and
— ( 1  — 2tt )rii
b{(p
2 ( 1  — 4>)2tt(1 — 7r)
in the optimal estimating equations (3.2.6) and (3.2.7). These are the same as those 
obtained by combining the quasi-likelihood estimating equations for the parameter 
7r and the Gaussian likelihood estimating equation for </>. Denote the estimator of (f> 
obtained by solving these estimating equations by 4 > q 3 .
The pseudo-likelihood estimating equations of Davidian and Carroll (1987) are 
obtained by setting
dp
- T ^ a’ 
(1 -  2 ix )c r \
2tt(1 -7T )afx
dis “  0
and
bij, ~  _7r(l -  71")(«i “  l ) / 2 nicr-iX
in the optimal quadratic estimating equations (3.2.6) and (3.2.7). Denote the esti­
mator of <f) obtained by solving these estimating equations by 4>q4. This estimator 
is the same as the pseudo-likelihood estimator p*PL of Ridout et al. (1999). They 
also studied a modified pseudo-likelihood estimator. This uses the same estimating 
equations as used for obtaining d>g4 except (z* — 7r) 2 in equation (3.2.7) is replaced by 
m(zi — 7r)2/(m  — 1). We denote this estimator by </>q5.
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3.2.5 M ethod of Moments Estimation
Kleinman (1973) proposed the following weighted moment estimator of the intraclass 
correlation <p
<f>MM =
■ft- I I _ 'rr I I \ o„.l I _  0,1. I _  -jLl...yd
(3.2.8)
, ( ! - * » )  [ £ > < ( ! - * » < )
where S w =  w %{z i ~  Tfu,)2, txw  =  Y C h = iw i z i and the W i are weights satisfying 
Y a L i  w % —  1- For W i =  1/m, Paul and Islam (1998) showed that Klienman’s method of 
moment estimator of (f) is identical to 4>q l . Following a suggestion by Klienman (1973) 
and Williams (1982), Ridout et al. (1999) studied three versions of this estimator 
using W i =  1 / m , r i i / N  and n ,/[ 1 +  0(n» — 1)] in (f>MM and a further three versions 
using the same weights but using =  ( m  — 1 ) S w / m  instead of S w  in 4>m m - Note 
that N  =  Y T n i- We denote these estimators by 4>k e q , 4>k p r , 4>w , 4>*k e q i  4>*k p r  and 
Out of these six estimators 4>k e q  —  4>q l - 
Following Tamura and Young (1987), Ridout et al. (1999) studied a stabilized 
moment estimator of (j>
4>s t a b  :
N n *  -  1
N S W
“b K — 1
(■m  —  l ) 7r ( l  — 7r)
where k  is the stabilization parameter and S w  is the weighted variance given above 
with weights W i —  r i i / N .  For k  =  0, this estimator reduces to  the estimator 4> kpr-  
The stabilization parameter k  =  0.45 is recommended by Tamura and Young (1987) 
which was also used by Ridout et al. (1999).
Paul and Islam (1998) studied two moment estimators, one of which is obtained
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by solving
m
U-r(7T, <f>) = ~ n)rii = 0 , (3.2.9)
m
<f>) =  [(Zj -  7r)2n? -  nj7r(l -  7r){l +  (n; -  !)</>] =  0. (3.2.10)
i=l
(See Srivastava and Wu, 1993 for details). Denote the estimator so obtained by
estimating equation (3.2.3) for 7r and the above estimating equation (3.2.10) for 4>.
Following Yamamoto and Yanagimoto (1992), Ridout et al. (1999) studied a 
moment estimator of (f> obtained from an unbiased estimating equation
3.2.6 The Analysis of Variance Estimators
Two analysis of variance estimators of the intra-class correlation originally proposed 
for continuous data and later used by various authors including Elston (1977) and 
Fleiss (1981) for binary data have been studied by Ridout et al. (1999). The estima­
tors, in terms of the data (yi,rii), are
<pMi • The other estimator denoted by cf>M2 is obtained by solving the quasi-likelihood
<Pu b  =  1 —
Nn*(m — l ) a 2
Where N  = YmLi n->
and
A O V
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where




i n  u i  - ^ 2
, 1 = 1  S = 1
with N  = YfiLi ni-> n * ~  N  ~  YCILi Jv an(i ° t  = { fn— l)cr^/m (see Ridout et 
al., 1999).
3.2.7 Estimators Based on Direct Probabilistic Method
Ridout et al. (1999) studied two estimators of 4> developed by Fleiss and Cuzick 
(1979) and Mak (1988) using direct probability calculation. W ithout giving details, 
which can be obtained from Ridout et al. (1999), the estimators are
, 1
FC (N  — m)-7r(l — 7r) rii ’
where fr =  *s th e  overall proportion of successes in the data (see  Fleiss
and Cuzick, 1979) and
(m  _  11 V'm
2  i  ' 2 - / i = l  r i i ( n i—1)
< p M A K  ~  -I
E£. ri  + (E” .g) (>»-1 - E”1 g)
(see Mak, 1988).
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3.2.8 Estimators Based on Direct Computation of Correla­
tion
Karlin, Cameron, and Williams (1981) proposed a weighted estimator of the intraclass 
correlation for continuous data. By applying this to a binary data situation, Ridout 
et al. (1999) obtained the general weighted estimator
=  M W O  ■
subject to the constraint YULi — 1) — 1, where ji =  wi(ni ~~ 1)W Ridout
et al. (1999) studied three versions of this estimator with =  l/[]T™ i ni(ni ~  !)]> 
Wi — 1 j[mni(rii — 1 )], and =  l/[(n j — 1 ) YCiLi ni\- We denote the estimators so 
obtained by <j)pEQ, 4>pgp and <Pppr respectively.
3.3 Simulation Study
3.3.1 Data Generation
In this section we conduct a simulation study similar to tha t of Ridout et al. (1999) in 
which they ran a total of 180 simulation runs using all factorial combinations of five 
factors 7r (=  0.05, 0.20, 0.50), <j> (=0.05, 0.20, 0.50, 0.80), m  (=10, 50), three different 
probability distributions (beta-binomial, two finite mixture distributions), and two 
distributions of litter sizes. Using the fixed litter sizes of the first group of data from 
Paul (1982) in which m  =  19, we simulated data from each of three different proba­
bility distributions (beta-binomial, probit normal and a finite mixture distribution)
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for twenty combinations of 7r (=  0.05, 0.15, 0.30, 0.40) and <j> (=  0.05, 0.20, 0.50, 0.65, 
0.80). This comprises 60 runs. Further, 240 simulation runs were carried out using a 
fully factorial combination of n  (= 0.05, 0.15, 0.30, 0.40), (=0.05, 0.20, 0.50, 0.65,
0.80), m  (=10, 50), three different probability distributions (beta-binomial, probit 
normal binomial and a finite mixture distribution), and two distributions of litter 
sizes. Note that all these distributions are over-dispersed compared to the binomial 
distribution, although the degree of over-dispersion could be different depending on 
the over-dispersed model and the value of the over-dispersion parameter. The purpose 
of sampling from different over-dispersed distributions is to study the properties of 
the estimators under different oversipersion senarios. As in Ridout et al. (1999) the 
first distribution of litter sizes was the empirical distribution of 523 litter sizes quoted 
by Kupper, Portier, Hogan, Yamamoto (1986) and the second distribution of litter 
sizes is a negative binomial distribution truncated below 1 and above 15 (see Ridout 
et al., 1999 for more details and earlier references). The finite mixture distribution 
considered here is a mixture of two binomial distributions of the form
jbin(n,TTi) +  ( 1  — 'y)bin{n, itf),
with 7Ti =  7r(l — p), 7T2 =  1, and 7  =  (1 — 7r ) /( l  — irf). Each simulation run was 
based on 1000 acceptable data sets. We used the same criteria as that of Ridout et 
al. (1999) for rejection of data, that is, we discarded samples if
(i) yi =  0 for all i =  1, . . . ,  m  or
(ii) yi = rii for all i =  1 , . . . ,  m  or
(iii) r i i  —  1 for all * =  1 , . . . ,  m .
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Note that in our simulation study in all we carried out 300 simulation runs using 
data from three distributions; beta-binomial, probit normal binomial and a finite 
mixture distribution. Out of these, 100 runs were for data generated from each of these 
three distributions. In the subsection tha t follows we present and analyze summary 
results on bias, standard deviation and mean square error of the twenty six estimators 
based on data from each of the three distributions separately. As in Ridout et al. 
(1999) we also analyze these results based on all 300 runs. Our analysis, therefore, can 
shed light on the properties of these estimators under different distributions which 
is not possible from the study of Ridout et al. (1999) because they did not study 
the properties of the estimators under different distributions. Based on our initial 
analysis we select a set of estimators which have smallest bias, standard deviation 
and mean square error. We then study efficiency properties of these estimators.
3.3.2 Results and Discussion
Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 display the mean bias for all 26 estimators based on 100 runs for 
data generated from the beta-binomial, probit normal binomial and the finite mixture 
distribution, respectively. Figure 3.4 displays the mean bias for all 26 estimators based 
on all 300 runs. Similarly, the mean standard deviations are displayed in Figures 3.5 
to 3.8, and mean square errors are displayed in Figures 3.9 to 3.12. Following Ridout 
et al. (1999) modified boxplots are used to display the simulation results, and in these 
figures lower and upper endpoints of the plotted lines below the median and above 
the median corresponding to each estimator, respectively, indicate the 5th, 25th, 75th
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and 95th  percentiles of the distribution.
We now summarize our findings regarding bias, standard deviation and mean 
square error of the 26 estimators based on the 12 graphs 3.1 to 3.4, 3.5 to 3.8 and 3.9 
to 3.12 respectively. From each graph we identify a set of estimators to be eliminated 
from further study. The final set to be eliminated from further study is the union 
of all the 12 sets. The criteria for the elimination by close visual examination of the 
graphs, based on bias, is evidence of too much skewness either to the right or to the 
left; based on standard deviation and mean square error is the magnitude or too much 
skewness on either side. That is, we eliminate an estimator if its standard deviation 
or mean squared error is too large compared to those of other estimators and/or the 
distribution of the standard deviation or that of the mean squared error is either 
positively or negatively skewed. For convenience, henceforth we omit the symbol <f> 
from our estimators. For example, 4>q5 will be written as Q5 . Also, for convenience 
we number the estimators as
1. AOV, 2. AOV*, 3. FC, 4. MAK, 5. PEQ, 6 . PGP, 7. PPR, 8 . KPR,
9. KEQ*, 10. KPR*, 11. STAB, 12. W, 13. W*, 14. ML, 15. QL, 16. UB, 17. EQL, 
18. EQL*, 19. GL, 20. Mi, 2 1 . M2, 2 2 . Qx, 23. Q2, 24. Q3, 25. Q4 and 26. Qs
The 12 sets of estimators to be eliminated based on the graphs 3.1 to 3.12 are:
(z){4,6,11,15,16,17,18}, (m){4, 5,6,7,11,15,17,18}, (m ){ ll} , (zu){4,11,15,17,18} 
(u){4,6,8,9,11,12,15,16,17,18,20,22,26}, (m){6,8,11,12,26}, (mz){25,26},
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4,6,8,9,11,12,26}, (ix){4,6,11,15,16,17,18, 20,21,22,26},
(z){5,6,7,11,15,16,17,18,20,21,22}, (x i){17,18}, (x ii){5,6,11,15,17,18,20,21,22}
The complement of the union of the above 12 sets is the set {1,2,3,10,13,14,19,23,24} 
consisting of the nine estimators AOV, AOV*, FC, KPR*, W*, ML, GL, Q2, Q3 . 
These are the estimators which have the least amount of bias, standard deviation 
and mean squared error. Also, the distributions of the bias, standard deviation and 
mean squared error for each of these estimators are more symmetric than those for 
other estimators. Note that 5 of these estimators are among the six estimators (AOV, 
AOV*, FC, KPR*, W*, UB) chosen by Ridout et al. (1999). In our study we find that 
the estimator UB does not perform as well as the 9 estimators identified here (see, 
in particular, Figures 3.1 and 3.9). Although we, in general, agree with the finding 
of Ridout et al. (1999) that the estimator PEQ performs poorly in terms of bias and 
mean squared error in relation to the above 9 estimators when data are generated 
from the probit normal binomial distribution (see, in particular, Figure 3.2 and 3.10). 
Ridout et al. (1999) did not study properties of their estimators when data were 
generated from the probit normal binomial distribution.
Further general observations regarding bias, standard deviation and mean squared 
error of all these estimators, are that (a) in general, the distributions of biases of 
most of the estimators are negatively skewed. The biases are smallest when data are 
generated from the beta-binomial distribution and largest when data are generated 
from the mixture distribution; (b) the standard deviations are smallest when data 
are generated from the beta-binomial distribution; and (c) the mean squared errors
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are smallest when data are generated from the beta-binomial distribution and largest 
when data are generated from the mixture distribution. Of the 26, nine estimators 
AOV, AOV*, FC, KPR*, W*, ML, GL, Q2, Q3, which include the maximum likelihood 
estimator, have least amount of bias, standard deviation and mean squared error. 
Also, the distributions of the bias, standard deviation and mean squared error for 
each of these estimators are, in general, more symmetric than those of the other 
estimators.
We now present our findings regarding efficiency properties of the 10 estimators 
AOV, AOV*, FC, KPR*, W*, GL, Q3, Q2, UB and PEQ relative to the maximum 
likelihood estimator ML. In this set, for completeness (that is, obtained a set of the 
estimators tha t include all the nine estimators we found above and recommended 
seven estimators by Ridout et al., 1999), we also included the estimators UB and 
PEQ. The distributions of bias, standard deviation and mean squared error of the 
three estimators AOV, AOV* and FC are very similar to one another, and those of the 
two estimators GL and Q3 are similar to each other (Figures 3.1-3.12). Also, based 
on extensive simulations we found that the three estimators AOV, AOV* and FC 
have similar efficiency properties. Efficiencies of the two estimators GL and Q3 were 
also found to be similar. Moreover, a previous large sample efficiency comparison 
provided the same conclusion regarding these two estimators (Paul, 2001). So, on 
these grounds and also to save space we excluded the estimators AOV*, FC and Q3 
from the comparative efficiency presentation in the paper. Further, we found that, 
in general, the estimator UB performs poorly in comparison to the remaining nine
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estimators. So, we also excluded this estimator. Thus, we chose the six estimators 
AOV, KPR*, W*, GL, Q2 and PEQ for presenting efficiency results.
The relative efficiency results of the six estimators are presented for data simulated 
from the beta-binomial distribution, the probit normal binomial distribution and 
the mixture distribution in Tables 3.1-3.6. Two litter size distributions, namely, 
the truncated negative binomial distribution and the empirical distribution with two 
values of m (=10 and 50) have been used. Efficiency results have been calculated 
for 7r =  .1, .4 and for 4> — 0.05, .1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.85. However, to save 
space, we present results for cf> =  0.05, .1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7, because the overall 
conclusion remains the same for <j> =  0.8 and 0.85. Each efficiency result has been 
calculated using 1 0 0 0  simulated samples.
First we compare efficiency results, given in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, for data 
generated from the beta-binomial distribution. For the entire range of values of 4> 
considered in our simulations, the estimators GL and Q2 were found to have consis­
tently high efficiency, never less than 0.74. Further, almost 95% of the cases efficiency 
of the estimator Q2 is higher, often significantly, than that of the estimator GL. On 
the other hand, efficiency drops to 0.69, 0.51, 0.62, 0.52 for the estimators AOV, 
PEQ, KPR*, W* respectively. In the range (f> < 0.3, on average, the estimator Q2 
seems to be better than the estimator AOV. In general, the estimator AOV per­
forms the best for larger values of <j)(> 0.4). Only for very small values of </>, in a 
few instances for litter sizes (m = 1 0 ) generated from the empirical distribution with 
(-7T, (jf) =  (0.1,0.05), (0.1,0.1), (0.4,0.05), the estimator PEQ has the highest efficiency.
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However, its efficiency seems to  be a monotonic decreasing function of 0, dropping 
to 0.51 for (7r,0) =  (0.4,0.7) for litter sizes (m=50) generated from the truncated 
negative binomial distribution.
Next we compare efficiency results, given in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, for data 
generated from the probit-normal binomial distribution. In this situation, Q2 does 
better than GL when litter sizes are generated from the truncated negative binomial 
distribution. The performance of these two estimators is almost the same when litter 
sizes are generated from the empirical distribution, although Q2 shows some edge 
over GL. In the situation when litter sizes are generated from the truncated negative 
binomial distribution, on average, the estimator Q2 seems to be better than AOV for 
0 <  0.3 and worse than AOV for 0 >  0.4. However, when litter sizes are generated 
from the empirical distribution, Q2 uniformly does better than AOV. In general, the 
estimator Q2 performs better than PEQ, about 87% of the instances. The estimator 
Q2, almost uniformly, has similar or better efficiency than KPR*. Also, except in 
a few instances, the estimator Q2, almost uniformly, has similar or better efficiency 
than W*. Efficiency drops to 0.68, 0.59, 0.69, 0.50, 0.69, 0.71 for the estimators AOV, 
PEQ, KPR*, W*, GL, Q2 respectively.
We now compare efficiency results, given in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, for data 
generated from the mixture distribution. The over all conclusion here almost remains 
the same as for data generated from the beta-binomial distribution. Efficiency drops 
to 0.48, 0.52, 0.49, 0.31, 0.66, 0.89 for the estimators AOV, PEQ, KPR*, W*, GL, Q2 
respectively.
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Our overall findings are that the estimator Q2 has consistently high efficiency 
and shows least variability in the efficiency results. In the important range cj) < 
0.5, in about 40% of the simulation comparisons, the estimator Q2 performs best in 
terms of efficiency property. In about the same percentage (about 38%) of simulation 
comparisons, AOV performs best. In general, the estimator Q2 seems to show the best 
efficiency performance for data from the beta-binomial distribution and the probit 
normal binomial distribution, and the estimator AOV seems to do well for data coming 
from the mixture distribution and for <f> > 0.4 for data from the other distributions. 
In about 20% of the simulation comparisons, the estimator PEQ shows the best 
efficiency performance, particularly for (f) <  0 .1 .
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Table 3.1: Mean Bias Results for Data From Beta-Binomial Distribution when rr =  0.1
Litter Size 
Distribution
(m) <P AOV PEQ KPR* W* ML GL q 2
0.05 0.2025 0.1033 0.1885 0.1553 0.1770 0.1686 0.1513
0.1 0.1742 0.0814 0.1601 0.1279 0.1541 0.1427 0.1292
0.2 0.1148 0.0298 0.1079 0.0610 0.0997 0.0828 0.0738
TNB+ 0.3 0.0476 -0.0410 0.0428 -0.0068 0.0328 0.0149 0.0059
(10) 0.4 0.0025 -0.0875 0.0051 -0.0587 -0.0156 -0.0329 -0.0395
0.5 -0.0534 -0.1392 -0.0523 -0.1112 -0.0714 -0.0880 -0.0941
0.6 -0.1043 -0.2032 -0.0922 -0.1625 -0.1265 -0.1401 -0.1483
0.7 -0.1224 -0.2204 -0.1205 -0.1533 -0.1489 -0.1542 -0.1580
0.05 0.0645 0.0320 0.0581 0.0679 0.0500 0.0479 0.0440
0.1 0.0481 0.0185 0.0419 0.0506 0.0379 0.0371 0.0317
0.2 0.0138 -0.0163 0.0081 0.0134 0.0086 0.0087 0.0021
TNB+ 0.3 0.0016 -0.0257 -0.0032 -0.0048 -0.0009 -0.0008 -0.0083
(50) 0.4 -0.0129 -0.0437 -0.0165 -0.0188 -0.0157 -0.0166 -0.0227
0.5 -0.0050 -0.0495 -0.0068 -0.0063 -0.0110 -0.0089 -0.0151
0.6 -0.0181 -0.0620 -0.0179 -0.0197 -0.0223 -0.0203 -0.0274
0.7 -0.0485 -0.0746 -0.0467 -0.0530 -0.0551 -0.0526 -0.0553
0.05 0.0291 0.0124 0.0142 0.0156 0.0244 0.0150 0.0146
0.1 0.0078 -0.0121 -0.0084 -0.0070 0.0049 -0.0080 -0.0086
0.2 -0.0070 -0.0323 -0.0264 -0.0277 -0.0080 -0.0261 -0.0275
ED* 0.3 -0.0342 -0.0629 -0.0530 -0.0571 -0.0347 -0.0549 -0.0569
(10) 0.4 -0.0407 -0.0734 -0.0595 -0.0647 -0.0470 -0.0631 -0.0642
0.5 -0.0640 -0.0989 -0.0769 -0.0892 -0.0679 -0.0866 -0.0880
0.6 -0.0922 -0.1279 -0.1006 -0.1155 -0.0948 -0.1134 -0.1150
0.7 -0.1076 -0.1400 -0.1255 -0.1284 -0.1248 -0.1284 -0.1297
0.05 0.0018 -0.0011 -0.0008 -0.0004 0.0001 -0.0008 -0.0008
0.1 -0.0032 -0.0070 -0.0064 -0.0061 -0.0047 -0.0063 -0.0064
0.2 -0.0066 -0.0117 -0.0107 -0.0108 -0.0064 -0.0110 -0.0113
ED* 0.3 -0.0115 -0.0180 -0.0162 -0.0162 -0.0109 -0.0164 -0.0168
(50) 0.4 -0.0170 -0.0258 -0.0220 -0.0208 -0.0182 -0.0205 -0.0215
0.5 -0.0147 -0.0239 -0.0196 -0.0181 -0.0191 -0.0181 -0.0191
0.6 -0.0160 -0.0242 -0.0204 -0.0205 -0.0203 -0.0199 -0.0204
0.7 -0.0484 -0.0553 -0.0523 -0.0522 -0.0536 -0.0517 -0.0525
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.2: Mean Bias Results for Data From Beta-Binomial Distribution when ir — 0.4
Litter Size 
Distribution 
(m) <t> AOV PEQ KPR* W* ML GL Q2
0.05 0.1276 0.0482 0.0948 0.1015 0.0867 0.0835 0.0905
0.1 0.1081 0.0231 0.0765 0.0810 0.0638 0.0597 0.0669
0.2 0.0604 -0.0257 0.0314 0.0317 0.0194 0.0161 0.0204
TNB+ 0.3 0.0360 -0.0503 0.0124 0.0033 -0.0043 -0.0039 -0.0027
(10) 0.4 0.0157 -0.0832 -0.0015 -0.0110 -0.0250 -0.0232 -0.0224
0.5 -0.0188 -0.1184 -0.0311 -0.0480 -0.0598 -0.0532 -0.0582
0.6 -0.0442 -0.1424 -0.0491 -0.0681 -0.0781 -0.0751 -0.0760
0.7 -0.0845 -0.1840 -0.0828 -0.1030 -0.1170 -0.1116 -0.1164
0.05 0.0209 0.0032 0.0143 0.0169 0.0096 0.0095 0.0119
0.1 0.0103 -0.0071 0.0038 0.0056 0.0004 0.0001 0.0020
0.2 -0.0031 -0.0227 -0.0092 -0.0088 -0.0126 -0.0124 -0.0114
TNB+ 0.3 -0.0145 -0.0412 -0.0198 -0.0185 -2.0000 -0.0228 -0.0215
(50) 0.4 -0.0090 -0.0339 -0.0130 -0.0137 -0.0164 -0.0164 -0.0164
0.5 -0.0044 -0.0294 -0.0065 -0.0087 -0.0112 -0.0107 -0.0107
0.6 -0.0086 -0.0335 -0.0086 -0.0103 -0.0136 -0.0137 -0.0130
0.7 -0.0163 -0.0376 -0.0139 -0.0187 -0.0207 -0.0202 -0.0201
0.05 0.0331 0.0134 0.0178 0.0192 0.0155 0.0159 0.0173
0.1 0.0160 -0.0058 -0.0011 0.0002 -0.0029 -0.0024 -0.0014
0.2 0.0011 -0.0252 -0.0202 -0.0201 -0.0227 -0.0215 -0.0210
ED* 0.3 -0.0117 -0.0422 -0.0357 -0.0361 -0.0400 -0.0366 -0.0367
(10) 0.4 -0.0201 -0.0538 -0.0450 -0.0444 -0.0489 -0.0457 -0.0462
0.5 -0.0202 -0.0534 -0.0449 -0.0473 -0.0495 -0.0469 -0.0476
0.6 -0.0282 -0.0592 -0.0505 -0.0542 -0.0545 -0.0528 -0.0543
0.7 -0.0414 -0.0712 -0.0606 -0.0632 -0.0671 -0.0630 -0.0643
0.05 0.0059 0.0019 0.0032 0.0037 0.0028 0.0027 0.0031
0.1 0.0021 -0.0022 -0.0012 -0.0008 -0.0017 -0.0015 -0.0012
0.2 0.0001 -0.0051 -0.0042 -0.0044 -0.0048 -0.0043 -0.0043
ED* 0.3 -0.0066 -0.0119 -0.0115 -0.0127 -0.0128 -0.0119 -0.0123
(50) 0.4 -0.0061 -0.0126 -0.0112 -0.0115 -0.0118 -0.0116 -0.0116
0.5 -0.0029 -0.0093 -0.0079 -0.0085 -0.0084 -0.0082 -0.0086
0.6 -0.0053 -0.0109 -0.0098 -0.0113 -0.0115 -0.0105 -0.0111
0.7 -0.0186 -0.0243 -0.0223 -0.0225 -0.0232 -0.0231 -0.0227
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.3: Mean Bias Results for Data Prom Probit Normal Binomial Distribution 
when 7T =  0.1
Litter Size 
Distribution 
(m) 0 AOV PEQ KPR* W* ML GL Q2
0.05 0.2206 0.0352 0.1928 0.1597 0.1862 0.1918 0.1401
0.1 0.1973 0.0246 0.1718 0.1404 0.1644 0.1695 0.1231
0.2 0.1798 0.0534 0.1599 0.1298 0.1533 0.1507 0.1224
TNB+ 0.3 0.1360 0.0246 0.1204 0.0902 0.1122 0.1065 0.0939
(10) 0.4 0.0529 -0.0445 0.0389 0.0102 0.0294 0.0210 0.0191
0.5 -0.0363 -0.1249 -0.0492 -0.0753 -0.0548 -0.0677 -0.0631
0.6 -0.1252 -0.2107 -0.1373 -0.1605 -0.1449 -0.1594 -0.1482
0.7 -0.2207 -0.3038 -0.2318 -0.2503 -0.2390 -0.2562 -0.2413
0.05 0.2062 0.0390 0.2012 0.2390 0.1567 0.1196 0.1026
0.1 0.1681 0.0462 0.1632 0.1927 0.1252 0.1122 0.0975
0.2 0.1308 0.0469 0.1266 0.1465 0.0939 0.1166 0.0935
TNB+ 0.3 0.1012 0.0306 0.0981 0.1111 0.0699 0.0978 0.0771
(50) 0.4 0.0492 -0.0162 0.0469 0.0599 0.0222 0.0491 0.0333
0.5 -0.0194 -0.0823 -0.0210 -0.0051 -0.0395 -0.0187 -0.0266
0.6 -0.0890 -0.1497 -0.0898 -0.0721 -0.1039 -0.0873 -0.0895
0.7 -0.1655 -0.2284 -0.1658 -0.1417 -0.1751 -0.1639 -0.1588
0.05 0.1088 0.0890 0.0900 0.0885 0.0000 0.0910 0.0904
0.1 0.0978 0.0770 0.0786 0.0765 0.1356 0.0786 0.0793
0.2 0.1143 0.0898 0.0951 0.0931 0.1265 0.0951 0.0952
ED* 0.3 0.1127 0.0844 0.0938 0.0919 0.1106 0.0944 0.0930
(10) 0.4 0.0700 0.0403 0.0517 0.0515 0.0560 0.0516 0.0513
0.5 -0.0005 -0.0308 -0.0186 -0.0188 -0.0215 -0.0190 -0.0181
0.6 -0.0824 -0.1130 -0.1002 -0.0996 -0.1097 -0.1017 -0.0989
0.7 -0.1750 -0.2066 -0.1930 -0.1914 -0.2062 -0.1951 -0.1907
0.05 0.0124 0.0110 0.0098 0.0110 0.0201 0.0105 0.0102
0.1 0.1294 0.1262 0.1261 0.1252 0.1092 0.1268 0.1248
0.2 0.2974 0.2889 0.2938 0.2903 0.2292 0.2954 0.2903
ED* 0.3 0.3255 0.3190 0.3224 0.3172 0.2597 0.3231 0.3175
(50) 0.4 0.2830 0.2760 0.2803 0.2778 0.2168 0.2801 0.2777
0.5 0.2208 0.2141 0.2185 0.2173 0.1523 0.2174 0.2173
0.6 0.1384 0.1305 0.1364 0.1380 0.0669 0.1353 0.1374
0.7 0.0478 0.0380 0.0459 0.0506 -0.0276 0.0451 0.0497
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.4: Mean Bias Results for Data From Probit Normal Binomial Distribution 
when 7r =  0.4
Litter Size 
Distribution
(m) <f> AOV PEQ KPR* W* ML GL q 2
0.05 0.2739 0.1612 0.2503 0.2405 0.2172 0.2342 0.2198
0.1 0.2817 0.1856 0.2619 0.2455 0.2316 0.2465 0.2356
0.2 0.2169 0.1165 0.1988 0.1859 0.1670 0.1811 0.1722
TNB+ 0.3 0.1573 0.0533 0.1435 0.1331 0.1111 0.1244 0.1213
(10) 0.4 0.0859 -0.0235 0.0748 0.0674 0.0422 0.0519 0.0535
0.5 0.0090 -0.1038 -0.0002 -0.0032 -0.0337 -0.0253 -0.0192
0.6 -0.0738 -0.1854 -0.0805 -0.0816 -0.1125 -0.1072 -0.0967
0.7 -0.1531 -0.2690 -0.1576 -0.1562 -0.1889 -0.1856 -0.1725
0.05 0.2026 0.1820 0.1971 0.1868 0.1648 0.1870 0.1714
0.1 0.2369 0.2203 0.2325 0.2198 0.2037 0.2289 0.2138
0.2 0.2011 0.1851 0.1975 0.1881 0.1747 0.1945 0.1827
TNB+ 0.3 0.1452 0.1203 0.1425 0.1382 0.1202 0.1396 0.1323
(50) 0.4 0.0837 0.0555 0.0819 0.0819 0.0616 0.0788 0.0743
0.5 0.0170 -0.0181 0.0158 0.0227 -0.0012 0.0125 0.0126
0.6 -0.0541 -0.0938 -0.0546 -0.0424 -0.0685 -0.0583 -0.0541
0.7 -0.1257 -0.1706 -0.1254 -0.1062 -0.1354 -0.1298 -0.1206
0.05 0.2488 0.2191 0.2252 0.2247 0.2214 0.2238 0.2243
0.1 0.4269 0.3977 0.4071 0.4035 0.3814 0.4053 0.4029
0.2 0.3375 0.3086 0.3174 0.3133 0.2909 0.3142 0.3135
ED* 0.3 0.3296 0.3004 0.3123 0.3101 0.2808 0.3092 0.3094
(10) 0.4 0.2556 0.2272 0.2391 0.2371 0.2089 0.2357 0.2365
0.5 0.1687 0.1403 0.1527 0.1509 0.1216 0.1490 0.1503
0.6 0.0815 0.0531 0.0661 0.0651 0.0340 0.0627 0.0642
0.7 -0.0129 -0.0429 -0.0282 -0.0269 -0.0603 -0.0317 -0.0281
0.05 0.3200 0.3159 0.3150 0.3109 0.2837 0.3122 0.3123
0.1 0.5744 0.5741 0.5713 0.5617 0.4989 0.5701 0.5634
0.2 0.5334 0.5320 0.5310 0.5227 0.4586 0.5293 0.5244
ED* 0.3 0.4497 0.4467 0.4474 0.4420 0.3900 0.4461 0.4431
(50) 0.4 0.3813 0.3790 0.3794 0.3743 0.3234 0.3780 0.3752
0.5 0.3050 0.3023 0.3033 0.2993 0.2497 0.3019 0.3001
0.6 0.2235 0.2202 0.2222 0.2197 0.1704 0.2208 0.2202
0.7 0.1400 0.1361 0.1389 0.1375 0.0878 0.1376 0.1379
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.5: Mean Bias Results for Data From Mixture of Binomial Distribution when 
7T =  0.1
Litter Size 
Distribution 
(m) AOV PEQ KPR* W* ML GL q 2
0.05 0.1873 0.0691 0.1681 0.1445 0.1533 0.1509 0.1310
0.1 0.1441 0.0235 0.1282 0.0963 0.1099 0.1094 0.0892
0.2 0.0481 -0.0803 0.0385 -0.0053 0.0118 0.0129 -0.0104
TNB+ 0.3 -0.0406 -0.1891 -0.0406 -0.1001 -0.0902 -0.0873 -0.1126
(10) 0.4 -0.1270 -0.3009 -0.1145 -0.2024 -0.1865 -0.1763 -0.2097
0.5 -0.2249 -0.4172 -0.1947 -0.3130 -0.2991 -0.2858 -0.3159
0.6 -0.3097 -0.5350 -0.2410 -0.4165 -0.4076 -0.3866 -0.4221
0.7 -0.4059 -0.6570 -0.3149 -0.5325 -0.5218 -0.4951 -0.5381
0.05 0.0509 0.0027 0.0444 0.0589 0.0195 0.0198 0.0144
0.1 0.0026 -0.0465 -0.0039 0.0108 -0.0292 -0.0292 -0.0346
0.2 -0.0943 -0.1450 -0.1007 -0.0849 -0.1252 -0.1258 -0.1319
TNB+ 0.3 -0.1869 -0.2434 -0.1933 -0.1745 -0.2211 -0.2207 -0.2281
(50) 0.4 -0.2807 -0.3424 -0.2870 -0.2666 -0.3175 -0.3160 -0.3253
0.5 -0.3730 -0.4363 -0.3789 -0.3559 -0.4055 -0.4077 -0.4159
0.6 -0.4520 -0.5221 -0.4577 -0.4347 -0.4791 -0.4851 -0.4956
0.7 -0.5275 -0.6136 -0.5314 -0.5084 -0.5538 -0.5643 -0.5746
0.05 -0.0055 -0.0204 -0.0181 -0.0159 -0.0124 -0.0185 -0.0187
0.1 -0.0554 -0.0703 -0.0680 -0.0653 -0.0620 -0.0685 -0.0687
0.2 -0.1547 -0.1695 -0.1674 -0.1645 -0.1597 -0.1677 -0.1680
ED* 0.3 -0.2561 -0.2708 -0.2686 -0.2666 -0.2606 -0.2689 -0.2690
(10) 0.4 -0.3553 -0.3705 -0.3677 -0.3663 -0.3587 -0.3681 -0.3687
0.5 -0.4559 -0.4711 -0.4682 -0.4674 -0.4575 -0.4684 -0.4689
0.6 -0.5528 -0.5692 -0.5646 -0.5641 -0.5524 -0.5644 -0.5655
0.7 -0.6592 -0.6736 -0.6707 -0.6699 -0.6594 -0.6699 -0.6705
0.05 -0.0352 -0.0380 -0.0372 -0.0368 -0.0373 -0.0378 -0.0378
0.1 -0.0858 -0.0884 -0.0878 -0.0874 -0.0878 -0.0883 -0.0882
0.2 -0.1858 -0.1886 -0.1879 -0.1873 -0.1878 -0.1884 -0.1884
ED* 0.3 -0.2849 -0.2876 -0.2869 -0.2863 -0.2868 -0.2875 -0.2875
(50) 0.4 -0.3845 -0.3873 -0.3866 -0.3859 -0.3861 -0.3870 -0.3871
0.5 -0.4828 -0.4855 -0.4849 -0.4840 -0.4840 -0.4852 -0.4853
0.6 -0.5825 -0.5851 -0.5846 -0.5832 -0.5836 -0.5847 -0.5848
0.7 -0.6882 -0.6878 -0.6903 -0.6890 -0.6874 -0.6874 -0.6876
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.6: Mean Bias Results for Data From Mixture of Binomial Distribution when 
7r =  0.4
Litter Size 
Distribution
(m) <fi AOV PEQ KPR* W* ML GL Q2
0.05 0.1011 0.0244 0.0672 0.0754 0.0594 0.0569 0.0631
0.1 0.0501 -0.0249 0.0164 0.0231 0.0109 0.0085 0.0137
0.2 -0.0450 -0.1188 -0.0788 -0.0719 -0.0804 -0.0848 -0.0813
TNB+ 0.3 -0.1539 -0.2300 -0.1884 -0.1719 -0.1866 -0.1956 -0.1868
(10) 0.4 -0.2643 -0.3426 -0.2997 -0.2773 -0.2938 -0.3055 -0.2936
0.5 -0.3931 -0.4628 -0.4300 -0.4086 -0.4139 -0.4263 -0.4138
0.6 -0.5003 -0.5648 -0.5376 -0.5160 -0.5128 -0.5275 -0.5148
0.7 -0.6019 -0.6655 -0.6392 -0.6120 -0.6072 -0.6259 -0.6152
0.05 -0.0107 -0.0265 -0.0173 -0.0145 -0.0217 -0.0220 -0.0195
0.1 -0.0609 -0.0769 -0.0675 -0.0643 -0.0721 -0.0723 -0.0701
0.2 -0.1584 -0.1761 -0.1651 -0.1608 -0.1703 -0.1707 -0.1682
TNB+ 0.3 -0.2701 -0.2894 -0.2767 -0.2709 -0.2824 -0.2830 -0.2779
(50) 0.4 -0.3837 -0.3987 -0.3904 -0.3854 -0.3905 -0.3914 -0.3855
0.5 -0.5069 -0.5160 -0.5139 -0.5123 -0.5022 -0.5039 -0.4977
0.6 -0.6095 -0.6124 -0.6163 -0.6152 -0.5990 -0.6002 -0.5953
0.05 -0.0067 -0.0235 -0.0193 -0.0181 -0.0223 -0.0224 -0.0207
0.1 -0.0601 -0.0760 -0.0724 -0.0713 -0.0746 -0.0750 -0.0736
0.2 -0.1737 -0.1903 -0.1852 -0.1837 -0.1899 -0.1896 -0.1867
ED* 0.3 -0.2807 -0.2944 -0.2917 -0.2910 -0.2946 -0.2943 -0.2927
(10) 0.4 -0.3855 -0.3984 -0.3962 -0.3957 -0.3989 -0.3986 -0.3969
0.5 -0.4928 -0.5067 -0.5031 -0.5028 -0.5071 -0.5074 -0.5050
0.6 -0.5973 -0.6106 -0.6074 -0.6072 -0.6107 -0.6113 -0.6089
0.7 -0.7080 -0.7175 -0.7178 -0.7181 -0.7156 -0.7174 -0.7167
0.05 -0.0329 -0.0368 -0.0350 -0.0347 -0.0366 -0.0366 -0.0359
0.1 -0.0840 -0.0874 -0.0861 -0.0859 -0.0872 -0.0873 -0.0867
0.2 -0.1972 -0.2031 -0.1991 -0.1990 -0.2035 -0.2035 -0.2016
ED* 0.3 -0.2994 -0.3026 -0.3013 -0.3013 -0.3027 -0.3026 -0.3020
(50) 0.4 -0.4100 -0.4126 -0.4117 -0.4120 -0.4127 -0.4127 -0.4121
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.7: Efficiency Results for Data From Beta-Binomial Distribution when 7r =  0.1
Litter Size Distribution 
(m) AOV PEQ KPR* W* GL q 2
0.05 0.80 1.75 0.72 0.95 0.90 1.19
0.10 0.84 1.59 0.75 0.94 0.94 1.16
0.20 0.82 1.11 0.64 0.90 0.90 1.06
TNB+ 0.30 0.84 0.78 0.62 0.77 0.84 0.95
(10) 0.40 0.88 0.64 0.64 0.70 0.80 0.85
0.50 0.91 0.57 0.71 0.69 0.79 0.81
0.60 1.03 0.54 0.86 0.70 0.83 0.80
0.70 1.11 0.56 0.94 0.90 0.88 0.88
0.05 0.69 1.46 0.74 0.52 0.91 1.06
0.10 0.75 1.18 0.77 0.57 0.83 1.01
0.20 0.86 0.90 0.85 0.71 0.85 0.95
TNB+ 0.30 0.86 0.80 0.84 0.78 0.82 0.92
(50) 0.40 0.89 0.69 0.86 0.82 0.84 0.93
0.50 0.96 0.67 0.92 0.89 0.86 0.92
0.60 0.96 0.61 0.91 0.92 0.88 0.89
0.70 0.99 0.57 0.95 0.98 0.94 0.96
0.05 0.99 1.48 1.29 1.02 1.18 1.26
0.10 0.99 1.18 1.09 0.96 1.04 1.10
0.20 0.88 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.91
ED* 0.30 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.80 0.79 0.82
(10) 0.40 0.80 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.77 0.77
0.50 0.81 0.73 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.76
0.60 0.81 0.70 0.76 0.73 0.74 0.74
0.70 0.95 0.78 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.86
0.05 0.90 0.96 0.93 0.87 0.96 0.97
0.10 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.86 0.89 0.90
0.20 0.86 0.79 0.86 0.87 0.85 0.87
ED* 0.30 0.82 0.75 0.81 0.82 0.81 0.82
(50) 0.40 0.87 0.79 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.86
0.50 0.90 0.79 0.88 0.92 0.90 0.91
0.60 0.91 0.81 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.92
0.70 0.97 0.83 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.95
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.8: Efficiency Results for Data From Beta-Binomial Distribution when tt =  0.4
Litter Size Distribution
(m) <t> AOV PEQ KPR* W* GL q 2
0.05 0.77 1.56 0.90 0.82 1.05 0.99
0.10 0.84 1.32 0.93 0.89 1.05 1.01
0.20 0.97 1.06 0.93 0.94 1.01 1.02
TNB+ 0.30 0.97 0.86 0.86 0.95 0.95 0.99
(10) 0.40 1.06 0.78 0.90 0.99 0.95 0.98
0.50 1.11 0.66 0.91 1.03 0.94 0.98
0.60 1.13 0.61 0.93 0.99 0.95 0.97
0.70 1.21 0.55 1.02 1.09 0.97 0.97
0.05 0.91 1.10 0.96 0.88 1.00 1.01
0.10 0.99 0.95 1.00 0.93 1.01 1.03
0.20 1.02 0.83 0.99 0.97 0.98 1.00
TNB+ 0.30 1.05 0.77 1.01 0.98 0.99 1.00
(50) 0.40 1.00 0.68 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.98
0.50 0.99 0.64 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00
0.60 0.95 0.56 0.91 1.01 0.93 0.99
0.70 0.93 0.51 0.88 0.97 0.90 0.98
0.05 0.71 0.99 0.98 0.93 0.96 0.96
0.10 0.83 0.95 0.98 0.95 0.96 0.96
0.20 0.95 0.92 0.99 1.00 0.98 0.99
ED* 0.30 0.99 0.89 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
(10) 0.40 0.99 0.83 0.93 0.98 0.94 0.96
0.50 0.99 0.83 0.90 0.93 0.92 0.93
0.60 1.02 0.84 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92
0.70 1.08 0.82 0.93 0.98 0.95 0.95
0.05 0.95 0.99 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.01
0.10 0.97 0.93 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99
0.20 0.95 0.89 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96
ED* 0.30 0.98 0.89 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97
(50) 0.40 0.96 0.88 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.93
0.50 0.92 0.81 0.90 0.93 0.91 0.93
0.60 0.89 0.79 0.86 0.88 0.87 0.88
0.70 0.93 0.79 0.88 0.91 0.88 0.91
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial 
distribution and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.9: Efficiency Results for D ata From Probit Normal Binomial Distribution 
when 7r =  0.1
Litter Size Distribution
(m) <f> AOV PEQ KPR* W* GL q 2
0.05 0.72 3.62 0.80 0.94 0.73 1.51
0.10 0.73 1.79 0.78 0.88 0.74 1.27
0.20 0.80 1.00 0.79 0.90 0.85 1.02
TNB+ 0.30 0.83 0.86 0.78 0.85 0.86 0.92
(10) 0.40 0.85 0.68 0.74 0.77 0.85 0.84
0.50 0.90 0.59 0.74 0.72 0.82 0.82
0.60 1.00 0.61 0.84 0.77 0.84 0.88
0.70 1.03 0.67 0.90 0.84 0.87 0.91
0.05 0.68 4.64 0.69 0.50 1.03 1.59
0.10 0.71 1.80 0.71 0.53 0.83 1.15
0.20 0.77 1.03 0.77 0.62 0.69 0.91
TNB+ 0.30 0.83 0.88 0.82 0.72 0.72 0.88
(50) 0.40 0.89 0.77 0.87 0.81 0.79 0.88
0.50 0.99 0.75 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.93
0.60 1.03 0.74 0.99 1.03 0.97 0.98
0.70 1.02 0.73 0.99 1.09 0.99 1.02
0.05 1.71 2.19 2.11 2.11 2.07 2.15
0.10 1.19 1.39 1.34 1.35 1.35 1.36
0.20 0.84 0.91 0.88 0.90 0.89 0.91
ED* 0.30 0.77 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.81
(10) 0.40 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78
0.50 0.80 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.79
0.60 0.89 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.85
0.70 1.00 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.94
0.05 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.06 1.10
0.10 0.68 0.69 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.71
0.20 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.72 0.69 0.72
ED* 0.30 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.76 0.72 0.75
(50) 0.40 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.80 0.77 0.79
0.50 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.88 0.85 0.88
0.60 1.05 1.00 1.04 1.09 1.04 1.08
0.70 1.44 1.33 1.41 1.52 1.41 1.50
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.10: Efficiency Results for Data From Probit Normal Binomial Distribution
when 7r =  0.4
Litter Size Distribution 
(m) <f> AOV PEQ KPR* W* GL q 2
0.05 0.72 1.31 0.77 0.82 0.83 0.96
0.10 0.78 1.18 0.80 0.88 0.87 0.95
0.20 0.78 1.09 0.78 0.85 0.86 0.94
TNB+ 0.30 0.84 1.06 0.79 0.85 0.89 0.92
(10) 0.40 0.94 0.87 0.83 0.88 0.91 0.93
0.50 1.11 0.69 0.92 0.97 0.94 0.97
0.60 1.22 0.65 1.00 1.05 0.96 1.02
0.70 1.25 0.62 1.07 1.13 0.98 1.05
0.05 0.70 0.72 0.73 0.80 0.76 0.91
0.10 0.77 0.79 0.78 0.87 0.79 0.90
0.20 0.77 0.76 0.78 0.86 0.79 0.90
TNB+ 0.30 0.82 0.84 0.81 0.86 0.82 0.87
(50) 0.40 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.86 0.84 0.87
0.50 0.95 0.82 0.91 0.94 0.90 0.91
0.60 1.03 0.78 0.99 1.06 0.97 0.98
0.70 1.05 0.76 1.02 1.15 0.99 1.03
0.05 0.80 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.95
0.10 0.81 0.88 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.88
0.20 0.76 0.83 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.84
ED* 0.30 0.79 0.85 0.83 0.86 0.85 0.86
(10) 0.40 0.78 0.83 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.84
0.50 0.80 0.83 0.81 0.86 0.84 0.85
0.60 0.91 0.85 0.87 0.94 0.90 0.93
0.70 1.14 0.95 1.02 1.09 1.04 1.08
0.05 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.83
0.10 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.79 0.76 0.78
0.20 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.77 0.75 0.76
ED* 0.30 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.80
(50) 0.40 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.80 0.78 0.79
0.50 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.81 0.79 0.80
0.60 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.84 0.86
0.70 1.00 0.97 0.99 1.03 1.00 1.03
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.11: Efficiency Results for Data From Mixture of Binomial Distribution when
7T — 0.1
Litter Size Distribution
(m) 4> AOV PEQ KPR* w* GL q 2
0.05 0.73 2.09 0.68 0.84 0.84 1.19
0.10 0.71 1.85 0.61 0.79 0.77 1.16
0.20 0.73 0.93 0.49 0.65 0.66 1.05
TNB+ 0.30 1.07 0.58 0.61 0.70 0.74 0.91
(10) 0.40 1.32 0.52 0.84 0.76 0.84 0.89
0.50 1.46 0.57 1.08 0.87 0.95 0.94
0.60 1.57 0.61 1.33 0.94 1.02 0.95
0.70 1.58 0.65 1.55 0.96 1.06 0.95
0.05 0.48 1.66 0.51 0.31 0.78 1.02
0.10 0.72 1.01 0.72 0.43 0.81 0.92
0.20 1.22 0.85 1.13 1.02 0.94 0.93
TNB+ 0.30 1.23 0.87 1.16 1.18 0.97 0.94
(50) 0.40 1.20 0.89 1.15 1.21 0.99 0.96
0.50 1.13 0.89 1.10 1.16 0.98 0.96
0.60 1.09 0.87 1.06 1.11 0.96 0.94
0.70 1.07 0.84 1.05 1.09 0.95 0.93
0.05 1.22 1.33 1.15 0.71 1.00 1.15
0.10 1.21 0.94 0.94 0.81 0.90 0.93
0.20 1.07 0.92 0.93 0.91 0.93 0.93
ED* 0.30 1.04 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
(10) 0.40 1.02 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.95
0.50 1.01 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
0.60 1.00 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
0.70 1.00 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
0.05 1.09 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98
0.10 1.04 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99
0.20 1.02 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99
ED* 0.30 1.01 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
(50) 0.40 1.01 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.50 1.01 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.70 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for litter sizes.
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Table 3.12: Efficiency Results for Data From Mixture of Binomial Distribution when 
7r =  0.4
Litter Size Distribution
(m) 0 AOV PEQ KPR* W* GL q 2
0.05 0.77 1.61 0.90 0.80 1.05 1.00
0.10 0.84 1.30 0.88 0.80 1.01 1.03
0.20 1.14 0.95 0.91 0.87 0.96 1.02
TNB+ 0.30 1.24 0.84 0.95 0.97 0.96 1.01
(10) 0.40 1.18 0.83 0.95 1.01 0.96 1.01
0.50 1.09 0.84 0.92 0.97 0.96 1.00
0.60 1.04 0.85 0.91 0.96 0.96 1.00
0.70 1.01 0.85 0.90 0.96 0.95 0.98
0.05 1.03 1.04 0.97 0.92 1.00 1.05
0.10 1.17 0.95 1.04 1.05 1.00 1.05
0.20 1.12 0.96 1.04 1.07 1.00 1.03
TNB+ 0.30 1.08 0.96 1.03 1.06 1.00 1.03
(50) 0.40 1.03 0.96 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.03
0.50 0.98 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.99 1.02
0.60 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.95 1.00 1.01
0.70 0.93 0.96 0.92 0.91 1.00 1.01
0.05 1.24 0.98 1.12 1.10 1.00 1.07
0.10 1.39 0.98 1.06 1.08 1.00 1.03
0.20 1.19 1.00 1.05 1.06 1.00 1.03
ED* 0.30 1.10 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.01
(10) 0.40 1.07 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.00 1.01
0.50 1.06 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.01
0.60 1.05 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.01
0.70 1.02 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00
0.05 1.21 0.99 1.10 1.11 1.00 1.04
0.10 1.08 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.00 1.01
0.20 1.07 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.02
ED* 0.30 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.01
(50) 0.40 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.50 0.96 1.00 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.99
0.60 0.94 1.00 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.99
0.70 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.99
TNB+ and ED* represent respectively, the truncated negative binomial distribution 
and the empirical distribution for fitter sizes.
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— 25:Q_4 — 26:Q_5 o Median i  Mean
Figure 3.1: Mean bias for data from the beta-binomial distribution based on 100 
simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate the 5th, 25th, 
75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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Figure 3.2: Mean bias for data from the probit normal binomial distribution based 
on 100 simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate the 5th, 
25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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Figure 3.3: Mean bias for data from the mixture distribution based on 100 simulation 
runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate the 5th, 25th, 75th, and 
95th percentiles of the distribution.
H
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Figure 3.4: Mean bias for data from all the three distributions based on 300 simulation 
runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate the 5th, 25th, 75th, and 
95th percentiles of the distribution.
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Figure 3.5: Mean standard deviation for data from the beta-binomiai distribution 
based on 100 simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate 
the 5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Estimator
— 1:A0V — 2:A0V* — 3:FC — 4:MAK — 5:PEQ — 6: PGP — 7.PPR — 8:KPR
— 9: KEQ* — 10:KPR* — 11: STAB — 12: W — 13: W* — 14: ML — 15: QL — 16:UB
— 17.EQL — 18:EQL* — 19:GL — 20:M 1 — 21:M 2 — 22:Q_1 — 23:Q 2 — 24:Q 3
— 25:Q_4 — 26:Q 5 0 Median i  Mean
Figure 3.6: Mean standard deviation for data from the probit normal binomial dis­
tribution based on 100 simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines 
indicate the 5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Estimator
— 1: AOV -—2: AOV* — 3:FC — 4:MAK — 5: PEQ — 6: PGP — 7:PPR — 8:KPR
— 9:KEQ‘ -—10: KPR* — 11: STAB— 12: W — 13: W* — 14: ML — 15: QL — 16:UB
— 17:EQL -—18:EQL‘ — 19:GL — 20:M_1 — 21:M_2 — 22:QJ — 23:Q_2 — 24:QJ
— 25:04 -—26:Q_5 0 Median A Mean
Figure 3.7: Mean standard deviation for data from the mixture distribution based on 
100 simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate the 5th, 
25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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m  m8 8 8
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Estimator
— 1:A0V — 2:A0V* — 3:FC — 4: MAK — 5:PEQ — 6: PGP — 7: PPR — 8: KPR
— 9:KEQ‘ — 10:KPR* — 11: STAB — 12: W — 13: Vf — 14: ML — 15: QL — 16:UB
— 17:EQL — 18:EQL‘ — 19:GL — 20:M 1 — 21:M 2 — 22:Q_1 — 23:Q_2 — 24:Q 3
— 25:Q_4 — 26:Q 5 0 Median A Mean
Figure 3.8: Mean standard deviation for data from all the three distributions based 
on 300 simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate the 5th, 
25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Estimator
— 1;A0V — 2:A0V* — 3:FC — 4: MAK — 5:PEQ — 6: PGP — 7: PPR — 8:KPR
— 9:KEQ‘ — 10:KPR* — 11: STAB 12: W — 13: Vf — 14: ML — 15: QL — 16:UB
— 17:EQL — 18:EQL‘ — 19.GL — 20:M 1 — 21:M 2 — 22:Q 1 — 23:Q_2 — 24:Q 3
— 25:Q 4 — 26:Q 5 0 Median A Mean
Figure 3.9: Mean square error for data from the beta-binomial distribution based on 
100 simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate the 5th, 
25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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“ r . . . . . . . . . 7 . . . — r " — " i . . . .
7 8 9 10
. . . r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T . . . . . . . . . ( " ■ '“ “ ' “ I . . .
11 12 13 14 15 16 
Estimator
- - - - - T — " - 7 — . . . . . . . . . . . " " j . . . . . . . . . T . . . . — — t —
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
— 1:A0V — 2:A0V* — 3:FC — 4:MAK — 5: PEG — 6: PGP — 7:PPR — 8: KPR
— 9: KEQ* — 10:KPR* — 11: STAB — 12: W — 13: W* — 14: ML — 15: QL — 16:UB
— 17:EQL — 18:EQL* — 19:GL — 20:MJ — 21:M_2 — 22:Q 1 — 23:Q 2 — 24:Q_3
— 25:Q_4 — 26:Q_5 0 Median k Mean
Figure 3.10: Mean square error for data from the probit normal binomial distribution 
based on 100 simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate 
the 5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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i . . .  i i
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Estimator
— 1:A0V — 2:A0V* — 3:FC I I cn S
'
O — 6: PGP -7: PPR -8: KPR
— 9:KEQ‘ — 10:KPR‘ — 11: STAB — 12: W — 13: W* — 14: ML ■15: QL ■16:UB
— 17:EQL — 18:EQL* — 19:GL — 20:M_1 —  21:M_2 — 22:0.1 -23:Q_2 -24:Q_3
— 25:Q_4 — 26:Q_5 0  Median A Mean
Figure 3.11: Mean square error for data from the mixture distribution based on 100 
simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate the 5th, 25th, 
75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Estimator
— 1:A0V — 2:A0V* — 3: FC — 4: MAK — 5: PEQ — 6: PGP — 7: PPR — 8: KPR
— 9:KEQ‘ — 10:KPR* — 11: STAB — 12: W — 13: W* — 14: ML — 15: QL — 16:UB
— 17:EQL — 18:EQL* — 19:GL — 20:M_1 — 21:M_2 — 22:Q_1 — 23:Q_2 — 24:Q_3
— 25:Q_4 — 26:Q_5 o Median A Mean
Figure 3.12: Mean square error for data from all the three distributions based on 300 
simulation runs. Lower and upper end-points of vertical lines indicate the 5th, 25th, 
75th, and 95th percentiles of the distribution.
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Chapter 4
Bias Corrected M axim um  Likelihood Estim ator of 
the Intraclass Correlation Param eter
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 we conducted a simulation study to compare twenty six estimators of 
the intraclass correlation parameter in binary data and it was found that, in gen­
eral, an estimator Q2 based on optimal quadratic estimating equations shows best 
efficiency properties. Lee (2004) developed a double extended quasi-likelihood esti­
mator (DEQL) and compared it with the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator based 
on the beta-binomial model, the pseudo-likelihood (PL) estimator and the extended 
quasi-likelihood (EQL) estimator. By a simulation study in which he simulates data 
from the beta-binomial distribution he concluded that the DEQL estimator has high 
efficiency.
The purpose of this chapter is to develop a bias corrected maximum likelihood
68
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(BCML) estimator of the intraclass correlation parameter and compare its bias and 
efficiency property with Q2 and the DEQL estimators. Cox and Snell (1968) provided 
general results for first order correction of biases of maximum likelihood estimators for 
the parameters of any distribution. McCullagh (1987), and Cordeiro and McCullagh 
(1991) applied these results to obtain biases of the maximum likelihood estimators of 
the parameters of the generalized linear model.
In section 4.2 we apply the general results of Cox and Snell (1968) to obtain the 
bias corrected maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters of the two parameter 
beta-binomial model as well as those of the beta-binomial regression model. Stan­
dard errors of the maximum likelihood and the bias corrected maximum likelihood 
estimates of the parameters are also discussed in this section. The DEQL estima­
tor is reviewed in Section 4.3. Results of a simulation study are reported in Section 
4.4. The toxicological data set of Paul (1982) and the data showing chromosomal 
abnormalities (Otake and Prentice, 1984) are analyzed in Section 4.5.
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4.2 The Bias Corrected M axim um  Likelihood Es­
tim ator
4.2.1 The Two P aram eter M odel
For the extended beta-binomial model given in (3.2.1), the kernel of the log-likelihood 
for the ith  observation can be expressed as
J=0
In this situation, we have q =  2 parameters. Now, define O' =  ($i, 6 2 ) =  (7r, cf). To 
obtain expressions for the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimates of 7r and 4>,
Vi-l ni—yi—l
U = X ^ n ( ( l  ~  </>)* + j4>} + ln{( l  -  n ) ( l  -  (j)) + j<j)}
j=0
let erf and o\  be the diagonal elements and a n  be the off-diagonal element of the 
inverse of the 2 x 2  information matrix I  — (Jrt), where
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where
A < „ ,  =
3=1 3 -1
A, „ ,  =  i Pr ( Y i i r k _ j)
3=1 j ~X
and
O' ~  2)q
3 i /  , s-<p )
J=1
for p ,q — 0,1,2 with A,’ =  (1 — 0)7r+j^>, Xj =  (1 —</>)(l —7r)+j</> and Cj =  1 + j</> and
P r ( y i )  being the probability mass function of the beta-binomial distribution given in
(3.2.1). Then, we have
<?\ ~  I22/II11I22 ~  ^12], 
al = In/[Inl22-I212]
and
&12 = ^1 2 / ^ 1 2  — h i h ^ -  
Now, following the general formula (2.3.6) and using the notations therein, the biases 
of the maximum likelihood estimators fr and 4>ml of the parameters 7r and <f) can be 
written as
— [ ( crl ) 2('^ lll +  2K l , l l )  +  ^12^2(^222 +  2^ 2 ,22) +  2 ((Ji2) 2(«/l22 +  2X 2,12) 
+  (j|ai2(3Jii2 +  4Xi,i2 +  2 X 2,11) +  a^cr|(Ji22 +  2 X 1,22) ] / 2  (4.2.2)
and
b̂ (ir,4>) =  [cri2<7i(Jni +  2Xi,n) +  crfer^Jm  +  2X2,n) (<r|)2(J222 +  2 X 2,22) 
+  f  12^2 (3 X 22 +  2 X 1,22 +  4 X 2 ,12) +  2(<7i2)2(drn2 +  2 X 1,12)] /2, (4.2.3)
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where
r = w (i) = —^ —
\  ~ t  )  ’ “ derddtdet ’
and
i=1
for r, t, u =  1,2. Detailed derivations of the quantities J m , J 112 , J 122, J222, Ki,n,  
K i t 1 2 , 7fi,22) .^2 ,1 1 , 4̂ 2,i2i and 1^2,22 and their simplified versions, which axe quite 
lengthy, are given in Appendices A.2 and A.3. Putting these results in (4.2.2) and 
(4.2.3) and simplifying, we obtain
^(tt,^) — [a2ai2^2i +  2<jJ2A9i +  crfa^Xioi +  (1 — <p)2o\<y 12X51 +  (1 — (j))3a^Xu
i—1
+(1 — <t>){2a\2Xii +  alcr 2 X41 +  o'? 0 1 2  An *)] (4.2.4)
and
b<t,(Tr, <j>) =  [a2X2i +  cri2<x|Ai4i +  (1 — 0)2(<r2of A6i 4- 2af2Xn) +  (1 — ( p Y ^ a ^ X n
i=1
+(1 — 4>)(alcri2X$i +  02cri Ai2« +  2oq2Ai3i)] , (4.2.5)
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where
A x ^ A g ^ - A ^  +  Tn,
A3i =  Ag’2)- A g ’2) +  T 5i,
M  — 3(Ag’̂  +  Ag’1̂ ) +  2 X2* +  T ^ , 
A r ^ A g ’̂  +  A g ^ + T ^ ,
A9i =  A g '1> - A g - 1),
Aiii =  3(Ag’0) +  Ag’0)) +  2T7i,
Ai3i =  Ai2i +  X7i and
A» =  i M  +  A M - ^ + T . ,
A4i =  A‘f  > -  A1" ’ +  X3„
As  =  A&1)+ A S 1)+ T 4i,
Aw =  3(A<f > -  A<f >) +  2T5i +  T 3„
A lO i =  A g j +  T s i ,
A _  a(2’°) a(2’°)A12 i — AXi — A,y2i !
A14 i — 3(Ag,:l̂  — Ag’1̂ ) +  2Tg*. 
Note that the A quantities involve the T ’s which are defined as
T h
_  A (1,2,0,0 
“  ^ 2 i
A (1,2,0,0) 








, a (1,2,0,1) , A (2,1,1,0) 




A (1,2,0,2) — ^ l t A (1,2,0,2) 4t +  A i f ’2’0) +  A g’2’°’2) A (1,2,0,2)
X 4i
rHcfof ‘2
<d11 +  A ? "1 A (1,2,1,0) ^ li A (1,2,1,0) A (2,1,0,1) A (1,2,1,0)4i
X 5i _  A (2,1,1,1
, A (1,2,1,1)
~F ZA4i




x 6i =  a !1’2’1’2 + aS1A11+ aS2,1,2)+ Ag*1A1) A (1,2,1,2) A(n,2,1,2)2i
— a (1,2,1,2)3i
A (1,2,1,2)
^ 4  i
A (2,1,2,!) 
4i 1
X7i =  -A oi(1,1,0,0) _  A (1,1,0,0) +  2 A g ’i ’0’i)2 i 4i
and
Tw -  A i)'1’0'1’ + A 2 " »  + A S 1" ’ -  a !!-1" ’ -  A '1" - 1'2i li
A (1,1,0 ,1)^6i >
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where
Vi=0 j,fc=0 J fc
y i= 0  j,k= 0 t  ^
A {p ,q ,r ,s )  _  V "^  ( j  ~  Q r (fc ~  1 ) S
3i /  > f i r  f i s
j,k= o
2/i 1 2/i 1 I • \ r  f  1 i 1
aSt ” = E E  E ■b~,r) SBV~ } fK»)
3/i = 0  3 = 0  fe=0 •? ^
n; J/i 1 n»—1 /  . s r , ,  1NS
A r " >  = E £ E ( , ~ ^  } j m * )
3/i = 0  3 = 0  fc=0 o k
and
Hi Hi y i 1 Hi 1 /  - - 1 \ r  f  1 1 S
A(r ,) = £  £  E {3 M  ] JMw)-
3/i=0 3 = 0  k —0 i  k
for p, q, r, s =  0,1,2,3. Now, let itbcml  and 4>bcml be the bias corrected maximum 
likelihood estimators of t t  and <f>. Then
k b c m l  =  K M L  — K  { k m l A m l )
and
where
4>BCML — 4*ML ~  b ^ M L ,  4>Ml ),
and
b<t>(jt, 4>m l ) b4>(Tr,4))\^ML!(j)=̂ ML
with 71m l  and 4>m l  being the maximum likelihood estimators of 7r and
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4.2.2 Beta-Binomial Regression Model
Let § — 4>(1 — (p)~1 and
v  ( x  ■ fi\ =  exP(x,iP)
< X i ^ )  l  + e x p iX f tY
where X[f3 = (30 + X n d i  +  • • • +  Xip(3p, X \ , . . . ,  X p are p explanatory variables, and 
do, P i , . . .  ,/3p are the (p +  1) regression parameters. Note, we reparametrized 4> into 
S for ease of calculation of the derivatives required for the derivation of biases of the 
maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters. Then, the extended beta-binomial 
regression model is
(  *  \  I K 1̂  +  sS) - n  +  s5)
\ y * J  n : r 01( i+ r 5 )
for yt =  0 , 1 ,2 , . . . ,  rij, 0 < 7Tj < 1, and 5 > max[—'Ki/{ni — 1), —(1 — 7r*)/(?+ — 1)] 
(Prentice, 1986).
The kernel of the log-likelihood for the ith  observation can be written as
m-1 rii-vi-i m-1
li = ^  ln(7Ti +  s5) +  ^ 2  ln (l — 7r» +  s5) — '^2  ln(l +  sS). (4.2.7)
3—0 3—0 S—0
So, the maximum likelihood estimates of do, p i , .. ■ ,(3P and 8 can be obtained by 
maximizing I =  Y llL i h or alternatively, by iteratively solving the maximum likelihood
estimating equations:
~y%-1 1 rii-yi-l
V  1  -  y  — i
"  7T +  s8 1 — 7r +  s<5
s= 0  s = 0
81 _  y s diTdit =  0, for r, t, u =  0 ,1 , . . .  ,p
and
m  V i- 1 n i —y i —1 n j —1
= t  3 -  w  _ =  o.
88 Z-J 7T -f- 5(5 1 — 7r +  S(5 ^  1 +  5(5
i = l  s= 0  s = 0 s = 0
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Now, the biases of the maximum likelihood estimators of ho,j3i, ■ ■ ■ ,/3P and 5 can 
be obtained by following Cox and Snell (1968) as described in Section 2.6. Note that 
here we have q =  p + 2 parameters. So, denote O' = (An Ai, ,(3P, 8). The elements 
of the (p +  2) x (p +  2) Fisher information matrix I  can be shown to be
m
In = J 2 { PS ’2) + P2i ’2))dirdit, r , t  = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,p
i = l
m




= E  (d.'0) + d?'0) -  p£ fi)) .
i = l
where
s = l  (s—l ) i
and
p(i,k) _  (s -  1)J k
3 i / +
s = l  (s—l ) i
with Esi = tt + s 8 ,  Fsi = I — tt + s S  and Gai =  l  +  s<5. The details of the derivation and 
simplification of ITt, IrS and Igs are given in Appendix B.l. Therefore, the inverse of 
the (p + 2) x (p +  2) information matrix I  is given by
M = (  (Jf t)(T 1)x(p+1) (/rfl) ^ D x i  V  = (  p, w e e ) ,  (4-2.8)V  { l9rhx(p+l)  h e  /  (p+2) x (p+2) \ B  M  J
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where
A  = ( M  ; r , t  =  0 ,1 , . . .  ,p and
B  =
It now remains to evaluate the third order quantities in the bias equation given in 
(2.3.6). A detailed derivation of the quantities Jrtu, Jrts, Jrss, Jsss, K rfu, K rits, K r,ss, 
Ks,rt, K&,rs, and Ks,ss (r ,t>u =  0 , 1 , . . . , p) and their simplified versions, which are 
quite lengthy, are given in Appendices B.2 and B.3. Putting these results in (2.3.6) 
and after some simplification, the biases ba (a =  0 ,1 , . . .  ,p) and b$, to the order n -1 , of 
the maximum likelihood estimators of the regression parameters /3a (a =  0 ,1, 2, . . .  ,p) 
and the dispersion parameter 5 are obtained as
Ai ri jry A n* , ,ti A> n  d > n  ,'&iiA >aD iD'iA D i +  - f A ^ D t D l A D *  +  4>3iA 'aD iB 'D i  +  M  f 5 iP ' A D ib° = E
i—l
+ '~ -A !aD iB 'D * -  +  M ae4?7iB 'D i  +  M a6M e0{4>8i ] T  dir  +  4f9i)
M a04f ft-
U in . u i -I- 1VI 'M-JiD U i - t 1V1 1V1 ^ S i
“  r = 0
and
b<> =  Y 1
i—1
VuB’DiDlADi + ^ B ’DiD’MD* + 'Sf3iD'iBB'Di + M "i$5iD'iADi
- f - D [ B B 'D *  j ^ B ' i A B *  +  M ee4 f7iB 'D i  +  ( M ee)2(4 f8i ] T  dir +  * * )
r = 0
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where
A  -  7Tj(1 -  T T ^ i ,  A *  =  2(1  -  2n ) X i ,
=  p S ’3) -  p £ ’3) +  A i ,  -  ^ (A ? ’2) -  A ? ’2)),
^3i =  2 (P 1(?'2) +  p£'2)) +  ^  +  ^5i, *4 i =  Vfe -  *  6i,
(2 ,1 )*5i =  Px(f ’2) +  P £ ’2) +  V’Sl, *6i =  -  Pii ,
*7* =  2 (P 1(f '1) -  P 2? ’1}) +  ^  +  A i ,  * 8 i =  P f f ’̂  -  P i3’̂  +  fri ,
y *  =  p £ fi) +  p g fl) -  p3(3’0) + ^
and Aa is the a-th column of the matrix A. Note that the W quantities involve the 
ip’s which are defined as
=  - q ^ + q ^ - q ^ + q Z 1™ ,
■fa =  e & 1-1'1, +  QS'u '1)- 2 g £ " ’1»
f a  =  - o i l 2'1' 1’ +  q £ a u )  +  < # * « >  -  « g A W ),
-  Q g *w  + g g * »  +  <?<«"> + g g * »  -  ( J g « « ,
_  n (l,2 ,0 ,2 ) n (l,2 ,0 ,2 ) n (2,1,2,0) n (l,2 ,0 ,2 ) n (2 ,1,2,0) n (2 ,1,2,0)
W5i —  ~ ~ W l i  ~  V 4 i  — V 4 i  — ^02i ' V 5 i  +  h?6 i >
*  =  -  e 2 A0J) + -  < & w >  -  < & * »  +  < 3 ^ * ,
f a  =  -<32'2AI) +  « 2 A0'1) -  Q * 1,1'0’ +  -  Q i x m
and
, / ,  _  , n ( l ,2,0,0) n (l,2 ,0 ,0 ) n (2 ,1,0,0) n {2,1,0,0) n (l,2 ,0 ,0 )
P&i — Vii +  V4i — V5i +  V4i +  V2i ~  V61
_  ^ (2 ,1 ,0 ,0 )  _  ^ (2 ,1 ,0 ,0 )  +  ^ (2 ,1 ,0 ,0 )
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where
1_** A ej—l+k—r
<£tM = E  E
y i= 0  s , t= 0 r s i r t i
OfJ*M =  V  ^ ~ r
3* E - ' Gj Gk
a ,t= 0 ^ s i ^ t i
Q^M - E E  E % k PrW’
yi=Q  s= 0  t=0 s i  t i
m i  V i - l m j - l  g j - l j k -- r
=  E E E ^
y i==0 s = 0  t = 0  s i  t i
and
oS^’ - E  E E  V k Pr(K)’
y i= 0  s= 0  t = 0  r  s i ^ t i
for j ,  k =  0,1,2,3 and Z, r  =  0,1,2. Thus, the bias-corrected maximum likelihood es­
timates of the regression parameters f3a (a =  0 ,1 , . . .  , p) and the dispersion parameter 
<5, of order n -1 , are
^aBCML =  P a - b a(/30, . . . , d p,5); a = 0 , l , . . . , p  (4.2.9)
and
%CML =  5 -  bs0o, - ■ ■ ,(3PJ ) ,  (4.2.10)
where f3a (a = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,p) and 5 are the ML estimates of f3a (a = 0 ,1, . . .  ,p) and 5.
Hence, the bias-corrected maximum likelihood estimate of <p is ^BCML =  ^BCML(H~
% c m l )_1-
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4.2.3 Standard Errors of the ML and the BCML Estimators
Prom the derivation of the BCML estimators of 7r and </> in Section 4.2 it can be seen 
that the 2 x 2  variance-covariance m atrix S of the ML estimators and f°r 
the two parameter beta-binomial model, is
y  = (  <?l < 7 1 2  \
V °12 °2 J ’
where
<7? =  h i / l h x h i  ~  Itf], 
al  =  /n /f /n /2 2  -  I 212]
and
<7i2 =  l u / [^12 ~  ^11^22],
with
m
In = ( l - « aE ( Ar + A g W),
i= l
m  m




I n  =  E ( a 8 *  +  a 2 » - a 2 » ) ,
i= l
which involve the unknown parameters 7T and <fi. Standard errors of 7rj^L and (pyij^ 
are obtained by replacing 7r and <p by their maximum likelihood estimates in and 
(T2 respectively. Then, the standard errors of and ^gCM L are obtained
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by replacing tt and <fc by their bias corrected maximum likelihood estimates in u\ 
and (72- Similarly, for the beta-binomial regression model case, we can obtain the 
standard errors of the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimates of the regression 
parameters f3a (a =  0 ,1 , . . .  ,p) and the dispersion parameter 5 using the inverse of 
the information matrix, M  given in (4.2.8). Hence, we can obtain the standard error 
of the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimate of <f).
4.3 The DEQL Estim ator
The quasi-likelihood methodology of Wedderburn (1974), based on the assumption 
of only the first two moments of the response variable, is useful for estimating only 
the mean or the regression parameters. By introducing a normalizing factor to the 
quasi-likelihood, Nelder and Pregibon (1987) and Godambe and Thompson (1989) 
proposed the extended quasi-likelihood (EQL). The EQL resembles a likelihood in­
volving not only the mean (regression) parameters but also the variance parameter 
of the response variable. In situations where a full distributional assumption for the 
response variable is not available, the EQL methodology can be used to jointly es­
timate the mean and the variance parameters. However, the EQL estimator of the 
intraclass correlation parameter in binary data has, in general, low efficiency (see Paul 
and Islam (1998), Ridout et al. (1999), Paul et al. (2003) and Lee (2004)). Paul and 
Islam (1998) and Lee (2004) showed detailed analysis of the reason why the maximum 
extended quasi-likelihood estimator has low efficiency. In a generalized linear model
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setup, Lee and Nelder (2001) developed a hierarchical likelihood procedure for joint 
estimation of the mean and the variance components. Given some random effects, 
they first use a generalized linear model for the response variable involving the mean 
and the dispersion parameters. They then use a conjugate generalized linear model 
for the random effects. The hierarchical model so constructed can be used to form a 
likelihood, called h-likelihood, for the joint estimation of the mean and the variance 
components of the response variable. By estimating the unobserved random effect 
parameters from the h-likelihood, they obtain a profile h-likelihood of the mean and 
the variance components of the response variable and then use this profile h-likelihood 
for inference for the mean and the variance components. This procedure, however, 
assumes a generalized linear model for the response variable. For the situation in 
which a full distributional assumption is not available, Lee and Nelder (2001) intro­
duced the double extended quasi-likelihood (DEQL) for estimation of the mean and 
the dispersion parameters of the response variable. In what follows we illustrate the 
application of this procedure to binary data (also see Lee, 2004).
We assume that Yi\pi ~  binomial (n ^p i ), for i =  1, . . . ,m which can equivalently 
be written as a generalized linear model (GLM) with 7^ =  E(Yi\pi)
f{yi\Pi-,-Koi,L) =  exp[{yid{TT0i)-h(d(TT0i))}/i/j + k(y i^) \^  (4.3.1)
where
i/) =  l ,  <9(7roi) =  log(TToi/{rii -  7r0 i} ) ,  
b{0(TPtt)) =  Tiiln( 1 +  exp{6{'KQi))
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and
k(yi,-tp) = ln[ni\/{yi\(ni -  yd}].
Note that E(Yi\pi) =  riiPi =  7r0i and var(Y;|pj) =  ipV(ixoi), where ip = 1 and V(ttch) =  
b"(6(ixoi)) =  7T0i(nj — TVod/rii. We assume further tha t the binomial probability pi is 
distributed as a beta distribution with E{pd  =  7r and var(pi)  =  7r(l — ix)p which 
is a conjugate model for the binomial distribution. The kernel of this model can 
equivalently be written as a generalized linear model
f(Pi]TT,S) = exp[ir0{pi)-b(d(pi))]/8, (4.3.2)
where 9(pi) =  l n (p i / { l—pi}), b(9(pi)) = l  + exp(9(pi)) and 6 =  <p/(l — This shows 
as a generalized linear model for quasi-data ix with quasi-fixed parameters p  which 
satisfies E(7t) =  p = b'(9(p)) and var(7r) =  5V(p), where V(p) =  b"{6{p)), whereas the 
random effects p satisfy E(pi) =  tx and var(pi) =  <pV(ix) for some <f> — 5/(1 — 5).
Then, the beta-binomial model in (3.2.1) can be written as a conjugate hierarchical 
generalized linear model with
(i) Yi\pi ~  GLM with E(Yi\pi) =  riiPi =  ixqi and var(Yi\pi) = 7/W(7r0;), where ip = 1
and V(TXQi) = Tx0i(ni ~  i ) M ,
(ii) pi ~  GLM with E (p/) — ix and var(p/) =  cpV(ix), where V(ix) — 7r(l — ix).
Now, to construct the DEQL for the above conjugate hierarchical generalized 
linear model, we first need to define the EQLs of Nelder and Pregibon (1987) for both 
Yppi and pi distributions. So, the extended quasi-log-likelihood for Yppi distribution
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in (4.3.1) with mean and variance specified above is
- m




doi = 2 / (y< -  t) /V( t )d t  = 2[yiln(yi/ n ipi) +  (n* -  yj)Zn{(ni -  y ^ / f a  -  n ^ )} ]  
is the deviance component of y|p. Then the EQL for the quasi-data 7r in (4.3.2) is
-  m
Qi[p;7r] =  - - ^ [ d u / d  + ln(2Tc5V(Tr)],
%=l
where
dii =  2 f  (ir -  t ) /V(t )dt  = 2[irln(Tr/pi) + (I -  7r)ln{(l - -k) / ( 1 -  pi)}}
dpi
is the deviance component of p. Hence, the EQL for the quasi-data 9(t ) =  Zn{-7r/(l — 




where |97r/c?0(7r)| =  V’(tt) =  7r(l — 7r) is the Jacobian term.
Finally, combining (4.3.3) and (4.3.4), the DEQL of Lee and Nelder (2001) for the 
above conjugate hierarchical generalized linear model becomes




i  i  i  i
k a { y i , i p )  =  (ni +  2 ) ln(n0 ~  (yi +  - j )  ln(yi) -  («i -  Vi  +  g) ln(ni - V i ) ~  2 ln(27r)
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and
Vs(k , 8) = -  i )  ln(7r/(5) +  (^— ^ -  ln[(l -  7t)/8\ -  ln(l/<S) +  ^ ln(27r).
For estimating the mean parameter tt and the dispersion parameter 8, Lee and Nelder 
(2001) proposed to use the profile double extended quasi-likelihood which, in this case,
is
P v ( Q  ) -
where
D{Q+,v) = - 8 2Q+/dv2, 





0, for i ±  j
with pi = +  n/S)
(ni +  1/8) '
Then, the resulting profile DEQL becomes
m




„ , „ . 7T 1. . . 7T. , 1 —7T 1. . 1 — 7T
#»(&> *r, 5) =  (y; +  -  -  - )  ln(y* +  - )  +  (n* -  y{ +  —  - )  ln(ns - &  +  —— )
-  (ni +  J  -  ln(nj +  i )  +  ^  ln(27r).
It is worthwhile to mention that -ds(yi,7r,S) , ys(7r, 5) and k3{yi, ip) are , respectively,
the Stirling approximations of l n B ( f  +  y^n* +  — yd,  l n B ( | ,  i ^ [) and k(yi,ip)
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in the beta-binomial model (3.2.1). This Stirling approximation may not be good for 
small z, so for estimating 71 and <5, Lee and Nelder (2001) recommended using the 
modified Stirling approximation
lnT(z) ln(*) +  ^  ln(27r) - z  +
The profile DEQL, apart from a constant, can be written as
m
P v ( Q )  =  y -  m r ] ( T r , 8 ) ,
i—l
where
5 -  </>(!-
n / . 71 1 \  / 7T. , 1  71 1 .  . 1 71 ^
v { y i , n i ,  t i , o) =  { y i  -f -  -  - )  ln(yi +  - )  +  ( ^  -  & +  — ------- - )  ln(n; -  y {  +  —— )
1 1  1  A
- f a i  +  T -  - ) l n ( n j  +  - )  +
<5 2 <5 12{1 -  7r +  <5(n,i -  y*)}
12(x  +  Syi) 12(1 -I- <5n»)
and
r ] ( 7 1 , 8 )  =  ( ^ - ^ ) l n ( 7 r / < 5 )  +  ( ^ - y ^ - ^ ) l n [ ( l - 7 r ) / ( 5 ] - ( ^ - ^ ) l n ( l / 5 )
. 5  (5 <5
+
12?r 12(1 - tt) 12'
The maximum profile DEQL estimators t i d e q l  and S d e q l  of n  and <5 are obtained 
by solving the estimating equations
d p v ( Q )
9ti 1=1
^ [ 1 , f p u ( l - x ) \  , Pu -  P2i ( ,  ,





27T — 1 /" 5
1 +27r(l — Tl) \  6?r(l — 71)
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£  In f , I  ln /  (1 -7T)f3i\  A  1
52 U ii ( l -^ r ) J   ̂ V ^  J +  2 PU \ 5 + 6Pii
1 -  7T / I  1
" 2 ^ 7  U +  6P7
1 1
2P3i V5 +  6 ^
_1_
25
1 -  7r(l — 7r)
1 2 7 t ( 1  — 7r)
where -Pu =  7r +  5yi5 P2i =  1 — 7r +  5(71* — y*) and P3i =  1 +  5n*. The maximum DEQL 
estimator for 0, then, is 4>d e q l  =  $ d e q l (  1 +  &d e q l ) ~ x -
- 0 ,
4.4 Simulation Study
In this section we conduct a simulation study to compare bias and efficiency prop­
erties of 4>b c m l  with 0 m l ,  0 q 2 and 4>d e q l - In the simulations, following Paul et 
al. (2003), we considered tt =  0.1,0.4, 0 =  0.05,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.85, 
m  =  10,50. We also considered two different underlying probability distributions: the 
beta-binomial (BB) and probit normal binomial (PNB) to study robustness interms 
of departure from data distribution. The indices t i * of the BB or the PNB distribu­
tion were generated from the empirical distribution (ED) of 523 litter sizes, quoted 
by Kupper et al. (1986) and from a negative binomial truncated (TNBD) below 1 
and above 15 with mean 3.1 and standard deviation 2.11 (see Brass, 1958). In our 
simulation study, we allowed negative estimates of the intraclass correlation parame­
ter 0 with the restriction 0 > —l / ( n max — 1), where nmax is largest of the {«*} values. 
For each method, we solved the estimating equations for the proportion and disper­
sion parameters simultaneously using the IMSL subroutine NEQNF. In the process 
of sampling and estimation, a sample was discarded if an estimate of 0 was less than
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—1/(nmax — 1)+0.00001. Also for some samples convergence of some of the estimating 
equations (the DEQL estimating equations or some others) were not achieved. In such 
situations the samples were also discarded. Note that convergence of an estimating 
equation of the dispersion parameter (f> depended on the initial value required to be 
provided in the subroutine. So, if the same initial value is used for all samples, a large 
number of samples must be discarded. In order to minimize the number of rejected 
samples we used same initial value (0.1) for the estimating equation for the proportion 
parameter and repeated initial values —0.991 l / ( n max — 1) +  0.01(i — I), i = 1,..., 100 
for the estimating equation for the dispersion parameter. Further, in order to over­
come the problem of undefined estimators we discarded samples if
(i) yi =  0 for alH  =  1 , . . . ,  m  or
(ii) yi = rii for al i i  =  1 , . . . ,  m  or
(iii) ni = 1 for all i = 1 , . . . ,  m.
Note that the number of discarded samples were dependent on the parameter values 
7r and (f) as well as the group size m.  For small values of 7r, m  and close to the bound­
ary values of <f> (i.e. close to 0 or 1), the number of rejected samples was largest and 
this number declined for larger values of it, m  and values of which are far from its 
boundary.
Based on 1000 acceptable simulation runs for which convergence was achieved for 
the estimates of the parameters by all the methods, we computed the mean bias and 
the mean squared error (MSE) for each estimator. Then, the relative efficiency (RE) 
of each of the estimators 4>b c m l , 4>deql and <j>q2 was calculated as —
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^)2/]C i=i°(4>t — where t represents BCML, DEQL and Q2 .
When the data are simulated from the BB distribution, irrespective of whether 
the rii s are generated from ED or TNBD, bias properties of all the estimators for 
7T =  0.1 and 7r =  0.4 are similar. The bias results are presented in Figures 4.1(a) to 
4.1(d) for 7r =  0.1 and in Figures 4.2(a) to 4.2(d) for 7r =  .4 (see also Tables 4.1 and 
4.2). From these figures we see that all estimators exhibit a slight positive bias under 
conditions of close to zero intraclass correlation. The biases of all these estimators 
decline to zero or are close to zero except for the 4>d e q l  estimator for which bias is 
a monotoniccally declining function of <j>. The estimator 4>b c m l  seems to have the 
best (smallest overall, on the average) bias property and the estimator <Pd e q l  seems 
to have the worst (largest overall, on the average) bias property. For larger values 
of m (m =  50) the mean bias of the estimators ^ m l , 4>b c m l  and 4>q 2 seems to be 
indistinguishable.
The bias results for data simulated from the PNB distribution, using the n^s 
from ED, are given in Figures 4.3(a) to 4.3(d) and those using the ra/s from TNBD 
are given in Figures 4.4(a) to 4.4(d) (see also Tables 4.3 and 4.4). Here, excet the 
case for m  = 10 and n»’s simulated from ED (see Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b)), all 
estimators display a positive bias for near zero intraclass correlation. The biases of 
all these estimators decline to zero or are close to zero for 0.2 < (j> < 0.4 and are a 
monotonically declineing function of <j>. For m  — 10 and ra/s simulated from ED, the 
biases are positive for <j> < 0.7 and negative for (j> > 0.7. The estimator ĉ b c m l  seems 
to show best bias property more often than any other estimator, although less often
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than what is seen in Figures 4.1(a) to 4.1(d). In general, the estimator (/)d e q l  seems 
to show best bias property for smaller values of <j) (for (m=10, <j> < 0.6), (m=50, 
4> < 0.2), data simulated using the n^s  from ED and for (m=10, <j> < 0.4), data 
simulated using the r%is from the TNBD). In these situations the next best seems to 
be 4>b c m l - Also for larger values of <fi the estimator 4>b c m l  seems to show best bias 
property.
The efficiency results of the three estimators <Pb c m l  , 4>q 2 and 4>d e q l  are presented 
for data simulated from the BB distribution in Figures 4.5(a) to 4.5(d) with the n ;’s 
simulated from ED and in Figures 4.6(a) to 4.6(d) with the n*’s simulated from TNBD. 
The corresponding efficiency results for data simulated from the PNB distribution are 
presented in Figures 4.7(a) to 4.7(d) with the Uj’s simulated from ED and in Figures 
4.8(a) to 4.8(d) with the n^’s simulated from TNBD.
All estimators show least variability in the efficiency results except the <Pd e q l  
estimator for which efficiency is a monotonically declining function of <j> in most 
instances. Efficiency of the estimator 4>b c m l  is consistently above 1.0, tha t is, above 
that of the ML estimator and also consistently better than that of the estimator Q2. 
From data simulated from the BB distribution, the efficiency of 4 > b c m l  is the largest 
except in the few cases in which tt and cf> are small ( i t  =  0.1, <j) <  0.3) and the ra*’s are 
simulated from the TNBD. In these few cases, the efficiency of the estimator 4>d e q l  
is the best. The efficiency of the estimator < P d e q l  seems to be best more often than 
that of the estimator 4>b c m l  for data simulated from the PNB distribution. However, 
the estimator 4>d e q l  seems to show most inconsistent efficiency property in tha t it is
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either highest (for smaller values of 0) or lowest (for larger values of 0).
4.5 Examples
E xam ple  1 (Toxicological data). The data in Table 4.5, originally given and analyzed 
by Paul (1982), refer to live foetuses in a litter affected by treatment, and the number 
of live foetuses, for each of four dose groups: control (C), low dose (L), medium dose 
(M), and high dose (H). The estimates of the parameters tv and 0 for the four groups 
by the ML, BCML, Q2 and DEQL methods are given in Table 4.6 and their standard 
errors are given in Table 4.7. The maximum likelihood estimates of tv and 0 and 
their estimated standard errors are in agreement with those given by Paul (1982). 
Note that Paul (1982) provided the results with respect to the parameters tv and 
5 =  0(1 — 0)-1 and standard errors of the Q2 and the DEQL estimates of 0 were 
obtained by a method by Inagaki (1973) (see Appendix E). From Table 4.7, we see 
that the standard errors of the BCML estimates of tv and 0 are consistently smaller 
than the corresponding standard errors of the other three estimates for each of the 
dose groups.
E xam ple  2 (Chromosomal abnormalities data). The data in Table 4.8 from 
Otake and Prentice (1984) represent counts of the number of cells with exchange 
chromosomal abnormalities among 100 cells examined per subject for each of 649 
survivors of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima. The dose types are categorized based on 
estimated radiation exposure levels in rads where the number of subjects in these 7
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categories are 263, 70, 138, 70 43, 31 and 34. Otake and Prentice (1984) analyzed 
these data by fitting a separate beta-binomial distribution for each of the seven dose 
categories. The estimates of the parameters tt and <j6 and their estimated standard 
errors for the seven dose categories by the ML, BCML, Q2 and DEQL methods are 
shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 respectively. The maximum likelihood estimates 
are in agreement with those given by Otake and Prentice (1984). For this data set 
also, the standard errors of the BCML estimates of ir and (j> are consistently smaller 
than the corresponding standard errors of other estimates for all seven dose categories.
4.6 Summary and Conclusions
We have derived a bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator (BCML) for the intr­
aclass correlation parameter of the extended beta-binomial model. The bias corrected 
maximum likelihood estimator for the dispersion parameter has also been extended 
to a regression situation. The performance of this estimator for a non-regression 
situation was then compared with two recently recommended estimators, a double 
extended quasi-likelihood estimator (DEQL) and the estimator Q2 which are based 
on the optimal quadratic estimating equations, through simulation, in terms of bias, 
efficiency and robustness for data distribution. The BCML estimator shows the least 
bias for data from the beta-binomial model and the DEQL has smallest bias for data 
from the probit normal binomial distribution. However, the DEQL estimator shows 
the most bias for large values of <fi in which the BCML seems to have smallest bias,
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on average. In general, when data follow a beta binomial distribution the BCML esti­
mator is expected to have high efficiency and shows consistent behaviour through the 
parameter space examined. When data follow a probit normal binomial distribution, 
the DEQL estimator is expected to have high efficiency for small values of (/>(< 0.4). 
However, this estimator seems to show most inconsistent efficiency property in that it 
is either highest for <j> <  0.4 or lowest for cf) > 0.4. Note, for large values of <p(> 0.4) the 
BCML estimator seems to have high efficiency. Thus, in terms of bias and efficiency 
properties, we recommend the use of the BCML estimator of <j> when data follow a 
beta binomial distribution. When data follow a probit normal binomial distribution 
we recommend the use of the DEQL estimator of <f> for small values of 4>(< 0.4) and 
the use of the BCML estimator of </> for large values of </>(> 0.4). The performance 
of this estimator for a regression situation needs to be investigated further. This has 
been left as a topic for future study.
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Table 4.1: Mean Bias Results for Data From Beta-Binomial Distribution when tc =  0.1
L i t t e r  S i z e  D i s t r i b u t i o n
( m ) 4> M L B C M L D E Q L Q 2
0 . 0 5 0 . 0 3 9 0 0 . 0 1 9 3 0 . 0 3 4 7 0 . 0 3 6 4
0 . 1 0 . 0 2 2 1 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 . 0 1 4 0 0 . 0 1 3 2
0 . 2 0 . 0 0 8 1 0 . 0 0 6 8 - 0 . 0 1 1 9 - 0 . 0 0 8 0
E D * 0 . 3 - 0 . 0 0 9 8 0 . 0 0 1 8 - 0 . 0 4 5 1 - 0 . 0 2 7 5
( 1 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 1 8 3 - 0 . 0 0 9 2 - 0 . 0 7 1 2 - 0 . 0 3 1 7
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 3 1 4 - 0 . 0 2 3 4 - 0 . 1 0 3 1 - 0 . 0 4 1 9
0 . 6 - 0 . 0 4 4 0 - 0 . 0 3 4 3 - 0 . 1 3 6 9 - 0 . 0 5 1 7
0 . 7 - 0 . 0 9 7 9 - 0 . 0 8 8 9 - 0 . 1 8 1 2 - 0 . 1 0 0 2
0 . 8 - 0 . 1 0 4 1 - 0 . 0 9 6 0 - 0 . 1 9 7 6 - 0 . 1 0 1 6
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 1 1 1 4 - 0 . 1 0 3 6 - 0 . 2 0 9 5 - 0 . 1 0 7 1
0 . 0 5 0 . 1 5 0 5 0 . 0 8 1 2 0 . 1 0 8 7 0 . 1 3 1 1
0 . 1 0 . 1 2 6 3 0 . 0 9 0 4 0 . 0 8 0 1 0 . 1 0 4 8
0 . 2 0 . 0 7 9 5 0 . 0 7 1 6 0 . 0 2 2 3 0 . 0 5 7 7
T N B D + 0 . 3 0 . 0 1 8 2 0 . 0 1 7 3 - 0 . 0 4 9 3 - 0 . 0 0 5 3
( 1 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 1 7 7 0 . 0 0 6 8 - 0 . 0 9 9 7 - 0 . 0 4 0 2
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 6 4 1 - 0 . 0 3 5 3 - 0 . 1 6 1 3 - 0 . 0 8 2 8
0 . 6 - 0 . 1 2 5 4 - 0 . 0 6 5 9 - 0 . 2 3 6 2 - 0 . 1 4 3 7
0 . 7 - 0 . 1 4 4 8 - 0 . 1 0 7 5 - 0 . 2 6 0 6 - 0 . 1 5 3 3
0 . 8 - 0 . 1 9 0 7 - 0 . 1 5 4 0 - 0 . 3 1 0 0 - 0 . 1 9 0 8
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 1 8 4 4 - 0 . 1 5 0 1 - 0 . 3 1 2 6 - 0 . 1 8 3 2
0 . 0 5 0 . 0 1 5 3 0 . 0 1 1 5 0 . 0 1 3 9 0 . 0 1 3 8
0 . 1 0 . 0 0 2 2 0 . 0 0 1 5 - 0 . 0 0 2 2 0 . 0 0 0 3
0 . 2 - 0 . 0 0 4 9 - 0 . 0 0 3 1 - 0 . 0 2 2 3 - 0 . 0 0 9 4
E D * 0 . 3 - 0 . 0 0 6 9 - 0 . 0 0 5 1 - 0 . 0 4 4 2 - 0 . 0 1 2 1
( 5 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 1 3 6 - 0 . 0 1 1 6 - 0 . 0 7 5 2 - 0 . 0 1 7 0
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 9 5 - 0 . 0 0 9 2 - 0 . 0 9 8 5 - 0 . 0 0 9 5
0 . 6 - 0 . 0 0 9 2 - 0 . 0 0 8 9 - 0 . 1 2 6 8 - 0 . 0 0 9 0
0 . 7 - 0 . 0 5 3 9 - 0 . 0 5 1 9 - 0 . 1 4 3 8 - 0 . 0 5 2 9
0 . 8 - 0 . 0 6 7 4 - 0 . 0 6 5 4 - 0 . 1 6 3 6 - 0 . 0 6 4 5
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 0 7 5 2 - 0 . 0 7 3 1 - 0 . 1 7 7 0 - 0 . 0 7 2 2
0 . 0 5 0 . 0 5 1 3 0 . 0 3 7 3 0 . 0 3 9 3 0 . 0 4 5 2
0 . 1 0 . 0 3 9 1 0 . 0 3 7 2 0 . 0 1 6 8 0 . 0 3 2 9
0 . 2 0 . 0 0 9 1 0 . 0 0 8 3 - 0 . 0 3 2 0 0 . 0 0 3 0
TNBD+ 0 . 3 0 . 0 0 1 2 0 . 0 0 1 1 - 0 . 0 6 9 8 - 0 . 0 0 6 1
( 5 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 1 2 5 - 0 . 0 0 9 0 - 0 . 1 1 8 4 - 0 . 0 1 9 3
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 3 6 - 0 . 0 0 1 2 - 0 . 1 5 2 9 - 0 . 0 0 7 5
0 . 6 - 0 . 0 0 6 7 - 0 . 0 0 4 4 - 0 . 1 9 8 6 - 0 . 0 0 9 1
0 . 7 - 0 . 0 5 4 6 - 0 . 0 4 9 8 - 0 . 2 0 1 5 - 0 . 0 5 4 8
0 . 8 - 0 . 0 7 0 1 - 0 . 0 6 5 5 - 0 . 2 2 1 1 - 0 . 0 6 9 7
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 0 7 2 4 - 0 . 0 6 8 4 - 0 . 2 3 1 2 - 0 . 0 7 1 1
E D *  a n d  T N B D +  r e p r e s e n t  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t h e  e m p i r i c a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a n d  t h e  t r u n c a t e d  
n e g a t i v e  b i n o m i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  l i t t e r  s i z e s .
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Table 4.2: Mean Bias Results for Data From Beta-Binomial Distribution when 7r =  0.4
L i t t e r  S i z e  D i s t r i b u t i o n
( m ) 4> M L B C M L D E Q L q 2
0 . 0 5 0 . 0 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 1 9 0 . 0 0 1 9 0 . 0 3 4 5
0 . 1 - 0 . 0 1 5 0 - 0 . 0 0 8 1 - 0 . 0 1 5 3 0 . 0 0 0 3
0 . 2 - 0 . 0 2 4 0 - 0 . 0 1 8 0 - 0 . 0 2 6 1 - 0 . 0 3 0 4
E D * 0 . 3 - 0 . 0 2 9 8 - 0 . 0 2 4 4 - 0 . 0 3 6 6 - 0 . 0 4 4 9
( 1 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 4 2 1 - 0 . 0 3 8 0 - 0 . 0 5 6 9 - 0 . 0 5 7 5
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 3 7 4 - 0 . 0 3 5 4 - 0 . 0 6 5 9 - 0 . 0 5 2 8
0 . 6 - 0 . 0 3 7 6 - 0 . 0 3 8 0 - 0 . 0 8 6 2 - 0 . 0 4 6 1
0 . 7 - 0 . 0 5 1 5 - 0 . 0 5 1 3 - 0 . 1 2 0 6 - 0 . 0 5 8 2
0 . 8 - 0 . 0 6 8 6 - 0 . 0 6 5 6 - 0 . 1 5 9 1 - 0 . 0 7 6 8
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 0 8 7 1 - 0 . 0 8 1 6 - 0 . 1 8 8 9 - 0 . 0 9 6 8
0 . 0 5 0 . 1 0 9 4 0 . 0 9 6 0 0 . 0 9 9 9 0 . 1 1 2 1
0 . 1 0 . 0 9 1 7 0 . 0 8 6 0 0 . 0 7 9 2 0 . 0 9 3 8
0 . 2 0 . 0 3 8 9 0 . 0 3 8 5 0 . 0 2 0 7 0 . 0 3 9 4
T N B D + 0 . 3 0 . 0 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 9 2 - 0 . 0 1 9 5 0 . 0 1 1 5
( 1 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 1 0 0 - 0 . 0 0 5 4 - 0 . 0 5 7 3 - 0 . 0 0 7 9
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 4 6 2 - 0 . 0 4 0 1 - 0 . 1 0 8 6 - 0 . 0 4 4 3
0 . 6 - 0 . 0 6 9 8 - 0 . 0 6 0 4 - 0 . 1 5 2 7 - 0 . 0 6 8 7
0 . 7 - 0 . 1 0 3 3 - 0 . 0 8 8 6 - 0 . 2 0 4 5 - 0 . 1 0 1 5
0 . 8 - 0 . 1 3 0 0 - 0 . 1 1 1 0 - 0 . 2 5 2 4 - 0 . 1 2 6 9
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 1 5 0 6 - 0 . 1 2 6 0 - 0 . 2 8 2 0 - 0 . 1 4 8 5
0 . 0 5 0 . 0 1 9 0 - 0 . 0 0 1 5 0 . 0 1 9 0 0 . 0 1 9 3
0 . 1 0 . 0 0 0 9 0 . 0 0 5 6 0 . 0 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 1 4
0 . 2 - 0 . 0 0 4 5 0 . 0 0 0 7 - 0 . 0 0 5 9 - 0 . 0 0 4 2
E D * 0 . 3 - 0 . 0 0 8 6 - 0 . 0 0 4 0 - 0 . 0 1 3 7 - 0 . 0 0 8 0
( 5 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 0 8 3 - 0 . 0 0 7 7 - 0 . 0 2 1 4 - 0 . 0 0 7 8
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 0 7 2 - 0 . 0 0 7 5 - 0 . 0 3 4 2 - 0 . 0 0 7 3
0 . 6 - 0 . 0 1 1 3 - 0 . 0 1 0 3 - 0 . 0 5 7 1 - 0 . 0 1 0 4
0 . 7 - 0 . 0 2 0 1 - 0 . 0 1 8 8 - 0 . 0 8 9 0 - 0 . 0 1 9 3
0 . 8 - 0 . 0 4 0 1 - 0 . 0 3 9 8 - 0 . 1 3 2 5 - 0 . 0 3 8 7
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 0 5 4 0 - 0 . 0 5 2 4 - 0 . 1 5 8 3 - 0 . 0 5 1 9
0 . 0 5 0 . 0 2 1 4 0 . 0 2 1 3 0 . 0 2 0 7 0 . 0 2 3 1
0 . 1 0 . 0 0 8 9 0 . 0 0 7 5 0 . 0 0 7 6 0 . 0 1 0 1
0 . 2 - 0 . 0 0 3 2 0 . 0 0 1 7 - 0 . 0 0 8 5 - 0 . 0 0 2 0
T N B D + 0 . 3 - 0 . 0 1 3 3 - 0 . 0 0 2 7 - 0 . 0 2 7 1 - 0 . 0 1 2 3
( 5 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 1 4 4 - 0 . 0 1 1 2 - 0 . 0 4 2 9 - 0 . 0 1 4 3
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 1 1 2 - 0 . 0 1 0 8 - 0 . 0 6 2 7 - 0 . 0 1 1 0
0 . 6 - 0 . 0 1 3 8 - 0 . 0 1 2 2 - 0 . 0 9 3 1 - 0 . 0 1 3 4
0 . 7 - 0 . 0 2 0 9 - 0 . 0 2 0 5 - 0 . 1 3 3 4 - 0 . 0 2 0 5
0 . 8 - 0 . 0 3 5 9 - 0 . 0 3 3 8 - 0 . 1 8 1 8 - 0 . 0 3 5 7
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 0 5 4 1 - 0 . 0 5 1 2 - 0 . 2 1 3 4 - 0 . 0 5 2 8
E D *  a n d  T N B D +  r e p r e s e n t  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t h e  e m p i r i c a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a n d  t h e  t r u n c a t e d  
n e g a t i v e  b i n o m i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  l i t t e r  s i z e s .
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Table 4.3: Mean Bias Results for Data From Probit Normal Binomial Distribution 
when 7T =  0.1
L i t t e r  S i z e  D i s t r i b u t i o n
( m ) <P M L B C M L D E Q L q2
0 . 0 5 0 . 1 0 7 5 0 . 0 2 2 7 0 . 0 6 9 4 0 . 0 5 2 0
0 . 1 0 . 2 0 8 3 0 . 1 9 6 2 0 . 1 5 1 5 0 . 1 8 4 8
0 . 2 0 . 3 4 0 8 0 . 3 4 0 8 0 . 2 4 6 2 0 . 3 4 1 5
E D * 0 . 3 0 . 3 1 4 9 0 . 2 9 6 6 0 . 2 0 9 0 0 . 3 2 2 2
( 1 0 ) 0 . 4 0 . 2 5 1 9 0 . 2 2 8 8 0 . 1 3 9 2 0 . 2 6 3 2
0 . 5 0 . 1 8 4 8 0 . 1 6 0 4 0 . 0 6 7 7 0 . 1 9 7 5
0 . 6 0 . 1 1 1 4 0 . 0 9 0 2 - 0 . 0 1 0 9 0 . 1 2 4 4
0 . 7 0 . 0 3 2 1 0 . 0 1 9 0 - 0 . 0 9 4 2 0 . 0 4 5 8
0 . 8 - 0 . 0 5 0 5 - 0 . 0 5 0 0 - 0 . 1 8 0 6 - 0 . 0 3 6 7
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 0 9 1 2 - 0 . 0 7 3 6 - 0 . 2 2 2 9 - 0 . 0 7 7 7
0 . 0 5 0 . 2 6 5 0 0 . 1 0 7 1 0 . 1 9 2 6 0 . 2 3 9 8
0 . 1 0 . 2 3 7 3 0 . 0 9 1 0 0 . 1 6 2 6 0 . 2 1 5 8
0 . 2 0 . 0 7 6 1 0 . 0 7 2 8 0 . 0 4 0 2 0 . 0 6 6 9
T N B D + 0 . 3 0 . 0 6 3 9 0 . 0 6 0 5 - 0 . 0 1 5 8 0 . 0 4 6 8
( 1 0 ) 0 . 4 0 . 0 0 9 5 0 . 0 0 7 2 - 0 . 0 8 2 8 - 0 . 0 0 4 1
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 4 6 6 - 0 . 0 2 3 4 - 0 . 1 5 0 9 - 0 . 0 5 8 9
0 . 6 - 0 . 1 0 8 8 - 0 . 0 6 0 9 - 0 . 2 2 3 0 - 0 . 1 2 1 4
0 . 7 - 0 . 1 6 4 5 - 0 . 0 9 6 5 - 0 . 2 9 1 3 - 0 . 1 7 5 5
0 . 8 - 0 . 2 1 8 7 - 0 . 1 3 0 3 - 0 . 3 5 9 7 - 0 . 2 3 0 5
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 2 5 6 5 - 0 . 1 6 1 3 - 0 . 4 0 2 2 - 0 . 2 6 7 1
0 . 0 5 0 . 1 5 5 9 0 . 1 1 6 5 0 . 0 0 8 4 0 . 0 4 1 5
0 . 1 0 . 0 5 0 4 0 . 0 4 7 2 - 0 . 0 1 0 5 0 . 0 3 9 8
0 . 2 0 . 0 4 4 4 0 . 0 4 0 1 - 0 . 0 4 6 1 0 . 0 2 3 9
E D * 0 . 3 - 0 . 0 2 8 9 - 0 . 0 2 6 1 - 0 . 1 1 2 6 - 0 . 0 4 6 0
( 5 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 1 1 3 6 - 0 . 1 0 1 3 - 0 . 1 8 7 0 - 0 . 1 2 6 2
0 . 5 - 0 . 2 0 1 6 - 0 . 1 8 4 3 - 0 . 2 6 9 6 - 0 . 2 1 1 9
0 . 6 - 0 . 2 8 8 7 - 0 . 2 7 2 6 - 0 . 3 5 5 1 - 0 . 2 9 9 6
0 . 7 - 0 . 3 7 9 0 - 0 . 3 6 3 5 - 0 . 4 4 6 1 - 0 . 3 9 1 7
0 . 8 - 0 . 4 7 1 8 - 0 . 4 5 6 9 - 0 . 5 3 7 7 - 0 . 4 8 3 7
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 5 1 6 4 - 0 . 5 0 1 6 - 0 . 5 8 4 3 - 0 . 5 3 0 2
0 . 0 5 0 . 1 1 4 1 0 . 0 9 2 3 0 . 0 4 9 5 0 . 1 2 0 8
0 . 1 0 . 1 0 3 0 0 . 0 9 5 4 0 . 0 2 4 8 0 . 1 1 1 1
0 . 2 0 . 1 4 9 0 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 . 0 2 8 2 0 . 1 5 8 8
T N B D + 0 . 3 0 . 0 6 2 9 0 . 0 5 8 0 - 0 . 0 5 5 0 0 . 0 7 0 1
( 5 0 ) 0 . 4 0 . 0 1 7 6 0 . 0 1 6 0 - 0 . 1 1 5 8 0 . 0 2 2 8
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 3 6 6 - 0 . 0 3 1 4 - 0 . 1 8 2 8 - 0 . 0 3 1 9
0 . 6 - 0 . 1 0 1 8 - 0 . 0 8 7 9 - 0 . 2 5 9 6 - 0 . 0 9 8 1
0 . 7 - 0 . 1 7 0 8 - 0 . 1 5 0 6 - 0 . 3 3 8 6 - 0 . 1 6 7 8
0 . 8 - 0 . 2 3 8 4 - 0 . 2 1 5 0 - 0 . 4 1 7 6 - 0 . 2 3 5 2
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 2 7 3 2 - 0 . 2 4 9 0 - 0 . 4 5 7 7 - 0 . 2 6 9 7
E D *  a n d  T N B D +  r e p r e s e n t  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t h e  e m p i r i c a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a n d  t h e  t r u n c a t e d  
n e g a t i v e  b i n o m i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  l i t t e r  s i z e s .
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Table 4.4: Mean Bias Results for D ata From Probit Normal Binomial Distribution 
when 7r =  0.4
L i t t e r  S i z e  D i s t r i b u t i o n  
( m ) M L B C M L D E Q L q 2
0 . 0 5 0 . 4 5 0 5 0 . 4 1 9 7 0 . 3 9 5 5 0 . 4 7 4 8
0 . 1 0 . 4 3 7 6 0 . 4 1 6 6 0 . 3 7 8 1 0 . 4 6 0 2
0 . 2 0 . 3 9 8 9 0 . 3 8 2 8 0 . 3 2 7 7 0 . 4 1 9 0
E D * 0 . 3 0 . 3 3 7 7 0 . 3 2 3 5 0 . 2 5 8 5 0 . 3 5 7 8
( 1 0 ) 0 . 4 0 . 2 6 5 3 0 . 2 5 4 3 0 . 1 7 8 8 0 . 2 8 3 3
0 . 5 0 . 1 9 2 1 0 . 1 8 1 6 0 . 0 9 9 1 0 . 2 1 0 5
0 . 6 0 . 1 1 9 9 0 . 1 1 0 3 0 . 0 1 9 4 0 . 1 3 7 6
0 . 7 0 . 0 3 7 1 0 . 0 3 0 0 - 0 . 0 6 8 0 0 . 0 5 5 7
0 . 8 - 0 . 0 3 6 8 - 0 . 0 3 6 8 - 0 . 1 4 9 4 - 0 . 0 1 7 7
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 0 7 5 3 - 0 . 0 7 0 6 - 0 . 1 9 1 3 - 0 . 0 5 6 4
0 . 0 5 0 . 1 0 9 0 0 . 0 9 2 2 0 . 1 0 0 6 0 . 1 1 3 0
0 . 1 0 . 1 1 5 5 0 . 1 0 0 1 0 . 1 0 2 1 0 . 1 2 1 4
0 . 2 0 . 1 0 4 6 0 . 0 9 2 1 0 . 0 7 9 8 0 . 1 0 9 3
T N B D + 0 . 3 0 . 0 4 3 0 0 . 0 4 2 2 0 . 0 1 3 1 0 . 0 4 5 3
( 1 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 0 1 8 0 . 0 0 1 4 - 0 . 0 4 8 3 0 . 0 0 0 0 4
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 2 9 6 - 0 . 0 2 5 5 - 0 . 0 9 4 0 - 0 . 0 2 9 0
0.6 - 0 . 0 5 3 7 - 0 . 0 4 7 3 - 0 . 1 4 0 3 - 0 . 0 5 2 2
0 . 7 - 0 . 0 7 9 3 - 0 . 0 6 8 0 - 0 . 1 8 8 9 - 0 . 0 7 8 3
0 . 8 - 0 . 1 1 4 9 - 0 . 0 9 5 4 - 0 . 2 4 7 5 - 0 . 1 1 6 3
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 1 3 8 1 - 0 . 1 0 9 0 - 0 . 2 8 1 1 - 0 . 1 3 8 3
0 . 0 5 0 . 1 6 0 6 0 . 1 5 4 7 0 . 1 4 5 6 0 . 1 6 8 7
0 . 1 0 . 1 3 6 0 0 . 1 3 1 7 0 . 1 2 6 9 0 . 1 3 9 0
0 . 2 0 . 0 5 3 6 0 . 0 5 1 8 0 . 0 4 5 5 0 . 0 5 0 2
E D * 0 . 3 - 0 . 0 3 5 5 - 0 . 0 3 3 8 - 0 . 0 4 3 7 - 0 . 0 4 1 9
( 5 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 1 2 6 0 - 0 . 1 2 3 6 - 0 . 1 3 4 6 - 0 . 1 3 3 9
0 . 5 - 0 . 2 1 8 1 - 0 . 2 1 5 7 - 0 . 2 2 7 0 - 0 . 2 2 6 9
0.6 - 0 . 3 1 0 8 - 0 . 3 0 8 5 - 0 . 3 2 0 2 - 0 . 3 2 1 1
0 . 7 - 0 . 4 0 3 1 - 0 . 4 0 0 9 - 0 . 4 1 3 1 - 0 . 4 1 4 6
0 . 8 - 0 . 4 9 6 6 - 0 . 4 9 4 4 - 0 . 5 0 7 2 - 0 . 5 0 9 2
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 5 4 3 1 - 0 . 5 4 1 0 - 0 . 5 5 4 0 - 0 . 5 5 6 2
0 . 0 5 0 . 1 7 2 0 0 . 1 6 4 1 0 . 1 5 9 7 0 . 1 8 0 9
0.1 0 . 1 7 5 5 0 . 1 6 9 0 0 . 1 5 9 1 0 . 1 8 2 0
0 . 2 0 . 1 2 6 3 0 . 1 2 1 4 0 . 1 0 4 7 0 . 1 3 2 1
T N B D + 0 . 3 0 . 0 6 4 8 0 . 0 6 1 8 0 . 0 3 7 7 0 . 0 7 1 2
( 5 0 ) 0 . 4 - 0 . 0 0 2 9 - 0 . 0 0 2 9 - 0 . 0 3 5 6 0 . 0 0 4 6
0 . 5 - 0 . 0 7 3 0 - 0 . 0 6 9 6 - 0 . 1 1 1 8 - 0 . 0 6 4 5
0.6 - 0 . 1 4 3 3 - 0 . 1 3 7 7 - 0 . 1 8 8 9 - 0 . 1 3 3 6
0 . 7 - 0 . 2 1 6 4 - 0 . 2 1 0 1 - 0 . 2 6 8 7 - 0 . 2 0 5 6
0 . 8 - 0 . 2 8 9 0 - 0 . 2 8 2 6 - 0 . 3 4 8 7 - 0 . 2 7 7 2
0 . 8 5 - 0 . 3 2 4 9 - 0 . 3 1 8 4 - 0 . 3 8 8 6 - 0 . 3 1 2 2
E D *  a n d  T N B D +  r e p r e s e n t  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t h e  e m p i r i c a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a n d  t h e  t r u n c a t e d  
n e g a t i v e  b i n o m i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  l i t t e r  s i z e s .
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Table 4.5: Toxicological Data from Paul (1982). (i) Number of Live Foetuses Affected 
by Treatment, (ii) Total Number of Live Foetuses (i.e. litter size).
D ose Groups
Control, C (i) 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 5 2 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 2 4 0
(ii) 12 7 6 6 7 8 10 7 8 6 11 7 8 9 2 7 9 7 11 10 4 8 10 12 8 7 8
Low dose, L (0  0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 1 5 0 0 3
0 0  5 11 7 9 12 8 6 7 6 4 6 9 6 7 5 9 1 6 9
M edium dose, M (i) 2 3 2 1 2 3 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 6 6 5 4 1 0 3 6
(ii) 4 4 9 8 9 7 8 9 6 4 6 7 3 13 6 8 11 7 6 10 6
High dose, H 0 )  1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 4 1 1 4 2 3 1
(ii)® 10 7 5 4 6 3 8 5 4 4 5 3 8 6 8 6
Table 4.6: Parameter Estimates by the Four Methods for Each Dose Group for the 
Toxicological Data.
Dose Groups
Estim ates of 7r E stim ates of <j>
M L B C M L <32 D E Q L M L B C M L <32 D E Q L
Control,C 0.1404 0.1414 0.1416 0.1410 0.2148 0.2094 0.2207 0.2007
Low dose, L 0.1272 0.1296 0.1267 0.1275 0.1054 0.0952 0.1076 0.1028
Medium dose, M 0.3505 0.3481 0.3376 0.3511 0.3155 0.3099 0.3049 0.3057
High dose, H 0.2387 0.2402 0.2372 0.2387 0.1132 0.1003 0.1294 0.1121
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Table 4.7: Standard Errors (SE) of the Estimates by the Four Methods for the Toxi­
cological Data.
D ose Groups
Estim ates o f tt E stim ates o f tj>
M L B C M L Q i D E Q L M L B C M L Q 2 D E Q L
Control, C 0.0366 0.0364 0.0413 0.0374 0.0629 0.0623 0.0985 0.0865
Low dose, L 0.0373 0.0369 0.0379 0.0371 0.0673 0.0654 0.0911 0.0779
M edium dose, M 0.0693 0.0688 0.0661 0.0669 0.0799 0.0795 0.0996 0.1030
High dose, H 0.0540 0.0529 0.0550 0.0547 0.0789 0.0769 0.0987 0.0929
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Table 4.8: Chromosomal Abnormalities Aberrations Data from Otake and Prentice 
(1984). Number of Cells with Exchange Chromosome Aberrations, among 100 Cells 
Examined per Subjects.
D ose Num ber of aberrant cells
C ategory 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 29 34 37 40 42 Total
0 139 66 35 17 3 2 1 263
1-99 2 23 6 7 3 2 5 2 1 1 70
100-199 23 12 20 23 6 12 12 12 5 2 5 1 1 1 2 1 138
200-299 2 2 5 5 3 14 3 2 4 3 5 2 2 7 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 70
300-399 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 2 2 4 2 1 1 1 43
400-499 1 1 3 4 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 31
500+ 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 34
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Table 4.9: Parameter Estimates by the Four Methods for Each Dose Group for the 
Chromosomal Abnormalities Aberrations Data.
Dose Category
E stim ates o f 7r Estim ates o f  <j>
M L B C M L Q 2 D E Q L M L B C M L Q2 D E Q L
0 0.0082 0.0079 0.0082 0.0082 0.0056 0.0045 0.0049 0.0054
1-99 0.0207 0.0193 0.0207 0.0207 0.0202 0.0174 0.0228 0.0198
100-199 0.0404 0.0393 0.0404 0.0404 0.0260 0.0242 0.0235 0.0258
200-299 0.0828 0.0789 0.0829 0.0828 0.0313 0.0262 0.0302 0.0313
300-399 0.1098 0.1022 0.1095 0.1098 0.0433 0.0333 0.0471 0.0433
400-499 0.1243 0.1128 0.1239 0.1243 0.0499 0.0348 0.0565 0.0498
500+ 0.1436 0.1327 0.1465 0.1437 0.1191 0.1031 0.0896 0.1181
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T a b l e  4 . 1 0 :  S t a n d a r d  E r r o r s  ( S E )  o f  t h e  E s t i m a t e s  b y  t h e  F o u r  M e t h o d s  f o r  t h e  
C h r o m o s o m a l  A b n o r m a l i t i e s  A b e r r a t i o n s  D a t a .
Dose Category
E stim ates o f 7r E stim ates o f <p
M L B C M L q 2 D E Q L M L B C M L Q 2 D E Q L
0 0.000679 0.000646 0.000086 0.000690 0.001199 0.001150 0.001924 0.001655
1-99 0.002750 0.002545 0.003071 0.002924 0.003264 0.003052 0.008203 0.005884
100-199 0.003005 0.002881 0.003057 0.003159 0.002528 0.002416 0.005029 0.004887
200-299 0.006502 0.005926 0.006583 0.006666 0.003817 0.003436 0.007588 0.007153
300-399 0.010709 0.009293 0.011332 0.010960 0.005822 0.004922 0.013527 0.011476
400-499 0.014130 0.011640 0.015195 0.014428 0.007460 0.005913 0.018285 0.014508
500+ 0.020511 0.017835 0.019052 0.021413 0.013385 0.011058 0.025536 0.029974
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Figure 4.1: Mean bias for data from beta-binomial distribution of four estimators of 
<t>, 4>m l { * ) ,  < /> q2 ( « ) ,  <Pb c m l ( o ) ,  and 4 > d e q l { A ), under varying simulation conditions: 
two values of m  = 10(a,c), 50(6, d) and 7r =  0.1. The group sizes (the indices nds) 
were generated from the empirical distribution (ED) (a, b) and a truncated negative 
binomial distribution (TNBD) (c, d).
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Figure 4.2: Mean bias for data from beta-binomial distribution of four estimators of 
<i>, 4>m l ( * ) ,  4>q2(*), fecM i(o), a n d  ^ DEQL( A ) ,  u n d e r  v a r y i n g  s i m u l a t i o n  c o n d i t i o n s :  
t w o  v a l u e s  of m =  1 0 ( a ,  c ) ,  5 0 ( 6 ,  d)  a n d  7r =  0 . 4 .  T h e  g r o u p  s i z e s  ( t h e  i n d i c e s  n /s) 
w e r e  g e n e r a t e d  f r o m  t h e  e m p i r i c a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  ( E D )  (a, b) a n d  a  t r u n c a t e d  n e g a t i v e  
b i n o m i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  ( T N B D )  ( c ,  d ) .
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Figure 4.3: Mean bias for data from probit normal binomial distribution of four 
estimators of 0, </')M l {*), 0q2(®)> $ b c m l ( o ) ,  and $ d e q l ( A ), under varying sim­
ulation conditions: two values of 7r =  0.1 (a, c), 0.4 (b, d), and two values of 
m  =  10(a, b), 50(c, d). The group sizes (the indices n^s) were generated from the 
empirical distribution (ED).
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Figure 4.4: Mean bias for data from probit normal binomial distribution of four 
estimators of (f>, 4>m l (*),  < X ( « ) ,  4>b c m l (o), and 4>d e q l {A), under varying sim­
ulation conditions: two values of n =  0.1 (a, c), 0.4 (b, d), and two values of 
m = 10(a, b), 50(c, d). The group sizes (the indices ?Vs) were generated from a trun­
cated negative binomial distribution (TNBD).
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Figure 4.5: Relative efficiency for data from beta-binomial distribution of three esti­
mators of <j), 0q2(»), (^bcm lO i  and 0d£ql(A ), under varying simulation conditions: 
two values of tt =  0.1 (a, c), 0.4 (b, d), and two values of m  =  10 (a, b), 50 (c, d). The 
group sizes (the indices n j’s) were generated from the empirical distribution (ED).
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Figure 4.6: Relative efficiency for data from beta-binomial distribution of three esti­
mators of </>, <f>Q2{9)> ^ b c m l O i and 4>d e q l {A ), under varying simulation conditions: 
two values of 7r =  0.1 (a, c), 0.4 (b, d), and two values of m  =  10 (a, b), 50 (c, d). 
The group sizes (the indices ?Vs) were generated from a truncated negative binomial 
(TNB) distribution.
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Figure 4.7: Relative efficiency for data from probit normal binomial distribution of 
three estimators of <f>, </>q2(®), ^bcm l(o), and <?Wql(A), under varying simulation 
conditions: two values of it =  0.1 (a, c), 0.4 (b, d), and two values of m  =  10 (a, 
b), 50 (c, d). The group sizes (the indices rzj’s) were generated from the empirical 
distribution (ED).
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Figure 4.8: Relative efficiency for data from probit normal binomial distribution of 
three estimators of <fi, </>q2(®), 4>b c m l {o), and 0 d e q l ( & )> under varying simulation 
conditions: two values of n — 0.1 (a, c), 0.4 (b, d), and two values of m =  10 (a, b), 
50 (c, d). The group sizes (the indices n»’s) were generated from a truncated negative 
binomial (TNB) distribution.
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Chapter 5
Estim ation of the N egative Binom ial Dispersion  
Param eter
5.1 Introduction
Count data arise in numerous biological (Anscombe, 1949; Bliss & Fisher, 1953; Bliss 
& Owen, 1958; McCaughran & Arnold, 1976; Margolin, Kaplan & Zeiger, 1981; 
Ross & Preece, 1985) and epidemiological (Manton, Woodbury, and Stallard 1981) 
investigations. The analysis of such count data is often based upon the assumption 
of some form of Poisson model. However, when using a Poisson distribution to model 
such a data set, it often occurs that the variance of the data exceeds that which 
would be normally expected. This phenomenon of over-dispersion in count data is 
quite common. For example, Bliss and Fisher (1953) presented a set of count data 
(see Table 1) consisting of the number of European red mites on apple leaves for 
which the mean and the variance are 1.2467 and 2.2737, respectively, showing that
111
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the variance exceeds the mean. The Ames salmonella data given in Table 2 have 
similar properties having mean 29.111 and variance 141.8693.
For modeling count data with over-dispersion a popular and convenient model is 
the negative binomial distribution (See Engel 1984; Breslow 1984; Margolin, Kim, 
and Risko 1989; Lawless 1987; Manton, Woodbury, and Stallard 1981). For more 
references on applications of the negative binomial distribution see Clark and Perry 
(1989). Different authors have used different parameterizations for the negative bi­
nomial distribution (see, for example, Paul and Plackett, 1978; Barnwal and Paul, 
1988; Paul and Banerjee, 1998 and Piegorsch, 1990). Let Y  be a negative bino­
mial random variable with mean parameter m  and dispersion parameter c. We write 
Y  ~  N B (m ,c ) ,  which has probability mass function
for y  =  0 ,1,..., m  > 0. Now, V a r(Y ) =  m (l  + mc) and c > —1/m. Since c can take a 
positive as well as a negative value it is called a dispersion parameter, rather than an 
over-dispersion parameter, and with this range of c, /(y |m , c) is a valid probability 
function. Obviously, when c =  0, the variance of the N B (m ,c )  distribution becomes 
that of the Poisson(m) distribution. Moreover, it can be shown that the limiting 
distribution of the N B (m ,c ) distribution, as c —»• 0, is Poisson(m). The parameter c 
and its efficient estimation are therefore important in practice.
Clark and Perry (1989) provided a review of earlier work and investigated method 
of moments (MM) and maximum extended quasi-likelihood (EQL) estimates of c, 
whereas Piegorsch (1990) discussed its maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. Lawless
,-i
f (y \m , c) = P r (Y  = y\m, c) (5 .1 . 1)
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(1987) extended this model to the generalized linear regression situation. In this 
chapter our main interest is to derive a bias corrected maximum likelihood (BCML) 
estimate of c and study its bias and efficiency properties in comparison with the 
ML, the MM and the EQL estimates. Cox and Snell (1968) provided general results 
for first order correction of biases of maximum likelihood estimators. McCullagh 
(1987), and Cordeiro and McCullagh (1991) applied these to obtain the biases of the 
maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters of the generalized linear model. In 
our case, we apply these to obtain a bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator 
of the dispersion parameter c. The BCML estimate of c is developed for the two 
parameter N B (m ,c ) distribution. The bias corrected maximum likelihood estimate 
of c is also extended to a regression situation. We also construct a double extended 
quasi-likelihood (DEQL) estimate of c using a more recent methodology by Lee and 
Nelder (2001). This estimator is also included in the bias and efficiency comparison.
The maximum likelihood and the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimates of 
the parameter c of the N B (m ,c )  model as well as the regression situation are given 
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The standard error of the bias corrected maximum likelihood 
estimates of the parameter c is discussed in Section 5.3. The MM, EQL and the 
DEQL estimates are dealt with in Section 5.4. Results of a simulation study are 
reported in Section 5.5. The European red mites data of Bliss and Fisher (1953) and 
the Ames salmonella assay data of Margolin et al. (1981) are analyzed in Section 5.6. 
The Ames salmonella assay data is an example involving covariates. The purpose of 
analyzing this data set is to see whether there is reduction of standard error of the
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BCML estimator over the ML estimator of the dispersion parameter in the regression 
situation as well. A discussion is given in Section 5.7.
Maximum likelihood estimators of m  and c are then obtained by solving the 
estimating equations
simultaneously (see Piegorsch 1990). Solution of the first equation provides rh = y. 
The maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter c, denoted by Cm l , is obtained by 
solving the second equation after replacing m  by y. It can be seen tha t the restriction 
cml > — 1 / Vmaxi where ymax is the maximum of the data values yi, . . yn, must be 
imposed in solving the equation.
5.2 The M axim um  Likelihood Estim ator
Let Yi, . . ., Yn be a random sample from the negative binomial distribution (5.1.1).
Then the log-likelihood, apart from a constant, can be written as
and
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5.3 The Bias Corrected M axim um  Likelihood Es­
tim ator
Let 9 — (9 i, . . . ,  9qy  and k{9) — \nf(yi\9), where f(yi\9) be the density function of a 
random variable Yi (i = 1 , . . . ,  n). Also let, for r, t, u = 1 , . . . ,  q,
(0 d%(0)
i , t = E ( - Y J v ! h ,
1
n




HtM = E f c u V v g ) ,
i=1
where
= y W ^ ^ a n d  VL
ddr ’ rt d9rddt Ttu d9rd9td9u
Now, for a — I , ..., q, let 6a be the maximum likelihood estimator of 9a and ba(9) —
E[9a) — 9a be the n~l bias of 9a. Then, following general results of Cox and Snell
(1968) given in (2.3.6), we can write
ba(9) = R arR tu(Grtu +  2Hritu), fox a = I , . . .  ,q, (5.3.1)
r  t  u
where the summation is over all q parameters 9\ ,..., 9q and RE  is the (ri)th  element 
of the inverse of the q x q information matrix I  =  ( /ri). The n~l bias corrected 
maximum likelihood estimator of 9a then is 9aBCML =  9a — ba(9), where 9—(9i, ...,9g)-
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5.3.1 T he Two P aram eter N egative Binomial Model
For the negative binomial model given in (5.1.1) we have q = 2 parameters and 
O' =  (0i,(?2) =  {m,c). Let £i and be the diagonal elements and £i2 be the off- 
diagonal element of the inverse of the 2 x 2  information matrix I  = (ITt) , where I rt, 
for r , t  =  1,2 is defined in Section 5.3. Then, following the general formula (5.3.1), 
the biases of the maximum likelihood estimators m  and cml of the parameters m  and 
c can be written as
bm(m, c) =  -  [(£i)2(Guii +  2f?i,ii) +  £12^2  ( ^ 2 2 2  +  2 1 /2,22) +  2(^i2)2(Gfm  +  2 1 /2 ,12) 
+  £i£i2(3Gii2 +  4.01,12 +  2 i/2)11) +  £1 ^ 2  ( ^ 1 2 2  +  2-Hi, 22)] (5.3.2)
and
bc(m , c) =  -  [ 1̂2^1 (G111 +  2ffi>ix) +  ^2 ^1 ( ^ 1 1 2  +  2 Lf2.11) +  (^2)2(G!222 +  2 1 /2,2 2) 
+  ^12^2 (3 ^ 1 2 2  +  2 1 / 1,22 +  4 1 /2 .12) +  2(£12)2(Gii2 +  2 ^ 1,12)] , (5.3.3)
where Grtu and H rtu, for r , t ,u  =  1,2 are given in Section 5.3. For the calculation 
of the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimates of m  and c we first obtain the
elements of the 2 x 2  Fisher information matrix 1 which are
T n11 /1 I \ )m(X +  cm) 
ll2 =  0
and
r n  i!(c6)l+1
22 =  ^ ^ ( i  +  l K ’
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where b =  and d* =  rij-=o(l+.?c) (See also Fisher, 1941 and Codings, 1981). The 
detailed derivation and simplification of Irt, I rs and I$s are given in Appendix C.l. 
Since I \2  =  0 we see that the parameters m  and c are orthogonal and hence £12 — 0. 
Thus, it can be shown, using (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) that the biases of the maximum 
likelihood estimates of the parameters m  and c, to the order n_1, can be written as
bm(m,c) — -  [(£i)2(G iii +  2771,11) +  ^1^2 ( ^ 1 2 2  +  2772,12)] (5.3.4)
and
bc{m, c) =  -  [(^2)2(G222 +  2772,22) +  £i£2(Gii2 +  277i,i2)] . (5.3.5)
It now remains to evaluate the third order quantities G m , G m ,  G ^ ,  G2 2 2 , 77i,n, 
77i,i2 , 772,12 and 772,22 which are lengthy but reasonably straightforward calculations. 
The details of derivation and simplification of these quantities are given in Appendix 
C. The results are
2n(l +  2cm) _  n  _  2n/t nm(4 +  5cm) 2n
111 m (l +  cm)3 ’ 112 (1 +  cm)2 ’ 222 c2 c3(l +  cm)2 c3 2’
n rr n (l +  2cm) ^  tr TT n[A7 -  m (l +  ck)}
G 122 =  U, t i i  11 =  —7— 77-  six, t i i  12 — ~ t i n 2, n 2,12 — /1 ,[m(l +  cm)j2 c(l +  cm y
and
n m 3 . f m l
772 2 2  =  H---- J-—,------ rr  +  T1A 3 4  — 71 < K j—  r  ? A 4
c(l +  cmY  I c(l +  cm) J
m3 1 A n nm 2 .
A3 -  -7T- tA 6 -  7T------ 777 A 5n<u> — (1 +  cm)2 j c(l +  cm) (1 +  cm)2
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where
1 . m(cm  +  2) 2 k
cK =  5 ln ( l+ c m ) , _
oo y - 1  1 oo y —1 1
*  = E E 2' ^ ^ ^ '  A- E E ^ " W .
y = l  j = 0  '  J  '  y = l  j —0 v J  '
oo y —1 ,2 oo y —1
A‘ = S S ( i T ^ Pr(!/)’ A s= ^ ^ N r f r(v)'
oo y —1 .2 oo y —1
*  -  E E n f a j i ' M v ) .  A , =  E E r b ^ » ) .
+  y=l J=0 1 +  ^
oo y —1 y —1 ^  2
As4 =  X J  E  c(i +  Cj ) ( i  +  c k y Pr{-y)
y —1 j?=0 fc=0  ̂ ^
and Pr(y)  =  P r(Y  =  y|m, c) is the probability mass function of the N B (m ,  c) distri­
bution.
Finally, using these results in equations (5.3.4) and (5.3.5) and after simplification, 
the biases bm(m,c ) and bc(m, c), to the n _1, are
, , . (1 +  2cm)(m — cm — 1) mpc 3 . .  . , r  _
W m -C> -  J (i  +  m )  +  n ( r + o n ) 1 ~ m(c>i +  }1 (5-36)
and
, . . mipc4 c5-02 c V  r_ ,  . , . „
6c(ra, c) — —   ---- —-H--------A ---------# i +  $ 2 — A34 , (5.3.7)
2n(l 4- cm) n n
where
y+i
*  ~  I / E ( 1 +  i n ’
A
2c2m3 — m(4 +  5cm)
C«(l +  uc2) +  ----------  V 2----- J- -  A
2(1 4- cm)2
m2A 5 — A3[m3 — u>(l 4- cm)2]
(1 4- cm)2
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and
<J>2
A q — A 4 [ m  —  c k (  1 +  c m ) ]  
c(l +  c m )
Thus the bias-corrected maximum hkelihood estimate of the parameter c is cbcml — 
cml ~  bc(m, c-m l), where in is the maximum likelihood estimates of m.
5.3.2 Negative Binomial Regression Model
For the negative binomial regression model (5.1.1), with mean structure =  exp(Xi(3) 
and dispersion parameter c, where Xi(3 = (30 + Xn(3\ +  ■ ■ ■ +  Xipf3p, X \ , . . . ,  X p are 
p explanatory variables, and . ■ ■, (3P are the (p + 1) regression parameters, we
have q =  p +  2 parameters and O' — (f3Q,(3i,. . .  ,/3p,c). For the calculation of the bias 
corrected maximum likelihood estimates of /3o,/?i,.. • ,/3p and c we first obtain the 
elements of the (p +  2) x (p +  2) Fisher information matrix I  which are
n




1 +  OTli
and
3
dj = I | ( 1 +  kc)
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(see also Fisher, 1941 and Codings, 1981). The details of derivation and simplification 
of Irt, I rS and I$s are given in Appendix D .l. Now, partition the matrix R  as
R n  R 12
R ’ R21 R22
Then it can be seen that R n  =  { ii^}  =  J^ 1, R u  = 0 and R 22 — R cc =  I " 1, where 
I n  —  { I r t }  is a (p + 1) x (p +  1) matrix, f?i2 =  {i?rc} is a (p 4- 1) x 1 vector. This 
shows tha t the parameters (/3b, . . ., f3p ) and c are orthogonal. Thus, using formula
(5.3.1) the biases of the maximum likelihood estimates of the regression parameters 
ha (a =  0 ,1 , . . .  ,p) and the dispersion parameter c, to the order n~l , can be written 
as
p p p 1 p
) £ £ £ -  ’ -------- i,vu,y ■ gR n R n (G r tu  +  2 H r>tu) +  ^  ^ A cc(G rcc +  2 H c<rc)
(5.3.8)
=  " 2 , 2 ^
r —0 i= 0  u —0 r = 0
and
1 DCC P P
be = - ( R cc)2(Gccc + 2Hc,cc) + - -  ^ ^ ^ ( G r t c  +  ^ t c ) .  (5.3.9)
r = 0  i= 0
Calculations of the remaining third order quantities are given in Appendix D. The 
results are
n  _  V ' '  m i{c m i ~  1) V  v  v  n  i
G rtu /   ̂ | CUl )^ ir iu > T , t ,U  U , 1 ,  . . ■ , p
n  2
Grtc =  Y 2  (1 +  cmi)2^ ir^ ’ r ,f  =  0 ,1 ,. . .  ,p 
Grcc =  0, r  =  0 ,1, . .. ,p
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n , x 2
H r  t u  —  C  /  y j  Z  '  J X - i r X i t X i u ,
t t  \ 1 + CmiJ
H r ,tc —  J r t c i  Ty t  —  0 ,  1 ,  . . . , p
r , t , u  =  0 , l , . . . , p
r r  ^  mi[Ar -  mi(l  + C K i ) }  v  _  n i
,rc -  Z v  c(l 4- c r r i i )2 i r ’ r  ~  u>
Gccc = G222 and H c>cc = # 2,2 2 ) where G222 and H 222 are defined in Section 5.3.1,
1 mi(cmi + 2) 2m
m =  m( 1 4- crrii), =
c2(l 4- crrii) c ’
v- 100 y~~ 1 ’ I'l 1 1
A2(m.) =  E E 2 f f - p f ’r b W .  A3(m<) =  — Pr(y|m j),
y = l  j= 0 




A‘(mi) =  g S ( T ^ Pr(9|mi)’
00 y —1 .2 00 y —1
Ae(m,) =  E E n ' ; c,)2P r (^lm’), A ?(mi) = Y , Y , T T — P r (y\mi^
F l i = 0  +  x , =0 ^  W
and
y=i j=
00 y —1 y —1
k 2
rPr(y |m i).
1 ^  c(l +  c j)(l +  c k f
y —1 j = 0  fc=0 v '
Finally, using these results in equations (5.3.8) and (5.3.8) and after simplification, 
the biases ba (a = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,p) and bc, to the order n _1, are obtained as
ba(f3o,. . .  ,f3p,c) =
i = 1
c4rp’diA'aX i -  l-V iN aX iX [A X i , a =  0 ,. . .  ,p (5.3.10)
and
bc(Po, ...,(3p,c) = [cV 2Aj -  c V 2 {$i» 4- $ 2i -  A34(mi)}
*=1
- t ± bix [A X i (5.3.11)
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where









<5.=1 +  c r r i i 1 2(1 +  c m i ) 2 ’
m f A 5(mj) -  A 3(m i )[m f -  0^(1 +  c m j)2] 
(1 +  cm;)2 
A6(mj) -  A4(mi)[mi — c«i(l +  cm;)] 
c(l +  c m i )  ’
mi[m.i(l +  cKi)A7(mi)\
.12
CKiil +  WiC2) +
2c2 m | — m j(4  +  5 cm i)
-  A2(mi)
2(1 +  cmi)2
and A a is the a-th column vector of A .  Thus the bias-corrected maximum likelihood 
estimates of the parameter c is c b c m l  —  c-m l  — bc ( / 3 o , . . . ,  (3P , c m l ) ,  where j3a ( a  =  
0 ,1 , . . .  , p )  are the maximum likelihood estimates of /3a (a =  0 ,1 , . . .  , p ) .
5.3.3 Standard Errors of the ML and the BCML Estimators
From the derivation of the bias corrected maximum likelihood (BCML) estimator of c 
in Section 5.3 it can be seen that the variance of &m l , for the two parameter negative 
binomial distribution case, is
v a r ( c ML) =  l / / 22,
where
n  ^  i!(c6)l+1 
22 °4 iZ1 ^  '
6 =  and d i  =  f]*=0(l +  jc). Standard error of c m l  is obtained by replacing m
and c by their maximum likelihood estimates in [ y a r i c M L ] ) 1^  an(i that °f the bias
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corrected maximum likelihood estimate of c is obtained by replacing m  by its maxi­
mum likelihood estimate y and c by its bias corrected maximum likelihood estimate 
in ('yar(cMx))1/2. Similarly, for the negative binomial regression model case, we can 
obtain the standard error of the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimate of c 
using Icc given in Section 5.3.2.
5.4 The M M , EQL And The DEQL Estim ators
5.4.1 Method of Moments Estimator
The method of moments estimators of the parameters m  and c obtained by equating 
the first two sample moments with the corresponding population moments are m  — y 
and
s2 —rh 
c m m  — — r x — , m 1
where y is the sample mean and s2 =  ]T)"_i(Vi — y)2/(n  — 1) is the sample variance 
(see Clark and Perry, 1989).
5.4.2 The Extended Quasi-likelihood Estimator
For joint estimation of the mean and dispersion parameters, Nelder and Pregibon 
(1987) suggest the use of an extended quasi-likelihood which assumes only the first 
two moments of the response variable. The extended quasi-likelihood (quasi-log- 
likelihood) for the data under consideration with mean and variance given above can
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be written as Q+ =  Yji=i Q+(Vii m >c); where
Q + ( y i , m , c )  =  - | f a [ 2 7 r F ( y i ) ]  +  f
2  J y . z{  1  - f  c z )
with the variance function V(y*) =  y,(l +  cy*). Note the second term on the right 
hand side is the quasi-likelihood for m  and the first term is the normalizing factor;
The extended quasi-likelihood Q+ with the variance function V(y) = yi( 1 +  cy,) is an 
approximation of the log-likelihood of the negative binomial model when the factorial 
is replaced by its usual Stirling approximation. As we can see, for y — 0, Q+ becomes 
infinity. To avoid this, Nelder and Pregibon (1987) suggested using the modified 
variance function V ( y )  =  (y  + 1/6)(1 +  cy)2(l +  e /6 ) /( l +  cy+  c/6) which is obtained 
by using the modified Stirling approximation given in equation (12) of Nelder and 
Pregibon (1987). Note that this variance function is the same as that given in Table 
1, pp. 226, Nelder and Pregibon (1987) with u = 1/c. Using this variance function 
the modified extended quasi-likelihood becomes
thus making e x p ( Q +) resemble a likelihood for the joint estimation of m  and c.  After
evaluating the integral and substituting V  (y) we obtain
from which we obtain the estimating equations for m  and c as
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and
V i - m  c~ ^ ln  ( 1  +  c m '\  +  1  +  % ______________Vi______________1
c (  1 +  cm) ° \  1 + cyi)  2 ( c  +  6  +  6 y , )  1 +  cyi 2 ( c  +  6 )_
The maximum extended quasi-likelihood estimate of m obtained from the first equa­
tion above is m  = y. The maximum extended quasi-likelihood estimate ceql of c is 
obtained by iteratively solving the second equation above after replacing m  by m  =  y.
5.4.3 The Double Extended Quasi-likelihood Estimator
For the joint estimation of the mean and the dispersion parameters, the hierarchical 
likelihood (h-likelihood) of Lee and Nelder (1996) can be used. In a hierarchical 
Poisson-gamma generalized linear model (Lee and Nelder, 1996), we first assume 
that Yi\ui ~  Poisson (iq), for % =  1 , n. This can equivalently be written as a 
generalized linear model (GLM)
f(y\u,fj,oN) = exp[{yiB(iioi)-bidigoi))}/^ -  k(yi,tp)\, (5.4.1)
where
g 0 i  =  E ( Y i \ u i ) ,  0 ( [ M k )  =  l o g ( n o i ) ,  b ( 6 { i r 0 i ) )  -  e x p ( 9 ( y 0 i ) ) ,  if> =  1 
and k(yi,ip) =  ^(y»•)■ The log-likelihood of model (5.4.1) for Tj|tq is given by
n
k[poN\y\u] = ^[{</;% oi) -  b(9(y0i))}/ip -  k{yh tp)\. (5.4.2)
i~l
We assume further that the random effect parameter tq is distributed as a gamma




v  =  E
A — 1
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a conjugate model for the Poisson distribution. This conjugate model can again be 
written as a generalized linear model of which the log-likelihood is
n
h[c;u] =  -  b(d(uj))}/a  +  gi(u», m,  c)], (5.4.3)
i = 1
where
0(u i )  =  ln ( u i ) ,  b (9( u i ) )  =  e x p ( 9 ( u i ) )
and
1
gi(u i ,m,c) = —ln{ui) — l n T ( l / c ) -----ln(cm).
For this Poisson-gamma hierarchical model the h-likelihood is given by
h = l0\p0,p-,y\u\ + h[c]u\.
Lee and Nelder (1996) suggested that in constructing the h-log-likelihood the 
choice of the scale of the random effects is important. They suggested that a scale 
change v  =  v{u) should be such that the random effects u occur linearly in the linear 
predictor. In the Poisson case v{u) =  9(u) = ln(u) is such a change of scale . The 
h-likelihood involving v then is





Vi +  -  | Vi -  ( 1  +  — )exp(vi) +  k(yi ,p)  +  g2(m, c)
c 1 cm
h[c; v\ = h[c; u) +  ln{\dui/dvi\},
i—1
\dui/dvi\ =  Ui is the Jacobian
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and
g2 (m,c)  =  - I n T ( - )  ln{cm).
c c
Note that the log-likelihood I in equation (5.2.1), apart from a constant, of the neg­
ative binomial model is the same as the marginal likelihood
In situations where I' does not possess a closed form, Lee and Nelder (1996)
dispersion parameters of the marginal distribution of y. In the Poisson-gamma case, 
however, this is not required, as, in this case, I' — I and I has a closed form. In the 
case in which the full distributional assumptions do not hold, Lee and Nelder (1996) 
suggested replacing the log-likelihoods Iq and l\ on the right hand side of equation
(5.4.4) by the corresponding extended quasi-likelihood functions. Now, as described 
earlier, the negative binomial model in (5.1.1) can be written as a hierarchical Poisson- 
gamma generalized linear model with
(i) Yi\ui ~  GLM with E(Pj|uj) =  ut =  /i0* and var(lQuj) =  ipV(poi), where ip = 1 and
V(yoi) = IMh,
(ii) U{ ~  GLM with 9(m) =  ln(m), b(9(m)) = exp{9(m)), E(iij) =  V(9(m)) =  m  and
var(itj) =  aV(m),  where a  = cm and V(m) = b"{9{m)) = m.
To construct the DEQL for the above conjugate hierarchical generalized linear model, 
we first need to define the EQLs of Nelder and Pregibon (1987) for both YpUi and 
Ui distributions. Now, the extended quasi-likelihood for Yi\ui in (i) with mean and
suggested using the profile h-likelihood for the joint estimation of the mean and
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variance specified above is




doi = 2 /  (yi -  t ) /V(t )dt  =  2[y^n(yi//x0i) -  (l/i -  Ak)*)]
is the deviance component of y\u. Note that the conjugate log-likelihood Zi(c; v) in 
(5.4.3) can be viewed as the log-likelihood of quasi-data m  with quasi-fixed parameters 
u which satisfies E(m) =  u =  b'(9(u)) and var(m) =  o V ( u ), where V(u) =  b"{9{u)) — 
u. Thus, the EQL for the quasi-data m  is
1 "




du = 2 /  (to — t) jV(t )dt  — 2[mln(m/ui)  — (m — u*)]
J Uj
is the deviance component of u. W ith the scale change v(m) = 9{m) = ln(m),
n
Qi[u-,9(m)] =  Qi[u] to] + y i n { \ d m / d 9 ( m ) \ } ,
i= 1
where |dm/<90(m)| =  V(m) =  to is the Jacobian term.
Finally, combining the EQL for the data Yi\ui and that for the quasi-data 9(m), 
the DEQL of Lee and Nelder (2001) is defined as
(5.4.5)
n ^ r /  | \  j
DEQ  =  y  [yi  +  -  j Vi  -  (1 +  — )exp(vi) +  hi(yit c) -  h2(m, c) 
' \  c J cmj=i
where
Oi
c — —, Vi — 9{ui) =  ln{ui),
m
hiiVi, c) =  {yt +  - )  -  (yi +  h  In (j/4) -  ^ ln(27r) 
c 2 2
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and
h2(m, c) =  ( i  -  ln(m) +  ^n (cm ) +  ^ ln(27r).
For estimating the mean to and the dispersion parameters c we need to integrate the 
unobserved random variables u*. In order to avoid this multiple integration Lee and 
Nelder (2001) proposed using the profile double extended quasi-likelihood, which in 
this case is
pv(DEQ)  = DEQ  -  h n \d e t { ^ -D (D E Q ,v ) } \  
2 27t
where






0, for i ^  j
and Vi =  ln(v,i) is the solution of d D EQ /dv  =  0 with Ui =  (yi + m / a ) / (  1 +  1/a). Let 
D EQ  =  Then, the profile DEQL can be written as
,(DEQ) = D EQ  + ~ } exP^ ) }




c) -  77s(c) -  fca(yi} 'ip) -  y^n(l +  -i-) -  h n ( l  +  cm)
where
tisiVi, c) = {yi + - ~  \)ln{yi  +  - )  -  {yi +  - )  +  \ l n { 2tt), c z c c z
%(c) =  -  ^  +  ^ ( 27r)
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and
ks{yiN) =  (yi + \ ) ln(yi) - V i  + 7,ln(2ir).
It is interesting to note that 'ds(yi ,c), y3{c) and k3(yi,ip) are the Stirling approxima­
tions of lnT(yi 4-1), InF(^) and /n(yd) respectively in the negative binomial model
(5.1.1). The Stirling approximation may not be good for small z, so Lee and Nelder 
(2001) recommended using the modified Stirling approximation
lnT(z) ~ ( z - i )  ln(^) +  ^ ln(27r) - z  +
The profile DEQL with the modified Stirling approximation then is
n
pl(DEQ)  =  Y ,
i—1
+
yiln(m) +  (y +  - ) Z r a ( ^ - ^ )  -  \ l n { l  +  cy*) -  (y +  \)ln{yi)  
c 1 +  cm 2 2
1 hn(2ir)12(1 + cyi) 12 12yj 2 
Prom this we obtain the maximum profile DEQL estimating equations for m  and c as
Vi 1E





1 , ( i  + c m \  y i - m  2cyi +  2 -  c 2 -  c cy*(2 +  cy*) 
—In ( — -----  I +  —r: :------r -    r + =  0 .1 + cyi J ' c(l +  cm) 2c2(l  + cyi) 2c? 12(1 +  cyi)2 _
The maximum DEQL estimate for m  obtained from the first equation above i s m  — y. 
The maximum DEQL estimate of c, denoted by cdeql , is obtained by iteratively 
solving the second equation above after replacing m  by m  =  y.
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5.5 Sim ulations
In this section we conduct a simulation study to compare bias and efficiency properties 
of cml, c-b c m l , cmmi ceql and cdeql- Simulations are carried out by taking samples 
of sizes n=10, 20, 30, and 50 from NB(m,c) distribution for all combinations of m  = 
1, 3, 5 and c =  0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.333, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0. As in Clark and Perry 
(1989), we allow negative estimates of c (c > — 1/ymax, where ymax is the largest y 
value). This same restriction was applied for all estimates. Each estimating equation 
was solved by using the IMSL subroutine NEQNF. In the process of sampling and 
estimation, if an estimate of c by any of the methods was < — 1/ymax +  0.00001 the 
sample was discarded. Also for some samples, convergence of some the estimating 
equations (the ML estimating equation or some others) were not achieved. The 
samples were discarded in this situation also. Convergence of an estimating equation 
depended on the initial value required to be provided in the subroutine. So, if the same 
initial value is used for all samples a large number of samples need to be discarded. 
In order to minimize the number of rejected samples we used repeated initial values 
—0.9911/?/niax+0-001(i—1), i = 1,..., 1000. Note that the number of rejected samples 
depended on the parameter values m  and c as well as the sample size n. For small 
values of m  and c, and small sample size n, the number of rejected samples was 
largest and it declined to zero for lager values of m, c and n. For example, in order 
to obtain 10,000 acceptable data sets the number of rejected samples was 5074 for 
m  =  1, c =  0.05 and n — 10 whereas for m  = 5, c =  1 and n — 50 this number was 0.
We computed the mean bias and the mean squared error (MSE) for each estimator
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based on 10,000 simulation runs for which convergence was achieved for the estimates 
of c by all the methods. Then, relative efficiencies (RE) of the estimators, q , where 
t=BCML, MM, EQL, DEQL, were calculated by RE(ct) =  MSE(cjun,)/MSE(ct), 
where MSE of an estimate c is obtained as MSE(c) =  ~  c)2/(10000). The
bias results are presented in Figures 1(a) to 3(d) and the efficiency results are pre­
sented in Figures 4(a) to 6(d). From the bias figures we see tha t all estimators exhibit 
a negative bias in most instances and the biases of the MM and the DEQL estimators 
are a monotonically declining function of c. From the efficiency figures we see that in 
most instances all estimators show least variability in the efficiency results except for 
the DEQL estimator for which efficiency is a monotonically increasing function of c.
We now comment on the bias results for m  = 1, n = 10,20,30,50. Except for 
n = 10, in most instances, the ML and BCML have smallest bias. For n  =  10, EQL 
has smallest bias for c <  0.7 and MM and DEQL have smallest bias for c >  .7.
We then comment on the bias results for m  = 3, n  =  10,20,30,50. Except for 
n  =  10, there seems to be a significant reduction in bias of all the estimates. The bias 
property of DEQL is worst for c > 0.4 in most instances. For larger values of c, MM 
has the largest bias for n — 10. Its performance is best for 0.2 <  c <  0.5. The other 
three estimators, namely ML, BCML and EQL, have very small but similar biases.
We finally comment on the bias results for m  =  5, n  =  10,20,30,50. Except 
for n =  10, there seems to be a significant reduction in bias of all the estimates. 
The bias property of DEQL is worst for c >  0.5 in most instances. For n = 10, 
MM has the largest bias for small and large values of c. Its performance is best for
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0.2 <  c < 0.6. The estimator EQL does not show any consistent behaviour. The ML,
BCML estimators have very small but similar biases.
In summary, bias decreases as n or m increases; BCML has smaller bias than ML; 
MM, EQL and DEQL show the most inconsistent bias properties in that these are 
either lowest (for smaller values of c) or highest (for larger values of <j>), and biases 
of ML and BCML remain consistently near zero except for small n  and small m  
(n =  10 ,m  = 1).
We now comment on the efficiency results for m  = 1, n =  10,20,30,50. For 
n = 10, the MM estimator has largest efficiency for all values of c. For n =  20, 
DEQL works best for c > 0.7 and MM has overall best efficiency results for c < 0.7. 
For n  =  30,50, DEQL performs best for large values of c (c >  0.4). However, 
its performance, in general, is worst for small values of c (c <  0.2). The BCML 
estimator performs best for the small values of c (c < 0.333) only when n =  50. The 
EQL estimator has lowest efficiency in most instances except for small values of c 
(c <  0.1) in which it performs best.
We then comment on the efficiency results for m  =  3, n  =  10,20,30,50. For 
n =  10, the BCML estimator performs best for c <  0.5 and the MM estimator shows 
superior efficiency when c is large. The EQL estimator shows the worst efficiency. For 
n =  20,30,50 the BCML estimator was found to have consistently highest efficiency 
for c < 0.7 and the DEQL estimator performs best for c >  0.7. In these cases, in
general, the efficiency of the MM estimator is lowest .
We finally comment on the efficiency results for m  =  5, n  =  10,20,30,50. Here,
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in general, the BCML was found to have consistently highest efficiency except for 
n  =  50 and c >  0.9.
In summary, in general, except for small m  (m — 1) the BCML estimator consis­
tently maintains best efficiency results. For m  =  1 and n = 10,20, the MM estimator 
performs best in most instances. The DEQL estimator performs best for small m  = 1 
and m  =  3, larger values of n (n > 20) and for some larger values of c.
5.6 Estim ation for the European Red M ites D ata  
and the Ames Salm onella Assay Data
The European red mites data and the Ames salmonella assay data are now analyzed. 
The European red mites data do not have any covariate and have 150 observations in 
the form of frequencies. The Ames salmonella assay data set has one covariate and a 
total 18 observations. We give ML and BCML estimates of the parameters with the 
standard errors in parentheses.
Example 1 (European red mites). Bliss and Fisher (1953) presented data which 
concerned counts of the number of European red mites on apple leaves from Garman 
(1951) of The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. This data set was also 
analyzed by Clark and Perry (1989). There were six McIntosh apple trees which were 
given the same spray treatment in a single orchard. Garman (1951) selected 25 leaves 
at random from each of the six trees and counted the number of adult female mites 
on each leaf. The data in the form of frequencies of mites on the 150 leaves are given
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in Table 1. The ML estimates of m  and c are 1.1467 (0.1273) and 0.976 (0.2629) 
respectively. Note tha t there is a typo graphical error in the estimate of c reported by 
Clark and Perry (1989) where they reported the estimate of k = 1/c as the estimate 
of c. The corresponding BCML estimates are 1.1566 (0.1283) and 0.9805 (0.2588).
Example 2 (Ames Salmonella assay). The data in Table 2, originally given by 
Margoline et al. (1981), were analyzed by Breslow (1984) and Lawless (1987). The 
data from an Ames Salmonella reverse mutagenicity assay have a response variable 
Y,  the number of revertant colonies observed on each of three replicate plates and 
a covariate x, the dose level of quinoline on the plate. We use the regression model 
given by Lawless (1987)
E(Yi\xi) =  =  exp[f3o +  ftiXi +  +  10)].
The maximum likelihood estimating equations of the parameters of a general negative 
binomial regression model are given by Lawless (1987). The estimating equations 
for the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of a general 
negative binomial regression model can be obtained following the method given in 
Section 2.
The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters /3q, (3%, hi  and c are 2.197628 
(0.324576), -0.000980 (0.000386), 0.312510 (0.087892) and 0.048763 (0.028143) re­
spectively, which are in agreement with those given by Lawless (1987). The bias cor­
rected maximum likelihood estimates of the corresponding parameters are 2.191171 
(0.307848), -0.000987 (0.000364), 0.316713 (0.083071) and 0.04001 (0.025031) respec­
tively.
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For both examples, we see that the standard error of the BCML estimate of c is 
smaller than the corresponding standard error of the ML estimate. This is also true 
for the regression parameters.
5.7 D iscussion
We have derived a bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator, BCML and a double 
extended quasi-likelihood estimator, DEQL of the negative binomial dispersion para­
meter c. These estimators are then compared with a few other estimators that already 
exist in the literature. Through an extensive simulation study we find that biases of 
all the estimators decrease as the sample size n  or the mean parameter m  increase; 
the BCML has smaller bias than the ML estimator. The method of moments, the 
extended quasi-likelihood and the double extended quasi-likelihood estimators MM, 
EQL and DEQL show most inconsistent bias properties and biases of the ML and 
the BCML remain consistently near zero except for small n  and small m  (n = 10, 
m — 1). Further, in general, except for small m  (m = 1) the BCML estimator consis­
tently maintains best efficiency results. For m  = 1 and n =  10,20, the MM estimator 
performs best in most instances. The DEQL estimator performs best for m  =  1 and 
m  = 3, larger values of n (n > 20) and for some larger values of c. For m  =  3, n > 20 
and larger values of c, the difference between efficiency of the BCML and DEQL is 
small. Thus, except for small m  we recommend the use of the BCML estimator of c. 
For small m  no specific recommendation can be made as the BCML is best in terms
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of bias, but the MM and the DEQL are best in terms of efficiency.
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Table 5.1: Frequency Distribution of Red Mites on Apple Leaves
No. of mites per leaf 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8+
No. of leaves observed 70 38 17 10 9 3 2 1 0
Table 5.2: Number of Revertant Colonies of Salmonella (Yi)
observations
number of revertant colonies observed on a plate
dose of quinoline (/ig/plate)=0 10 33 100 333 1000
1 15 16 16 27 33 20
2 21 18 26 41 38 27
3 29 21 33 60 41 42
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Figure 5.1: Mean bias for data from negative binomial distribution of 5 estimators 
of the dispersion parameter c ,  c M l ( x ) ,  c M m { * ) ,  c b c m l ( o ) ,  c e q l { A) and c D E q l { + ) ,  
under varying simulation conditions: value of to =  1, and four values of n  =  10 (a), 
20 (b), 30 (c) and 50 (d).
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Figure 5.2: Mean bias for data from negative binomial distribution of 5 estimators 
of the dispersion parameter c, c m l ( x ) ,  c m m ( •) , c b c m l ( o ) ,  c E q l { A) and c D E q l ( + ) ,  
under varying simulation conditions: value of m  =  3, and four values of n =  10 (a), 
20 (b), 30 (c) and 50 (d).
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F ig u re  5.3: M e a n  b ia s  for d a t a  fro m  n e g a tiv e  b in o m ia l d is t r ib u t io n  o f 5 e s t im a to rs  
of the dispersion parameter c,  cMl ( x ),  cM m (9 ),  cBc m l {o), c E q l { N )  and cDEq l { + ) ,  
under varying s im u la tio n  conditions: value o f  m  — 5, and four values o f  n  =  10 (a), 
20 (b), 30 (c) and 50 (d).
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Figure 5.4: Relative efficiency for data from negative binomial distribution of 5 es­
timators of the dispersion parameter c, cml{- • •), cmm(9), cbcml{o), ceql{A) and 
cdeql{+), under varying simulation conditions: value of m  = 1, and four values of 
n — 10 (a), 20 (b), 30 (c) and 50 (d).
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Figure 5.5: Relative efficiency for data from negative binomial distribution of 5 es­
timators of the dispersion parameter c, c m l {-  ■ ■), c m m ( 9 ) ,  c b c m l ( o ) ,  c e q l { N )  and 
c d e q l ( + ) ,  under varying simulation conditions: value of m  =  3, and four values of 
ra =  10 (a), 20 (b), 30 (c) and 50 (d).
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Figure 5.6: Relative efficiency for data from negative binomial distribution of 5 es­
timators of the dispersion parameter c, &m l {- ■ ■), c m m {•), c b c m l (o), c eq l{A) and 
c d e q l{ + ) i under varying simulation conditions: value of m  = 5, and four values of 
n =  10 (a), 20 (b), 30 (c) and 50 (d).
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Chapter 6
Summary And Future Research Topics
In this chapter we summarize the results of this thesis and discuss some future research 
topics.
6.1 Summary
When count data or binary data exhibit variation greater or smaller than what is 
predicted by a simple model such as a Poisson or a binomial model, it is essential to 
account for this extra-variation by fitting an over or under dispersed parametric model 
such as a negative binomial or beta-binomial model. In many instances the dispersion 
parameter or the intraclass correlation parameter may be of interest in its own right. 
Estimation of this parameter is also important for making inferences regarding the 
mean or the regression parameters. Several parametric or semi-parametric procedures 
have been used by many authors to estimate the dispersion parameter or the intraclass 
correlation parameter jointly with the mean or the regression parameters.
145
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In Chapter 3, we conducted an extensive empirical investigation, through simu­
lations, to study the properties of twenty-six estimators of the dispersion parameter 
or the intraclass correlation parameter in the analysis of binary data. We studied 
bias, standard deviation, mean square error and efficiency of these estimators of this 
parameter based on several parametric or semi-parametric methods. We also studied 
properties of these estimators when data come from different probability distributions 
such as the beta-binomial distribution, the probit normal binomial distribution and 
a mixture of two binomial distributions.
General observations regarding bias, standard deviation and mean square error 
of all twenty-six estimators were tha t in general, the distributions of biases of most 
of the estimators were negatively skewed. For data from the beta-binomial distri­
bution the biases were smallest and largest for data from the mixture distribution. 
The standard deviations were smallest for data from the beta-binomial distribution. 
The mean square errors were smallest for data from the beta-binomial distribution 
and largest for data from the mixture distribution. Of these twenty six estimators, 
nine estimators AOV, AOV*, FC, KPR*, W*, ML, GL, Q3, Q2, which included the 
maximum likelihood estimator, an estimator based on the optimal quadratic estimat­
ing equations of Crowder (1987), and an analysis of variance type estimator, were 
found to have least amount of bias, standard deviation and mean square error. Also, 
the distributions of bias, standard deviation and mean square error for each of these 
estimators were, in general, more symmetric than those of the other estimators.
Of the twenty-six estimators studied, we recommend an estimate Q2, based on
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optimal quadratic estimating equations for the mean and dispersion parameters and 
an analysis of variance estimator AOV. The estimate Q2 has consistently high effi­
ciency and least variability in the efficiency results. In the important range in which 
the intraclass correlation is small, on average, this estimator shows best efficiency 
performance. The estimate AOV performs well for larger values of the intraclass 
correlation. In general, the estimator Q2 based on the optimal quadratic estimating 
equations shows best efficiency performance for data from the beta-binomial distrib­
ution and the probit normal binomial distribution, and the analysis of variance type 
estimator performs well for data from the mixture distribution.
In Chapter 4, we derived a bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator (BCML) 
for the intraclass correlation parameter of the extended beta-binomial model. A bias 
corrected maximum likelihood estimator for the dispersion parameter had also been 
derived for the beta-binomial regression model. The performance of this estimator 
was then compared with the estimator Q2 and a double extended quasi-likelihood es­
timator (DEQL), through simulation, in terms of bias, efficiency and robustness. The 
BCML estimator has the best bias property (that is, it has least amount of bias) for 
data from the beta-binomial model and the DEQL has smallest bias for data from the 
probit normal binomial distribution. However, the DEQL estimator shows the worst 
bias property (that is it has largest amount of bias) for large values of the intraclass 
correlation. In general, the BCML estimator has the best efficiency property and 
shows consistent behaviour through the parameter space examined for data from the 
beta binomial distribution. For data from the probit normal binomial distribution,
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the DEQL estimator has highest efficiency for small values of the intraclass correla­
tion. However, the DEQL estimator shows inconsistant efficiency behaviour for large 
values of the intraclass correlation.
In Chapter 5, we derived a bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator, BCML 
and a double extended quasi-likelihood estimator, DEQL of the negative binomial 
dispersion parameter c. A BCML estimator for this parameter c had also been derived 
for the negative binomial regression model. These estimators were then compared 
with a few other estimators, such as, a method of moments estimator, MM and 
an extended quas-likelihood estimator, EQL, that already exist in the literature. 
Through an extensive simulation study we found that biases of all the estimators 
decrease as the sample size or the mean parameter increases. The BCML estimator, 
consistently, has smaller bias than the ML estimator. The method of moments, the 
extended quasi-likelihood and the double extended quasi-likelihood estimators MM, 
EQL and DEQL show most inconsistent bias properties. Also, biases of ML and 
BCML remain consistently near zero except for small sample size and small mean 
parameter. Further, in general, except for a small mean parameter (m  =  1) the 
BCML estimator consistently maintains best efficiency results. The DEQL estimator 
performs best for large sample sizes and for some large values of negative binomial 
dispersion parameter. Thus, we recommend the use of the BCML estimator of the 
negative binomial dispersion parameter except for a small mean parameter. For a 
small mean parameter, no specific recommendation was made as MM is best in terms 
of bias, but DEQL is best in terms efficiency.
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6.2.1 An Iterative Bias-corrected Maximum Likelihood Es­
timator
For a — 1, ...,p, let 9a be the maximum likelihood estimator of 0a. Also, let b(6a) — 
E(9a) — 9a be the bias of the maximum likelihood estimator of 9a. Then, one possi­
bility of an improved estimator of 9a would be a bias corrected maximum likelihood 
estimator which is
@i ,bcml  — 9a ~  b{9a), (6.2.1)
where b(9a) =  b(9a)\9a==ea- However, the estimator 9^bcml  may still be biased as 
b(9a) may be biased for b(9a). The bias of 9a can possibly be reduced further by a 
repetitive process of the BCML procedure. The bias reduction process may proceed 
according to the following steps:
Step 1: Obtain 9 i ,b c m l - 
Step 2: Obtain b(9ltBcML)- 
Step 3: Obtain 92,bcml -  da -  b{9ltBcML)- 
Repeat Steps 1-3 until 9 b c m l  ceases to change.
For the beta-binomial model in (3.2.1), the bias corrected maximum likelihood 
estimators (as derived in Chapter 4) of 7r and <fi are obtained as
K 1 , B C M L  =  f t  M L  ~  K ( f t M L ,  < t > M L )
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and
01 , B C M L  =  4 > M L  —  b ^ M L ,  4 > M l ) ,
where
0 m l) =  K { k  , ( f } ) \ ^ M L ^ M L
and
with 7Tml and 0 m l  being the maximum likelihood estimators of n  and 0. Then, 
we obtain the iterative bias corrected maximum likelihood estimators of tt and the 
intraclass correlation parameter 0  by repeating the following process
^t+l,BCML — ^ML ~  t,BCML,4>t,BCML)
and
<t>t+l,BCML — 4*ML — b<t>(jft,BCMLi 4>t,BCML),
for t =  1 , . . . , oo, until \nk+i,BCML ~  ^l.bcm lI <  0.0001 for some k and \nk+i,BCML -  
ftk,BCML\ < 0.0001 for some k respectively.
For the negative binomial model in (5.1.1), the bias corrected maximum likelihood 
estimator (as derived in Chapter 5) of the negative binomial dispersion parameter c 
is obtained as
Cl,BCML =  CML — bc(rh ,CML) ,
where bc(m, c)\m=m,c=cML with m  and cml being the maximum likelihood estimates 
of m  and c. Note that the maximum likelihood estimator m  is unbiased. Then,
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we obtain an iterative bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator of the negative
binomial dispersion parameter c by repeating the following process
< k + i ,B C M L  —  c m l  ~  b c ( m ,  C t ,B C M L ) ,
for t  =  1, . . . , oo, until \ c k + i , B C M L  ~  h , B C M L , \  < 0.0001 for some k .
Further work is required to investigate and compare the performance of the itera­
tive bias corrected maximum likelihood estimators of the intraclass correlation (f> and 
the negative binomial dispersion parameter c in terms of bias and efficiency. Further, 
theoretical work is necessary to see to what order we attain bias correction of the 
maximum likelihood estimator when the iterative bias correction is used.
6.2.2 Standard Error of the BCML Estimator
For the beta-binomial model in (3.2.1), the variance of the maximum likelihood esti­
mator (as derived in Chapter 4) of </> is
a J22
var((f>ML) = 7 —7 ------
*11-122 “  -*12
where expressions for In ,  J12 and I 22 are given in Section 4.2. The standard error of 
the maximum likelihood estimator of <fi is obtained by
se(4>ML) =  (var(4>ML)l=fM^ =4,ML) 1/2,
where tcml and <$ml are the maximum likelihood estimator of 7r and (j) respectively. 
Then, we can obtain the standard error of the bias corrected maximum likelihood 
estimator of <p as
se{4>BCML) =  {var(^)ML) | ̂ BCML , ^ BCML)1/2 > (6-2-2)
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where 7x b c m l  and 4>b c m l  are the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator of 7r
and <f> respectively.
For the negative binomial model in ( 5 . 1 . 1 ) ,  the variance of the maximum likelihood 
estimator (as derived in Chapter 5 )  of c is
var(cML) =  -J-,
-«22
where
n  A  i\(cby+1 
22 c 4 ~ ^  (* +  l ) d j  ’
with 6 =  and di = Il}=o(l +  j c)- The standard error of the maximum likelihood
estimator of c is obtained by
S&{cmL) =  (ufl7'(cAf£/) \m=fii,c=CMC  ̂ ■>
where m  and cml are the maximum likelihood estimator of m  and c respectively. 
Then, we can obtain the standard error of the bias corrected maximum likelihood 
estimator of c as
se(cBcML) = (var(cML) I m=m,c=:CBCML)  ̂ > (6.2.3)
where c b c m l  is the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimator of c.
Note tha t the standard errors in (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) are the approximate standard 
errors of the bias corrected maximum likelihood estimators of the intraclass corre­
lation <fi and the negative binomial dispersion parameter c respectively. However, a 
theoretical proof of this approximation is not available. We would also like to see
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if we can use bootstrapping or Jackknife techniques to improve these standard er­
rors. Further work is required to investigate the performance of the bootstrapping or 
Jackknife techniques to calculate standard errors of the bias corrected maximum like­
lihood estimators of the intraclass correlation (j) and the negative binomial dispersion 
parameter c.
6.2.3 Estimating the Dispersion Parameters in Presence of 
Covariate Measurement Error in BB and NB Models
For the beta-binomial (BB) regression model in (4.2.6), suppose the mean structure 
7Tj is given by
exp(X[P! +  Wlfo)
** 1 + exp(X>if31 + W'(32y
where X{ =  (Xu , . . .  ,Xip)' is observed without error, Wi =  (wn , . . .  ,Wiq)' is observed 
only indirectly through the measurement Zi — ( z n , . . . ,  ziqY and P = (Pi , ^ ) '  is the 
vector of (p +  q) regression coefficients.
Further, for the negative binomial (NB) regression model in (5.1.1), suppose the 
mean structure m, is given by
mi =  exp{X'i/3l + W-f32),
where Xi  =  (x^ , . . . ,  x ip)' is observed without error, Wi = (wn , . . . ,  wiq)' is observed 
only indirectly through the measurement Zi =  (za , . . . ,  ziq)! and j3 =  (Pi, fa )1 is the 
vector of (p +  q) regression coefficients.
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If the Wi’s are directly observable then the estimation of the regression parameters 
as well as dispersion parameters would be carried out by the methods as discussed in 
Chapters 4 and 5. In the present models information on the Wi’s are not available 
directly. We can then treat IW’s as missing data and employ the EM algorithm to 
estimate the parameters of the model. Under this missing data scenario, it would be 
of interest to investigate the properties of the intraclass correlation parameter <f> or 
the dispersion parameter c.
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A ppendices
A ppendix A: Derivation of the BCM L Estim ator for 
the Two Param eter M odel
Appendix A .I. Derivation of erf, a 12 and o\
The kernel of the log-likelihood of the ith  observation for the extended beta-binomial 
model in (3.2.1) is given by
n i — 1V i- 1  r i i - y i - 1
k = Y l  ln{(l -  (t>)n +  j(j)} + ln{(l -  n )( l  -  <j>) + j<j>} -  J Z i C 1 “




=  - (1  -<t>Y
. j -  0 {{1 -  (f>)TT + j(f>}2 { ( 1 - ^ ) ( 1 - 7 T )+j(f>}2







3 / i  — 1
E t t t t
U=o
1______
(1 -  ^)tt +  j(f>
J -  7T
m i—yi—1
E j  +  7T -  1{ ( 1 - 0 ) 7 T  +  J » 2 ^  { ( 1  - < £ ) ( !  - 7 T ) + # } 2
3/i—1 mi—yi-1
E
j -  0
1
v «  _  OT<k22 — 302
2 /.-1
=  - V  ^





{j + TT~ l ) 2
{(1 -  0 ) ( 1  - 7 T ) +  J 0 } 2 ^  {1+  # }
mi—1
+ E o  - 1)!
\ 3
n  j / i — 1
= E E -Pr(yi)




P r(  2)
{(1 — <fi)n +  0</>}2 
Pr(2)
{(1 -  (f))n +  0<̂ }2 ' {(1 — 4>)% +  <̂ }2 
Pr(3) Pr(3)







{ ( 1  — +  Q(j)}2 { ( 1  -  </>)7T +  4>}2
Pr(n)  
{(1 — cf))Tr + (n
Pr(yi > 1)
{(1 -0 )? r  +  (1 -  1)«^}2 
P r ( y i  >  j )
+ Pr(yi > 2) +  ■■■ +
\ W
Pr(yi > n)
{(1 — <f>) 7r +  (n —
“  {(i — +  (j —1)0}2 '
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E  ( Y " _______-_______ 1 -  V  Pr V̂i ~ ^  -  A(2’0) (A 21
/M  -  fAW 4- ~  2 ^  42 . “  A U ’
Finally, we get
, i = 0  { ( i - 0 > + M 2y ~  4 _ d
where A,- =  (1 — <ft)n + jtfi and A^’0'* can be obtained from A ^  with p = 2,q =  0, 
where
ASi =
, (P.9) _  V '  ( j  ~  7T ~  l ) g
4  Aj?_J=1 J
with Pr(yi)  being the probability mass function of the beta-binomial distribution 
given in (3.2.1). Following similar steps leading to (A.2), we have
F  T v -1 i  ^  =  v  P r t e  ^  n i ~  J)
V 4  4  b i _ x) ’
p f v  3 ~ *  \  ^ ( j - n - l ) P r ( y i > j )
4 - 1 )
/mi_W_1 J + i r - l  \  4 '  (j +  7r — 2)Pr(yi  < n* — j)
S '  §  { ( l - W - i r J + j w j
r  ( y  1 1 y  f t - f a :
Zw (i _  0)^ _j_ J 2 ^  A l- i)\  j=o '  J T /  j=l
n f Y 1 1 ^  Y ^ P r i y i ~ n i ~ j)
V  4  ( 1 - ( ^ > ) ( 1 - 7r ) + j < / > y  ^  S b - 1)
p  / y '  O' -  7r)2 \  =  Y "  (i -  7T -  l )2Pr(yj > j )
4  4 - 1 )
/ m  y T *  ( j  +  7T — I ) 2 A  ^  Y >  0  +  n  -  2 ) 2P r ( ^  <  Tij -  j)
\  4  { ( i - ^ ) ( i - 7 r ) + # } 2y 4  4 - i )
p / y  0 - 1 ) 2 ^  4 ( i ~ 2 ) 2
^ { 1  +  # } 2 J  4 ^ ’
where A j  =  (1 — (ft)re +  j(j>, B j  — (1 — ft)(l — n) +  j(f> and C j  =  1 +  j(j>. Using the
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= a  -  <« e  (A gJ) -  Ag'1’) + E  (A« 0) -  AS,0))i= l i= 1
and
/22 =  b ^ - e ^ 2‘M
771
-  E ^ + ^ ’-A'r’),
7—1
where An’s are as defined above and
A ^ 1 =  E ^ -~ i ! -V r ( r i < n i - J ) 
,=1 ^ J - l
and
y - 2 ) «
a £ ”> =  E/  > c<p 5 
i=i J - 1
for some integer values of p and q. Therefore, the Fisher information matrix I
\  h i  J22 /
where /2 1  =  ^12 • Finally, the inverse of the information matrix I  is
r i = f * 2n
<721 <722 J
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w here
° i  =  ^2 2 /(^11^22  — ^12]) 
an  — ^ 2 1  =  ^1 2 /[-^12  ~  -̂ 11^22]
and
°2 — h i / [ h ih 2  ~  ^12]-
Appendix A.2. Derivation of Jm, Jn2, J122 and J222
From (A.l), we have
yj/W -  ^ li w in  —
fjTT3
2(1 -  4>f E E
^ 112 ~  d^dcf>
V i-1
=  2(1 — <̂ )2
+  2(1 — 0)
8 t \  
dird<fi2
J -  7T + E j  +  7T -  1L" £  {(! -^)7T +  J^}3 ^  {(1 -</>)(!- 7 r ) + M 3
m.i-yi-1V i- 1 ^ r r i i-
53 If 1 — r/)W -+- lV)12 5^
J {(1 -0)7T +  J » 2 ^  {(1 ~  ^)(1 — 7r) +  j(f>}2
wj& =
=  2(1  —  4>)
Vi- 1
E ( j  -  t ) 3  - Z «  * ( j  +  7T -  i fb -=0 { ( i - ^  +  M 3 ^  {(1 — <̂ >)(l — ?r) +  J » 3
+ 2 E tttt3 -  7T
mi-3/i-1
- E j  + 7T -  1bt £  {(! +  ^  {(1 -</>)(! - 0 + M 2
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w (i) _  3%
W222 -
y i ~ l  , . v3 m i - y i - l= 2y  U - * r  , 2 y  (j + ^ - 1 ) 3 v  U - 1)
//"I „  fh\'7r 4 -  n/h\3 2L j  I (1 — /AW 1 — rr\ -4- 2—Jp (  {(1 — 0 )tt +  i0 } 3 ^  { (1 -</>)(!- tt) + M 3 y  { 1 + J »
Now, similar to the computation of the expectation of (A.2) in Appendix A .l, we 
obtain
E f v ——-L ——) V  P r ( y i > 3)
{ U W - f r + j W )  U  4 - u  ’
p 4 y ~ X 1 \  ^ P r j y ^ n . - j )
V  U  +  ^  4 _ i )  ’
P  / y  j  -7T \  =  (j —  7T —  l)P r(y i >  j)
\ y  { ( ! - < / » > +  # } 3 /  y  4 - d
/ m. - ^ - i  j  -f 7T -  1 \  =  A  (j +  7T -  2)Pr(yj <  Wj -  j)
V { ( l - 0 ) ( l - ^ ) + i 0 } 3;  £  B »_1}
P  / y  J  - 7 T  \  ^  4N (j -  7T -  l ) 2Pr(yj > j )
V y  {(i-^vr + j^py ^  4 - d
/ m» - y  j +  7T -  1 \  (j + 7T -  2fPr{jji < rii — j)
V £  { ( l - ^ ) ( l - i r ) + # } 3j  £  4 - x )
p / y  J-7T \  = 4N (j -  7T -  l ) 3Pr(yj > j )
+  £  4 - d
F- P y ~ 1 J + 7 T - 1  \  4N ( j + T T - ^ P r ^ ^ ^ - j )
\  {(i-</>)(!-7r)+#}3y y  4 - d
J - *  \  = y  ( y  2)3
{ ( l-^ )7 r  +  # } 3 j  ^  4 - D
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where Aj,  Bj  and C /s  are given in Appendix A.I. Then, we obtain
Jin  = E  ^  M'S J
m




= 2 £  [(1 -  0) (A<f> +  A<f>) + (1 -  (A<P> + Ag-1')' ,
i= 1
J m  =
m
= 2 ^ [ A g 1> ~ A g 1> +  ( l - « ( A « f > - A r > ) ; ,
i = l
and
J 222 =  ^ E * ^
m
=  2 x : ( A r ) + A < f > - A « f » ) ,
t=l
where A^’9\  Aj£’̂  and , for p, <7 =  0,1,2,3,  are defined in Appendix A.I.
Appendix A .3. Derivation of Ai.n, K \}12, A i)22, A2in, A2)i2, and
K 2 ,22
From (A.l), we have
dh
=  2(1 — </>)s
Vi-i
E /n _ E





V i - l  / .
o y '  0  -  v
{(1 -  0)?r + j(f>Y
(j  +  7T -  I)3 to;—1- E 0  - 1)!{(1-</>)(!- tt) + # } 3 “  {1 +  J0}3'
Now, we have
^ 1,12 =  ^ E A . A )
i —1 i = 1
* i , 2 2  =  E ( J 2 u < ‘ \ v 2f ) ,
i —1 i = l
^ 2,12 =  and K 2t22 = E ( f ^ U ? \ v £ ) ,
«=i i=i
where the V ^ ’s are given in Appendix A.I. Then, for the case K ltn , we have









{(1 -  </>)(! -  7r) +  # } { ( !  -  <£)(! -  7r) +
1
{(1 -  0)7T +  J0}{(1 -  0)7T +  fc<̂)}2
1
^  {(1 -  <f>)n +  -  tt) +  fc0}2




{(1 -  (j))7r +  -4>){1 - n )  +  k4>}
= ( 1 - 0 ) 3
"to; —y ;—1 y ; - l  y ; - l m ; - y ; - l
JC BjBl ~ ^
_ jjfe—0  ̂  ̂ 0  ̂ k j~Q k~Q  ̂ ^
+E E
*.o
where A,- =  (1 — ^)7r +  jtp and J5j =  (1 — 0)(1 — 7r) 4- j(f>. Now, taking expectations,
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w e  o b t a i n
/m.i-yi-1 1 \  rii m.i-yi-1
* E  A *  = E  E P r fa )B M  j  ^  B M  ’',fe=0
Pr{yi)
'V i- l  1 \  Tii V i-1
j,k= 0 1 k )  Vi=0 j,k—
/ i/I -*■ \ »fc4 in
E \ L a 7? =EE
W o  J V  yi—0j,k—0 A JA *
(1/i—1 mi—j/i—1 \  ni yi- lm i-y i -1  „  , N
E E iV) = E E  E
j —0 k=0  ^  ^  /  V i = 0  j = 0  f c = 0  ^  ^
(V i - 1  m i - i / i - 1  1  \  n i  y i - l m j - S i - 1  r >  /  \E E ^  - E E  E
^ ' = 0  f c = 0  J  /  2 / i — 0  j — 0  f e = 0  J
F i n a l l y ,  w e  o b t a i n
m
= (1 -  £  T lj, T „  =  Ag«'°» -  A<‘ ‘2’«  -  + A<f'°'0),
i = l
w h e r e
a n d
2 / i = 0  j,k=0 3 ^
^  = t Y 1{ 3+^ V B ^ ~ i y ) p ^
2 / i = 0  j,k—0  ■? ^
Vi 1 Ui 1 /  • \ r  /  7 - 1 \3
Air-’ = E E  E b } *<»>■
2 / i = 0  j = 0  f c = 0  J
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f o r  p , q, r, s  =  0 , 1 , 2 , 3 .  F o l l o w i n g  s i m i l a r  s t e p s ,  f o r  t h e  r e m a i n  q u a n t i t i e s ,  w e  h a v e
771 777.
* 1 , 1 2  =  ( 1 - * ) * £ T »  +  ( 1 - « E T * ’
l
#1,22 =  ( 1 - 0 ) J ] T 3
7 = 1
K 2,n =  ( 1 - 0 ) 2] T t 4
7—1 
ffi
k 2,u  =  ( i - ^ E T ^ + E Tg
777
■K-2,22 =  T  T g
w h e r e
T 2 i  =  A g * 2 ^  -  A g - 2 A 1 > +  A g A 0 , 1 )  +  a 2 a 1 - ° \
T „ . _  A (1’2’0’2) _  A ^ 1’2’0 ’2) _  A ^1,2,0 ,2) _l_ a 12,1'2>°) . A  ^ '2,0,2) _  A (1,2,0,2)
3* ^ 2 i  ^ l i  ^ 4 i  ' ^ 4 i  ' ^ 5 x  6 i  >
T , .  -  A ^2’1’0-1) 4 - A ^2,1,0,1) _  A ^ 1,2,1,0) _  A ^1,2,1,0) _  A ( 24,0 ,1) _  A (1,2,1,0)
4t ^ 5i T  2 -ig j ^ A ii ^ 2 i 4 i  ^ 4 i  >
T r . _  A ^ 2,1,1’1) 4 - A ^1’2’1’1) 4 -  A ^ 1’2 ’1’1) _  A ^1’2’1’1) _  A ( 2 7 > 1 , 1 )  _  A I2’1,1 , 1 )
1 5 t  t~^5i ' ^ 4 i  ” r  2 -*2 i  i i  ^ 4 i  6 i  >
T  . -  A ^ 1’2’1’2) 4 -  A ^ 2 ’1’2 ’1) 4 -  A ^1,2,1’2) 4 -  A ^ - 1’2’1) _  a ^ 1,2 ,1>2) _  a ^ 1,2,1'2) 
6i ^ 5 x  "* 5 i  ' h i  ’ 6i 1 i  2 i
_  A  (1,2,1,2) A  (1,2,1,2) A  (2,1,2,1)
3 i ° 4 i  ^*4t i
r 7i = - a £ '1A0) -  a £ w > + 2a£ '1a1)
and
T o . _  a 1̂,1’0’1) , a ^ 1’1’1’0) 4 .  A ^ ’l-hO) _  A ^ ’l.l.O ) _  a 1̂,1,0,1) _  A (x’l , 0,1)7- 8i ^ 5i "+■ ^ 4i i 4̂ 2i ^ l i  ^4 i ^hi
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with A ^ ’9’r’s\  A ^ ’9,r’̂  and A ^ ’9,r,ŝ ’s being defined above and the remaining A ’s being 
obtainable from the following quantities, for a set of p, q ,r ,s  = 0,1,2,3,  as
A (w ,s) _  (j -  Qr (fc -  f)s
3 i r7rr7s ’
j,k=0
Vi ^ n i  ̂ /  ' \ r  /  7 1 \ S
A i- " >  =  E E E ° ~ 1 Z  P r w
yi—0 j=0 fe=0 1 ^
and
n,i ni—yi—lm —1
=  £  £  £  P r ( ! / i ) .
Vi—® j—o fe=o t  ^
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A ppendix B: Derivation of the BCM L Estim ator for 
the Beta-binom ial Regression M odel
Appendix B .l. Derivation of the Elements of the Fisher In­
formation Matrix I: Irt, Ire and lee
For the extended beta-binomial regression model in (4.2.6), the kernel of the log- 
likelihood for the ith  observation is
2 / i - l ni—Vi— 1 n< —1
U = ^ 2  M 71! +  s5) +  '222 ln(l — 7Tj +  sS) — ^ 2  ln (l +  s5).
5 = 0  s = 0
For r, t  = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,p, we have 
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where d ir  =  7T j(l — 7Ti)Xir and Cjr t  =  (1  — 2'Ki)dirX it. Now, following similar steps in 
Appendix A .l, we obtain expectations for the components of the above terms in V ’s,
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which are
p A F 1 1 \  Y - P r ( m > s )
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where
-  E V FrKas)’
s= Q  si
p 2i,k) = Y l ^ w P r Ŷ i - m i ~ s^




/  ^ fii ’ 
s=0 °si
for j , k = 0 ,1 ,2,3.
Appendix B.2. Derivation of the Third Order Quantities Jrtu, 
JrtS 9 Jr5S a n d  J 5(55
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ppA) =  93li
tSS d(3r8 5 2
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s = 0
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-E^ { K i  +  s 5 y  ' ^  {1 -  7Ti +  s<5}3 j r ^ { l  +  s 5 Y
where dir =  7^(1 — 7Ti)Xir and Qrt =  (1 — 27ri)dirX it. Now, we follow similar steps of 
(A.2) in Appendix A .l to obtain the expectations for the components of the Vt̂ ’s and 
we then have
r(i)
' r t u
= E [2 ( d ? ,3) -  d ,M))  - 1  ( d ,2,21 -  / £ * )  a,
1 = 1  L




-  e  [2 (d,3-2)+ d ,3
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for r, t, u — 0,1, . . .  ,p, where all P ’s are defined in Appendix B.l.
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Appendix B.3. Derivation of K r>tu, K rf5, K r,ss, K 6jrt, Ks,rs and
K-8,86
F r o m  ( B . l ) ,  f o r  r  =  0 , 1 , . . .  ,p ,  w e  o b t a i n
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where E si ~  ir* +  s5, FSi =  1 — 7r* +  Gsi =  1 +  s<5, d{r =  7r*(l — 7Ti)Xir and 
^irtu — 2dirCitu with ĉ j-j — (1 2 7 T { ) * Thenj
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with the Q ’s given in the following forms, for j, k = 0,1,2,3 and l ,r  — 0,1,2, as
= e e—  — 1 Sj ~ l t k ~ r
= e  e
E 3 E k
y i = 0 s , t = 0  
m i m j - y i - 1  g j - l t k - T
Pr(Vi),
p j  p k  




U ,k , i ,r )  _  y ' y -  y v
2 ^  E i F k Pr{yi),
t / i = 0  s = 0  t = 0 s i  t i
where Pr(yi)  is the probability mass function of the beta-binomial regression model 
given in (4.2.6). Finally,
i—1 i = 1
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where
=  - q £ ,2a 1)+ q 2 a1,1)+ <3«u,1) -  e 2 Al,1),
•fa = -qS'2-1-"1 -  q2a1'0) + <?SAA0)+ q 2 j m + Qi !A m  -  d ‘A1-0)
= -<&w) -  OS’2,0'21 -  qS’w )  -  «£A0A)+<?£'lA0)+e£’IA0)
=  <?£’w )  -  o 2 'w ) + « £ " ’0) -  o g " ' ”  -  « £ 'Ml0)+ o S ’1" ’,
^  =  _ Q o w )  +  C (.A0,D _  Q(?.U,») +  Q g ,w )  +  Qg u m  _  Q(«,i.o,
and
= Qg'w>+q£A0-0) -  <3£a°'0)+q£A0'0)+ o $ i m  -  «£A°'0)
■>(2,1,0,0) n (2,1,0,0) , n (2,1,0,0)Q V-s.i.u.uj ,̂x,v,v
Si V 6  i +  V 3 i
with the remaining Q ’s being given by the following quantities, 
Q W P  =  s t
„ 4. n ffi V̂ f-is, t= 0 si ti 
m< j / i - lm .i - 1  j - U k - r
yi = 0 s= 0  t= 0  si t i
and
m i r r i i - y i - l m i - l  ^ j - l jJ c - r
fia tQl*M = E E E - ^ r Pr(»<)’w = 0  s= 0  t= 0  si ti
for j, k  =  0,1,2,3 and I, r =  0,1,2.
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A ppendix C: Derivation of the BCML Estim ator for 
the Two Param eter N egative Binom ial M odel
Appendix C .l. Derivation of the Elements of the Fisher In­
formation Matrix I: In, In and I22
For the negative binomial model in (5.1.1), the kernel of the log-likelihood for the ith  
observation is
1 Vi~l




(i) _  d 2k _  cm2 - y i -  2cmyi 
Vl 1  —
11 dm 2 m 2( l  +  cm)2
T ,(*) _  d2k V i - m
V i o  ~
12 dmdc ( 1  +  cm)2 ’
{i) = 0%  =  m  2 y j - r n
22 dc2 c2(l +  cm) c3 c2
m 2(yj -  m)  1 1 +  2 cj
( 1  +  cm)2 c2 ( 1  +  cj)2
m  2  V i - m  m 2( y i - m )
ln (l +  c m ) 5 h
c2(l +  cm) (? c2 ( 1  + cm)
yi- 1 1 3/i-l ^2
_2 y ~ t  1 _  1_ y - 4
+  c2 ^ !  +  c j  C4 ^  (1 +  Cj)2
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N ow , using E ( y i )  —  m ,  w e h av e
E(- - v » >  =  m i T S o -
E ( - V § )  =  0,
B ( - V £ ]) =   r  +  4 ln(l +  cm)  -  ~ E  ( A " )  +  A  f e  l  A " V(^(l +  cm) c3 c2 1 +  CJ y c4 y ~ ^ ( l  +  c j)2
To obtain the expectations of the third and fourth summands of E (—V ^ ), from (C.l) 
we obtain
7 -r «  d l i  1 1 / I  ,  ̂ , y i  — m . y - 4  1t/2 =  vr- =  Inf 1 +  cm) +  —  r — >
Fin n% n (  1 4- r’m  f ■<—><9c c2 c(l 4- c ) "  c(l +  c j) '
1 A*-1 1 \
£ ( [ /« )  =  - l n ( l  +  c m ) - E
c2 c(! + CJ) J  ’
Since E {U ^) — 0, we have
£ ( E ( r ^ ) )  = j ln(1+ °")' (a2)
Following Fisher (1941), we have
E  = E  f V — L _ )  f -  *S W +1
\ L , ( i  + Cj ) 2 )  { ^ Q (k + 3f )  i?0 (i + i w
where c =  1/k, b =  and d* =  I7j-=o(l +  J c)- We then obtain
= m 1 y .  il(cb)i+1
22 c2(l +  cm) c4 “  (i +  l)di
1 ^  i!(c6)i+1
c4 U  (i +  1 W
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Finally, the elements of the Fisher information m atrix I  are 




i V ) = o ,
1=1 )
n  }  
i = i  )




°4 (i + l)<k'
A n alternative derivation o f I22 is as follows:
Fisher (1941) derived the expected value of second derivative of the log-likelihood for 
the ith  observation for the negative binomial model in terms of k =  c~x and p = cm, 
which is
i d - S l  =  y  (* - 1 ) !
V dk2 J i +  1 (i +  k)\ ’v '  z=0 v y
where q =  and Z* be the log-likelihood for the ith  observation for the negative 
binomial model in terms of k =  1/c and p = cm. Then it can be seen that
E , _ 0 )  _  ^r  m  m /  w n
V a/c2 ;  c2 V )
1 y ' '  (& — 1)! m
c4 i +  1 (i +  A;)! cP(l +  p)
[write in terms of c]
c4 ^  (i +  l)di c (1 +  cm) 1 Ji=0
OO i!(c6)l+1
c ’  “  ( * +  l ) d i ’
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where b  and d i  are defined above. Therefore, we have
7 =  F  ( ...........................
22 y dc2 J c 4 "  (7 +  l)di ’
Appendix C.2. Derivation of the Third Order Quantities: Gm,
G1 1 2 ? G1 2 2  and G2 2 2
From (C .l), we have
M _ cftli 2 (yi + dcmtji +  3 c2m2yi — c?m3)
111 dm 3 m3(l +  cm)3
W (i)
d3li 1 — cm  +  2q/j
112 dm 2dc (1  +  c m ) 3 
(i) _  <93 G 2 m  (y *  — m )
122 dmdc2 (1 +  cm)3
m(4 +  5cm) 6 , „  . 2(yi — m)(3cm +  3 c2m2 +  1)
W222 =  irw  =  — A: A  +  - 7  ln(l +  cm -  — - A —  r-----------dc3 < (̂1 +  cm)2 c4 (^(1 +  cm)
- 2  i p ;  -  cj - 1_  £  *P, 1 _  _ P ,
/̂ 3 1 _i_ /̂ 3c 3 2- - /  1 +  c ? c 3 (1  +  c j ) 3j=0 J j = 0  v ""
Now, using (C.2) and E(yi) = m, we have 
2 ( 1  +  2  c m )
E  (IT 'S ) 
E  (W ® )
m (l +  c m ) 3 ’ 
1
( 1  T  c m ) 2 ’
e ( w $ 0  =  0 .
r-. 7 T r, ( i )  \  m ( 4  +  5 c m )  6  . . 2  / v - J  c 2j 2 -  c j  — 1
E  ( W 022 |  = ----- 571--------------77  4 — 7  ln (l +  c m )  ri?  I \  — jz rrs—
V 222 J £ ^ ( 1  + c m ) 2 c 4 v ’ c 3 (1  -t- c j )
2k m (4  +  5 c m )  2A 2
c 2 £ ^ (1  +  c m ) 2 c 3
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where A 2 is given by
v-> cj(cj — 1) — 1 .
= E E  (1 + ch  P r W
K=Oj=0 Kl ^ cJ)
with Pr(yi) being the probability mass function given in (5.1). Finally, we obtain
G m  =  £ ( y > S )  =' L—/ I m{ 1 +  cm)6
G- = £ ( E ^ (a = j i A n ? '
Vt = S 1
f  n
g 1 2 2  =  e ( J 2 w $ 2 )  =  o ,
, 2—1 
'  n
n  / TT.W \  2 n K  m n ( 4  +  5 c m ) 2 n  A
G 2 2 2  =  E 1 ^ W 2 2 2  1 =  _  - - - A a .
Appendix C.3. Derivation of # 1,11? # 1,12? # 2,12 and # 2,22
From (C .l), we have
^(i) _  dk _  y i - m  
1 dc m( 1 +  cm)
Then, we have
» i , n  = -E ( I X V i
n
I X  I  >
i = 1
12 I i 
\i= l /
i72,22 =  S  ^ f / 2(V 222 | >
i=l
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where
TJ(i)v (i) =  (Vi ~  -  y { -  2 c m y Q
1 11 m3(l +  cm ) 3 ’
£/•(*) y (0  _  — m ) 2
' i  v 12 m (l +  cm ) 3 ’
r r ( i ) T/ W  _  V i - m  1  K ( y i - m )  ( V i - m f
u 2 Vu  -  „ , Zw 777X771( 1  +  cm ) 2 c(l +  c j )  ( 1  4 - cm ) 2 c(l +  cm ) 3 ’
V i ~  1  1  \  /  2 /  \  2 / i — l  - 2yf -  m 1 1 / , m  { V i  -  m) ^  7rrWi/h) = / „ , Vi ~   _  V '  1 7 , ,   W ~ _  V '
2 22 I 7 1  n  4 - r m l 2  2 - /
j=0c(l +  cm) 4^  c(l +  c j )  I  I ( 1  +  c ) 2 ^  ( 1  +  c j ) 2
m?{yi — m) y"2 J 2 , V i~ rn  m 2{ y i~ m )2
KLU +  K— ----------- r r ------K > 7 —  —r r  +  U!—j~ —--------- r  H y ----------- 7 5 -
(1 +  cm)2 (1 +  cj)2 c(l +  cm) c(l +  cm)3
V i - 1  - 2  y> -l 2 /  \V i - m  y ,  j z _  1 _  m  (y, -  m)
c(! +  c m )  (1 +  c j)2 ^  c(l +  cj) (1 +  cm)2 ^  c(l +  cj)
w-i -2 w-1 |
+  ^  (! +  ci ) 2 ̂  C(1 +  cj) ’
where 7 ^  is given in Appendix C .l and and are given in Appendix
C.2,«  =  4 l n ( l  + c m )  and u  = ~ - •
1 & • v * 0̂ (14*0771) 0
To obtain expectations of the above terms, we define
Az -  d  +  ci)> P r fe )-
(y —1 ,  \  oo y —l  ..
E c( i +Cj ) J  “ E E c(i + c / r ^
/y - i  -2 \  0 0  y-1 -2
A‘ = E(5(T̂ j =5§(T+wiM!/)’
(y —1 \  oo y - 17 j = 7 E yr+cjjPr<-ŷ
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/ y-1 -2 \  00 v - i  -o
/  y —1 \  oo y —1\ y
*  -  A E ^ h E E r h ^^ 1 +  cV  + «
/ y —1 y —1 £ 2  \  00  V - l  y - 1  ^ ,2
E v § S ^ i+cj')(i+cfc)2j  § § S c(i+ c )̂(i+cfc)2jPr̂ ’
where Pr(y) = P r (Y  =  y|m, c) is the probability mass function of the N B (m , c) 
distribution given in (5.1). Using A ’s defined above and E(yi) =  m , we finally obtain 
n ( l +  2  cm)
H hn =
#1,12 =  -7 T 5----- ^  = ~ Jn2,
Hi,12 —
[m(l +  cm ) ] 2 ’ 
n
( 1  +  cm ) 2 
n[A 7 — m (l 4 - ck)]
c(l +  cm ) 2 
and
nm 3 A f m l .  f m 3
H2 ,22 =  n/tu; +   ---- --  +  71A 34 — n |  k -  -T r -t   } A 4 — n  •( lu
n . n m
c(l +  cm ) 2 ( c(l +  cm) J [ ( 1  +  cm ) 2
2
A 5.
c(l +  cm) ( 1  +  cm ) 2
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A ppendix D : Derivation of the BCM L Estim ator for 
the N egative Binom ial Regression M odel
Appendix D .l. Derivation of the Elements of the Fisher In­
formation Matrix I: Irt, Irc and Icc
For the negative binomial model in (5.1.1) with mean structure m* =  exp(Xi/3), where
X i(3  =  /30 +  X n P i  H b X ip(3p , the kernel of the log-likelihood for the ith  observation
can be written as
j =o
(D.l)
Then, for r, t, u = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,p, we have
dj3rd(3t (1 +  crrii)2
d2k m dyi -  m) v_ _ _  ___ r — rr-A,
d 2k  _ m i { l  +  c y i ) v  v
n 0 /0  —  /-i i \ o  A i r A ^ t
dPrdc (1 +  cm)2 ir'
So, using E(yi) =  m, we have
n n
n
and Icc can be computed similar to the case / 22 in Appendix C.l with replacing m  by
mi. Therefore, we have
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where bi = and di = r i L o i 1 + k°)-
182
Appendix D.2. Derivation of Grtu, Grtc, Grcc and Gc 
For r, t, u =  0 ,1 , . . .  ,p, from (D .l) we have
M'S =
r®
d% (1 +  q /i)(l -  crrii)
w:
ddrdfrdPu (1 +  crriif '
dsk mi(2rrii +  c m ^  — y*)
r t c df3rd/3tdc (1 +  crrii)3
W (i)  = d%  =  2m? -  mi)
ddrdc1 (1 +  crm)3 tr'
A"ir Aiii 
XirXn,




(1 +  crrii),12
X ir X ifX iu ,
mj
(1 +  cm,)2
X irX{t ,Grtc = E ^ J 2 w ^ u 
°rc. = E ^ p w £ j  = 0.
Note that Jccc can be derived similar to the case J222 in Appendix C.2 with replacing 
m by mi, which is
Gccc =  Y ,
t=1
2Kj m i(4 +  bcrrii) 2 . . .
“  03(1+ cm,)* -  ? A2(m>)
where
Ki — -wln(l + crrii),
V i  =
A2(mi)
mdcrrii +  2) 2 Ki 
c*(\ +  cmi) c ’
cj { c j  -  1) -  1 D ( 1 ,E E  V., -S -Prfaim‘)
y = i  1 = 0
(1 +  c j)3
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with Pr(y\rrii) being the probability mass function of the negative binomial distrib­
ution in term of rrii given in (5.1.1).
Appendix D.3. Derivation of i f r>tu , H r,tci H c,rc and H CjC





m j{l + cyi) 
(1 +  crrii)
Vi ~  mi
Xj-r
i - 1
dc -v‘ ' c(l +  crrii) ~ i  c(l +  c j ) '
where Ki is given in Appendix D .l. Then, we have 
H,,t. = E  f c u P v A  ,
= E  >
Hv c  = E  ( f ^ u P v A  ,
where
u p  = 
uf>v,f =
rrn(l +  c y i f  m dyi + cyf)
(1  +  crrii)3 (1  +  crrii)2 
m i( y i  ~  m i ) ( l  +  cyi) m iP iijji  -  rrii)
(1  +  crrii)3 (1 +  crriif
Xir Xii -Ss-ii)
u ® v ®  =
Using (C.2), we have
mi(yi -  rrii) ^-4  1 m ^ t / j  -  rrii) mi(yi -  m f
c(l +  cm)5 +  cj c2(l + c r r ii)2 c(l +  crnf
Y.
n /  \  2
HtM =  -cV  ( w ^ - J  Xirx itx iu
j r t  \1  +crrn J
H r ,tc =  - J 2
m f
^  A  + crrii)
r X i f X a  J r tc
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and
u  rni[A7(mi) -  m ^ l  +  ck,)] v
c’rc ~ ^  cil + crm)2i~ 1
where
( Vi—1 \  oo y»-l
J = 0  /  y = l  j = 0  J
with Pr(y\rrii) being the probability mass function of the N B (m i}c) distribution. 
Note that ffCjCC can be derived similar to the case # 2,22 in Appendix C.3 with replacing 
m  by rrii, which is
n  r  3 /• m  l
# c ,cc  =  V  KiUJi +   rx +  A 34 (m i)  -  < K i -------7— 2— r > A ^ m * )
"  L c(l +  crrii) [ c(l +  crrii) J




mdcrrii +  2) 2k*
c2( l  +  cm i) c ’
/ y - 1  ,  \  oo y —1 ..
A 3(m ,) =  £ ( S 4 ^ j = S S 4 i ^ ) F r ( ! ' l’n -)-
( y - 1 p  \  °° y~l  p
A ,K ) -  B ( E ( i r w ) - g g ( I T W , M ,w ’
(y - 1 \  oo y —1§ 4 ^ ) ) = § S ^ ) Fr(!,K)’
-  4 5 i A F ) 4 S i E F p'w-
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and
( y - l  y - l  £.2
A34(rm) -  E [ Y , Y 1 C(1 + Cj) ( l  + Ck)
j —0 k —0 
oo y - l  y - l
y = 1  j = 0  f c = 0  V
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A ppendix E
Appendix E .l. The Gaussian Likelihood Estimator
W hittle (1961) introduced the Gaussian estimation procedure which uses the normal 
log-likelihood, without assuming tha t the data are normally distributed. Based on 
this procedure we can obtain the following unbiased estimating equations for the it 
and cf) parameters. The Gaussian likelihood is given by
L = lndet 2̂7rE ^ + -/**)'E ^ ~ ^
where
Hi =  7rlj, U =  (1 , . . . ,1 ) '
and
E ^ 1 " K 1 ~  +  ^ h l ' ]
i
with Ii being the unit matrix of order m. The Gaussian log-likelihood based on the 
form of first two moments of the random variable Zi — Y ijn  which are same as those 
of the extended beta-binomial model, after simplifications, can be written as
- m
l =  — -  E  K l n { 7 r ( l  -  7 r)}  +  (n *  — 1) ln(l -  (f>) +  l n { l  +  (n» — l)(p}
i=1
+ { 7 r ( l  — 7r) (1  — { n * 7 r ( l  — 7r) +  (1  — 2 7 r ) r i i ( z i  — i t )
-4>{ 1 +  (rii -  l)(f>}~1n2i {zi -  tt)2}] .
The Gaussian likelihood estimating equations for ir and 4> are
dl_
dir
f  f  1 rii( 1 — 27r)2 1 . . —ni<f>{ 1 — 27r) , 2 2 i
S  A ^ f  +  2(1 -  4> ) t t 2(1 -  tr)2 }  ^  _  ^  +  2(1 -  0)7r(l -  tt)^2 ^  “  ^




{(* -  7r)2 -  a ?}
where of =  7r(l — 7r)[l +  (rii — 1)0]/n;. Denote the estimator of 0 obtained by solving 
the above estimating equations by 0<?l-
Appendix E.2. A Result of Inagaki (1973)
Suppose U i ,  U 2 , ■.., U k  are the estimating functions for the parameters 9 i ,  ( i  =  
1 ,2 ,.. .  ,k) obtained using the moment or semi-parametric procedures described in 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Let 5 be an estimate of <5 using a moment or a semi-parametric 
method. Then, by Inagaki (1973) and under the usual regularity conditions such as: 
the parameter space has finite dimension, the expected values of Ui, (i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  k) 
exist in the parameter space, the expected values of Ui are continuously differentiable, 
etc.,
Appendix E.3. Data Generated from Probit Normal Binomial
Ochi and Prentice (1984) proposed a method for generating data from the probit
where A(5) and B(S) are k  x k matrices with
and
Bjs =  E  (UjUs).
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normal binomial distribution. We first generate observations from the correlated
probit normal as follows:
(i) Let z  =  (zi, Z2 , ■ ■ ■, z j  be the normally distributed variate with common mean p, 
variance a2 and correlation p with density
where Q,n — cr2[(l — p)In +  p lnl^], l n is an n-vector of ones, In is an n x n  identity 
matrix and — ^  < p < 1.
n —1 r
A binary variate is defined according to whether or not the components of z exceed 
a common threshold, which can be taken to have value zero without loss of generality. 
Define
where A — {Z\zi > 0 if i < y; Zi < 0 if i > y}. This equation can be simplified further
if we let t  = p.o~~1 and subtract p. Then
where B = {Z\ — t  < Zi ,  if i < y; Zi < —r  if i > y}. The mean and variance of Y
Vi =
1 if Zi > 0
0 if Zi < 0.
Let y =  yi. Then the probit normal density is
have the standard form of nir and n7r(l — 7r){l +  (n — 1)0}. Now for given it and <fi,
we obtain p by solving
/-oo Zoo 9n{z\ 0,1 ,p)dz -  ($ (r))2 
$ (r){  1 -  $ (r)}
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which can be written as
[  f  gn(z - ,0 ,l ,p )d z -  ($ ( r ) )2 -  </>[$(r){l -  $ (r)}] =  0,
J —oo J —OO
using the IMSL subroutine ZBREN, where $  is the standard normal distribution 
function and r  =  $ _1(7r).
(ii) n  correlated probit normal observations are then generated using the IMSL (In­
ternational Mathematical and Statistical Library) subroutines CHFAC (obtained 
Cholesky factor of the variance-covariance matrix) and RNMVN (generated data 
from a multivariate normal distribution) with common variance 1 and correlation p 
obtained in (i).
(iii) We then dichotomize the multivariate observations obtained in (ii), i.e., we count 
the number of observations greater than zero. These counts are then distributed as 
probit normal binomial.
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